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ABSTRACT

Laminar'film condensation, of a vapor-noncondensable gas mixture on a flat isothermal

sutface, with quiescent ol moving mixturcs, is analyzed. Surface temperatule and fiee

stream conditions are kept uniform, sulface orientation varied from vertical to horizontal

and variable propelties ale used. Using a finite contlol volume approach, the frrll

boundary layer equations fof consel'vation of mass, momentunÌ, enelgy and species

(mixture only) fol both the liquid and vapor-gas mixtule phases ale solved in primitive

valiable form. The focus of this thesis is on developing the velocity and temperatule fields

in both phases and gas concentlation plofile in the vapor-gas mixturc phase, as well as the

filÌn thickness, the heat tlansfer coefficients and the condensation rate. These lesults are

then used to assess the effects of neglecting the inertia tems in the liquid momentum

equation aud the energy convection terms from the liquid enelgy equation. Dimensionless

paramelers arc aìso developed allowing the rcsults to be pl€sented in a genelalized format.

Results are obtained fol three different vapol'-gas mixtures to examine a wide range of

Prandtl number, Prr. The vapor'-gas combinations are: steam-air (Pr"*2¡, sodium-argon

(Pr, = 0.006) and glycerine-bromine ( Prr. = 1000). Along with the complete numerical

solution, simplified solutions are also obtained by modiSing the numerical model to

neglect either the inertia terms in the liquid momentum equation or the energy convection

terms in the liquid energy equation. Results are presented for any plate inclinations

(between veritical and horizontal), any gravity force, any free stream velocity and for

specific wall temperature, and free stream temperature and gas concentration.

The inertia terms in the liquid momentum equation were found to have negligible effect on

the hydrodynamic and thermal characteristics of the flow for both the steam-ai-r and

glycerine-bromine mixtures. The inertia terms had the greatest effect on pure sodium, with

the deviation decreasing with increasing aÍgon gas concentrations, such that when the free



stleam gas concentlation is increased to l0-3, the effect of the inertia terms became

negligible.

Rrrthetmore, the eneryy convection tems in the liquid energy equation were found to

have negligible effect on the hydl'odynamic and thermal characteristics of the flow fol both

the steam-ail' and sodium-argon mixfures. The effect of neglecting the energy convection

terms for the glycerine-bromine is to underpredict the heat transfer coefficient, with the

elrol leaching a maximum between the horizontal folced convection limit and the flee

convection limit.
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Since the pioneering work of Nusselt (1916), considelable attention has been dilected

towards the problem ofcondensation on plates and tubes. The interest in this problem has

been motivated by its fundamental nature and relevance to m¿uty industr.ial applications

where a phase change occurs. One example is in the containnìent buildings of nuclear.

teactoÌs whele core plessure is leduced by condensing the steam against the walls of the

containment buildings. Anothel is on the condensation ofa vapor on the shell side of shell

and tube heat exchangers. In these cases, it is usually impossible to seal the opel.ating fluid

from unwanted outside gas, such as air, and smaìl concentlations of gas would eventually

end up within the system. Thercfore, r'ather than having just pule vapor, the system would

be opelating with a vapor'-gas mixture. Thus, the condensation of a vapor. with a

noncondensable gas on surfaces is important for industrial applications. A lecent review

of the theoretical studies of laminar film condensation (natural and for.ced convection) on

plates and fubes has been reported by Rose (1988).

For laminar fil¡n condensation on vertical plates, some of the frequently used assumptions

in previous studies were to ignore the inertia forces, energy convection, and interfacial

shear in the condensate layer (e.g., Jacobs 1966; Fujii and Uehara 1972; Sparrow and Lin

1964; Minkowycz and Sparrow 1966; Denny et al. 1971). These assumptions may be

valid only for thin filrns, as shown by Koh et al. (1961) for quiescent pure vapors



condensing on a vertical plate and by Koh (1962) for flowing pure vapors condensing on a

horizontal plate. Gaddis (1979) examined the validity of these assumptions for the

condensation of flowing pure vapol's on a holizontal tube. He concluded that these

simplifuing assumptions carì cause signif,rcant en'ols in estinatiug the heat tlansfel'late for

liquid metals and viscous liquids, while the influence is insignificant for water over a wide

range of pressures.

For the case of folced-convection condensation in the presence of a noncondensable gas,

thero have been no studies, to the author''s best knowledge, wherc var.iable properties

were used and the inertia forces, energy convection and interfacial shear have all been

included in the goveming equations of the liquid filn. Even though the elimination of

these telms may be justified in many situations, it is necessar.y to develop a nethod for

solving the complete two-phase boundaly layer equations in the liquid and mixture (vapor

and gas) regions.

The aim of this work is to develop a numerical code to solve the complete two-phase

boundary-layer equations including inettia fo¡ces, energy convection, interfacial shear and

variable properties. The same numerical code can then be used to obtain solutions without

either the inertia forces or energy convection. This allows a direct comparison between

the complete and simplified solutions and shows the single effect of neglecting either

inertia forces or energy convection. The effect of interfacial shear is not studied in this

work since it has already been shown by Koh et al. (1961) to be important.



Resulls will then be obtained for three different vapor-gas mixtures to examine a wide

range of Pr, . The vapor-gas combinations are: steam-air (Pr,. = 2¡, sodium-algon

( Pq. = 6.666, and glyceline-blomine ( PrL = 1000). Fol each nixtule, r'esults will be

obtained neglecting either the inertia forces or energy convection and compaled to the

complete solution. This will determine the conditions undel which the inertia and

convection telms in the nodel are impoltant and to quantify the pledicted deviation in

heat lransfel that would lesult from their exch¡sion. Knowing that, it would be possible to

determine the conditions fol which the lesults fr'om the complete model are necessaly for

good acculacy and the conditions undel which simplifred velsions of the model can be

used to plovide satisfactory lesults.



Chapter 2

LITERATURE REVIE\ry

The pioneering work by Nusselt ( 1916) on the condensation of a saturated quiescent pure

vapor, upon a veltical isothemal flat plate, was based on the assumptions that the inertia

folces, energy convection, intelfacial shear and subcooling in the condensate layer. werc

negÌigible. As well, constant properties were assumed in the vapor and liquid regions.

Subsequent shrdies by othel authors dealing with quiescent or.flowing vapor.s have applied

one ol'nlore of Nusselt's assumptions, and the leview of their. wor.k in this chapter.will

point out their limitations. Thele are foul subsections in this chapter'that discuss previous

work for the cases of pule quiescent condensation, pur.e forced convection condensation,

and the addition of a noncondensable gas to either quiescent or forced convection

condensation,

2.1 Pure Yapors

2.1.1 Quiescent

An analytical solution for the condensation of a saturated pure vapor on a veÍical

isothermal plate was first obtained by Nusselt (1916). His mathematical model assumed

constant properties, a very thin film, linear temperature profile across the film, zero shear

forces at the ilterface and negligible effects of liquid inertia, energy convection and Iiquid



subcooling. The results of this analysis include simple algebraic equations for the

condensate thickness, the velocity profile and most importantly, the local heat flux along

the plate as given by:

(2.1)

Rohsenow (1956) extended the work of Nusselt (1916) by including the effect of a non-

lineal tempelatule profile. This was accomplished by solving the partial differential and

integral equations obtained fi'om separate energy and momentum balances performed on a

control volume in the liquid film. The algebraic form of the results pr.edicted a higher heat

flr¡x and a thicker film than the ealliel lesults by Nusselt. They also showed that the

significance of the non-linear tenpet'ature plofile depended on Ja,-. Rohsenow concluded

that the effect of the nonlinear temperature plofile is only important at high values of

liquid subcooling or high values of Ja, . Thus, fol Ja, < 0.2, the linear temperature

assumption is valid.

Sparrow and Gregg (1959) solved the complete set of boundary-layer equations for the

liquid film, which included conservation of mass, momentum and energy, with the

standard (Nusselt) boundary conditions at the wall and free stream, along with an overall

energy balance to solve for film thickness. Essentially, their work improved on Nusselt's

work by including the effects of energy convection and liquid inertia, but still maintaining

the assumption of zero shear shess at the interface and constant properties. Their method

, I t p,.' h¡, k,'(r - r,,,, ) It
't"' -L 4lr,J ]



of solution was to apply a similarity tlansformation to the set of partial differential

equations and iterate to solve the resulting set of ordinar.y differential equations. They

studied the effect of neglecting the liquid inertia terms ovel' a range of liquicl prandtl

numbers between I and 100 with Ja¿ numbels between 0.003 and 0.3. They also

included an appendix that extended their study to liquid metals with p1 between 0.003

and 0.03, and Ja,. between 0.0001 and 0. I . The effect of includi¡tg the inertia te'ms is to

lowel the Nusselt numbel'with the effects becoming nole pronounced at higher Ja,. ancl

lowel Pr; . Fol P1 : 100, the effects ale negligible, and at Prl_ : I .0, the highest

deviation, fol the range of Ja,_ studied, occurred at Ja¡. :2.0 and is about 5olo. Similar.

hends werc shown fol low P1 However., the deviation is nuch more significant at

higher Ja,_ numbers. For example, with Pç : 0.003 and Ja, : 0.1, their pledicted values

of q werc almost 45o/o lowel than that pledicted by Nusselt's theory. They also showecl

the effect of Ja/. on the tempolature profile, and supported the earlier claim by Rohsenow

(1956) that the temperature profile is essentially linear for Ja, < 0.2.

The complete model for the condensation of a quiescent pure vapor on a vertical flat plate

with constant properties was solved by Koh er al. (1961). using the solution method of

Spalrow and Gregg (1959), they added the interfacial shear by solving the equations of

motion in the vapor and examined its effect for a range of liquid prandtl numbers,

0.003 < Pr" < 810. The use of constant properties allowed them to nondimensionalize

the boundary-layer equations so that all results were expressed with the dimensionless



parameters Pr; , Ja, ana le "[ "lQ,F" ]"' 
. Th"y also made a minor assumption that

p¡. >> p,. Eadiel work had always assumed a zeto shear at the interface for simplicity.

However, the quiescent vapol'causes a negative sheal in the liquid filrn at the intelface,

which acts to l'etard the downwad flow of the condensed liquid, thereby increasing the

fìlm thickness and lowering the heat tra¡sfel. This effect was shown to be less than lo/a

for'fluids with Pr,. > 10, because of the viscous nature of these fluids, The effect becomes

much more pronounced with lower Pr; and highel Ja,. mrmbers and was shown to be

over 257o at Pr;. : 0.003 and Ja,. > 0.028.

Chen (1961) solved the same ploblem as Koh ¿¡ al. (1961), except that he used a

perturbation method to solve a set of modified integl"l boundary-layer equations. Rather.

than equating the vapor and liquid shear stresses at the interface, he r¡sed an order-of-

magnitude estimation to approximate the sheal stress at the interface. As well, he

assumed ttrat [0" U,/0" p, ]= 0. His results showed the same trends as reported by Koh

et ul..

Poots and Miles (1967) used the same equation set as Koh et al. (1961) but added the

effect of variable liquid properties and included the effect of ðCp"fATL in the energy

balance used to calculate the filn thickness. Similarity transformations were used to

reduce the differential equations to a set of ordinary differential equations, which were

then solved numerically using a modified fonn of the Runge-Kutta method. Results were



obtained for saturated steam at 100 'C and wall temper.atures r.anging fi.om 0 to 90 "C.

Theil vaiable property analysis was first compzued to the constant property analysis of

Nusselt(1916), with the constant pr.operties evaluated at Z-. This showed that the er.ror

was irrcrcasing with increasing @-. - f,,,,,), reaching al.,oul 25o/o for the local heat tr.ansfer

coefficient and about 8o/a for the Nr¡sselt number. af g- - T,,,,rr): 100.C . They then

ploposed a lefelence tenrpel atut€ 7,. =f,,.,,u + þQ,.. -7,,,,u) at which to evaluate the

constant pÍoperties foÍ the Nusselt solution, with the value of p dependent on Q_ - f,,,,r).

using this rcference temperatrue, the error in Nusselt's constant-propel ties solution was

leduced to less than 0.5o/o fot @--T,,,,,,) <30'C.

2.1.2 Forced Convection

using a similar approach to Nusselt (1916), Rohsenow et al. (1956) studied laminar and

turbulent forced convection condensation of a pule saturated vapor on a vertical plate.

They used constant properties, linear temperature profile across the liquid filrn, and

neglected the effect of inertia in the liquid and vapor layers. A criterion was also

developed to determine the transition from laminar to turbulent flow based on the film

Reynolds number:

(R"u),-,n." = 1800 - zaø(t-J_) ,: . 066?(T)(.;), e.z)



where:

a i = sheaf s[€ss at the interface

Equation (2.2) indicates that (Reò )..,.u,,_ varies along the plate because of it's

dependence on the shear strcss at the intelface. Plots of heat transfer r.esults,

, / r \l'l

+l J+- | ur. Reo , wele given showing the transition fr.om laminar. to tr¡rbulenr
k,, \P ,,' s )

flows. Tlansition occurs when the local Reu exceeds (R"u ),.,,,,,,,,, .

Cess (.1960) obtained a constant-propelty solution to the for.ced convection condensation

of a pule saturated vapor on a horizontal flat plate. Similar.ity was used to transfolnl the

boundary-layer equations to a set of oldinaly differential equations. It was Íì¡r.ther

simplified by using the solution for the suction at a wall as the solution for. the odinary

differential equation for vapor momentum. Rathel than numerically solving the thr.ee

differential equations, for the liquid layer, Cess used an infinite serjes solution for each of

the differential equations, and ûuncated the higher order terms. The loss of the higher

order terms is the same as neglecting the inertia tenns in the liquid momentum equation

and the energy convection terms in the liquid energy equation. Heat transfer results were

shown to be represented by a single cule when plotted on a graph of

Nu- Re--u' vs. RJa"f Pr,. . Asymptotic relations were also given for the limiting

li
li

, fr, - o{;)'



cases as RJarfPr,. goes to zero (no suction or no condensation) and infnity (infinite

suction or infinite condensation).

Koh (1962) extended the study by Cess (1960) to include ineltia and energy convection

and numerically solved the set of ordinaly diffelential equations. Koh showed that the

heat tlansfer pal'ameter Nu. Re,-'t' was dependent on nrore than just R Ja,.fPr,., because

his plots of Nu, Re, "' yr. RIa!.fP\. showed that vafying P1 ancl R separately led

to differ€nt culves. Thus, on Koh's plots of Nu, Re.-'" vs. RJa,.fpr,, , Cess's l.esults

wele l'eplesented by a single culve, and the deviation flom Koh's lesults at different Prl

and R showed the effects of neglecting liquid inertia and convection. For. low Pr;.

( P1 < 0.03), the combined effects wele found to be morc significant at lower. R and

higher values of RJa,.fPr,.. Fo[ Pr}. > l, the effects became mor.e significant at higher

Pr; , lower R and higher values of RJa"fPr,..

Jacobs (1966) solved the set of boundary-layer equations for forced convection

condensation of a pure freon-l 13 vapor on a vertical plate. Constant properties were

used with the following assumptions: pr >> p" , inertia terms in the liquid have a

negligible effect, and a line temperature profile (which would neglect the energy

convection terms). Results were obtained for a pressurc of 1 atm with [ -{,.,,,: 10, 40

and 70 'F. For each of the three cases, the dependence of Nu, Fr;u'zRe_-Y2 on fFr.

was obtained for fFr; ranging fiom 10'4 to 103. This range showed the solution for
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combined forced convection and body force condensation between the two limits, forced

convection only (/Fr, -+ 0) ancl body folce only ( t/Fr., --e "o). The numeúcal results

were compaled with expelimental data and were found to show agteeme nf. wtthin + 20o/o,

Shekliladze and Gomelauli (1966) obtained an analytical expression for the heat transfer

coefficie¡rt duling forced convection condensation on ver.tical and hor.izontal plates. They

employed a sinrilal nrodel to Jacobs (1966) for the liquid and simplified the effect of the

vapor by compaÍing the condensation plocess to that of a vapor undergoing suction at the

plate's sulface. With sufficiently high suction rates, the shear stress on the plate's snrface

is essentially equal to the momentum transferred to the condensing mass. Thus, the

interfacial sheal stress in the liquid film was approximatecl by r . = m" (u... - a, ), where r,

accou¡ìts for the motion of the liquid film. Algebraic expressions were obtained for the

heat transfer coeffìcient as a function of Ja"/Pr,., free strcam velocity, ÀZ and axial

location (or plate length for average heat transfer coefficients). conection factors wele

also obtained to account fol the effect on the heat tlansfer coefficient of either liquid

inertia ol enelgy convection. These co[elations showed that inertia effect is negligible for.

non-metallic liquids with JarlPr" < 0.1. They also showed that liquid energy convection

is negligible for ordinary liquids with Ja. / Pr, << 0. 1 .

Demy and Mills (i969) included the inertia and convection terms in the liquid momentum

and energy equations. The effect of the vapor was approximated using the asymptotic

solution of the vapor momentum equation, as given by Shekriladze and Gomelauri (i966).
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Algebraic exprcssions solved by a least-mean-squares procedure were used to obtain

correlations between the properties and the temperatule. The equations were solved

numerically using the method developed by Patankar and Spalding (1967). They validated

theil wolk by compaling with the free convection results by Koh et al. (1961) and their

numerical lesults were shown to be in good agreement over. the range of Pr;. and Ja,_

studied by Koh et al. Plots of the local heat transfer coefficient wer.e given for. ethylene

glycol (at T.:140 "F), n-propyl alcohol (at 7.,: 140 "F), and water (ar Z-. : 150 "F)

with Á7: 40 'F and ¿r, : 20 and 50 ftls. Results wele also pr.esented for a non-

isothelmal wall with a co-ctuleut and countel-cuuent coolant flows.

Denny øt al. (1970) extended the earliel wolk of Denny and Mills (1969) by numer.ically

solving the case of constant ploperty, quiescent and forced convection condensation of

liquid metals on a vertical surface. By neglecting the inertia and convection temls in the

liquid conservation equations, they wele also able to obtain a closed form solution. Their.

numerical rcsults werc then compared to theù closed fom solution to determine the effect

of i¡ertia alone, since for liquid metals (Pr, << 1) the convection terms are negligible and

the tempelature profile is essentially linear. Results were obtained for sodium, potassium,

cesium, lithium, rubidium, and mercury for 0 < ø- < 100 fVs, 1100 < Z- 12400 R, and

3 < 
^f 

< 20 R, For these substances, the error in neglecting the inertia terms was less

lhan 3Vo for the range of variables studied.
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Fujii and Uehan (1972) performed a constant property analysis using the same boundary

layel equations and boundary conditions as Jacobs (1966) with one different boundar.y

condition. They feplaced the condition ofzero liquid thickness at the leading edge with a

mass balance over a disclete step along the plate, Âx. Along with the numelical results

for forced convection condensation on a veltical plate, they also obtained appr.oximate

analytical explessions for the Nusselt numbel at the two limiting cases of body force only

(quiescent, /Fr'. -+."¡ and forced convection only (horizontal plate, l/Fr.. ì 0). Results

wele obtained for four combinations of propelties and wele shown to have the col.fect

limits. Fol the complete case, they proposed an approximate exprcssion which corr.elated

the local Nusselt r.rumbel' with Re., , Fr'. , Jar., Pr,- and R. The maximum discrepancy

between the numelical lesults and the explession was about 2.5o/o. Fujä and Uehar.a's

results for the limitiug case of a horizontal plate agleed well with those of Cess (1960)

who also neglected the liquid ineltia and convection terms. However, these results

disagreed with the results of Koh (1962) for a horizontal plate, since Koh included the

liquid inertia and convection terms.

Rose (1989) examined the effect of liquid inertia and convection for condensation on

horizontal plates by plotting the results of Shekriladze and Gomelauri (1966) and Fujii and

lJehara (1972) against those of Koh (1962). Plots of Nu- Re*-'l'? vs. Jar/Pr. showed

that the solution by Fujii and Uehara have the incorect limit for high Jarf Pry. Likewise,

plots of Nu, Re--u2 vs. RJa"f Pr, showed that Shekriladze and Gomelauri's solution

have the incorrect limit as R Ja./Pr, approaches zero. Rose proposed a new algebraic
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expression that mole closely approximates the solution by Koh, within the range of

0.01 < Ja,/Pç < l0 and 0.1< RJa,./Pr;. < 100.

2.2 Mixtures of a Vapor and a Noncondensable Gas

2.2.1 Quiescent

Condensation of a quiescent mixture of a vapor and a noncondensable gas on a veÍical

wall was studied by Sparrow and Lin (1964). The authols assumed constant proper.ties,

and dfopped the inertia and convection terms fronl the liquid momentum and ener.gy

conselvation equations. As well, they applied a zero shear. stress condition at the

interface. They also lationalized that since Sparrow and Ecker.t (1961) showed that the

effect of superheat is low even with a highly superheated vapor (on the order: of hundr.eds

of degrees), and that the mixturc would be at or near free strcam conditions, the mixture

energy equation could also be neglected. Similarity transformations were used and the

resulting ordinary differential equations wele solved numerically. The mechanism by

which the noncondensable gas lowers the heat transfer is that convection in the mixture

carries gas to the interface. Since the interface is impermeable, the gas concentration

increases enough to create a gladient allowing for the diffusion of the gas away from the

interface. The high gas concenhation at the interface lowers the partial pressure of the

vapor. The corresponding interfacial vapor temperature decreases, leading to a reduction

in the themral driving force (T¡ - Toaù. Plots of the intefacial gas concenhation, I7,,
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showed that lV¡ increases (heat transfer decreases) *ir¡ Cn@' 
--T'*u) and the effect is

h, Pr,.

even greatel at higher free stream gas concentrations, IV.-. They also noted two other

trends fol Wj. The first trend is that gfeater buildup of gas occurs at higher. Sc, which

conesponds to lower diffrrsion coefficients limiting the diffusion of gas away from the

intelface. The second tlend is that lV¡ also increases with R . An iter.ative pr.ocess is

requiled that uses plots of ]42¡ along with the prcssut'e-gas concentt.ation equation and a set

of satulation pt essure-tempefatul e data in ordel to obtain the heat tr.ansfer, r7.

Minkowycz and Sparlow (1966) extended the work of Spar.row and Lin (1964) by

including the nixfurc energy equation and the effects of thernal diffr¡sio¡ and diffr.rsion

thermo. Ploperties fol steam as the vapof and ail as the noncondensing gas we[e fitted to

algebraic expressions and mixtule rules delived by Mason and Monchik (1963) were used

to calculate the mixtule properties (except for p and Cn which wer.e calculated by standard

additive procedures). SimilatÍty üansfomations were used and the resulting equations

were solved numerically. In order to normalize their heat transfer results, they defined a

reference temperature, T, =7,*, +0.31(4 -1,..r), for evaluating the properties used to

calculate q^,u using Equation (2.1). This allowed them to normalize q, evaluated with

variable properties, by dividing by qn, . Their model was used to detennine the effect of

noncondensable gas, interfacial resistance, supetheating, and diffusion. The effect of

superheat on the condensation of pure steam was found to be minimal, since even a

superheat of ¿100 "F was shown to increase heat transfer by less than 57o. Superheating
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became more significant with the addition ofa noncondensing gas, especially at higher Z_,

and lower' Â1 . The intedace itself acts as a r.esistance to the conduction of energy from

the mixture to the liquid and causes a tempelature jump between the liquid and mixture

side of the interface. The effect of intelfacial lesistance depended on the selected value for.

o, the condensation coefficient. Paul (1962) and Nabavian (1962) suggestecl values of o

ranging from 0.004 to 1.0, and Mills (1965) pelformecl expeliments on the conclensation

of pule steam and showed that o was essentially equal to one. The numerical rcsults of

Minkowycz and sparlow for quiescent pure steam showed that the heat transfel. l.esults

with o: I compale vely well with Nusselt's theory. As o was lowercrl, so too was the

heat transfel rate. When adding a noncondensing gas with or without super.heat, the

resùlts with interfacial resistance were shown to closely natch the solutions without

interfacial rcsistance, even with the low value of o - 0.04. Thermal clifft¡sion an<l diffusion

thermo were found to have negligible effects ir this situation. The most important effect

was that of the noncondensable gas, as just 0.57o gas concentration in the bulk resulted in

more than 50,/o reduction in the heat transfer rate. Increasing I4z-, decreased the heat

transfer results monotonically. Fol the same l4u-, increasing the temperature difference

resulted in an increase in the heat Íansfer rate. As well, the effect of the noncondensable

gas became more ptonounced at lower ?- .

Rose (1969) solved the problem by considering only the vapor-gas region. He applied

arbitrary velocity and gas concentration profrles to solve the integral continuity,

momentum and diffusion conservation equations. comparison with the steam-air mixture
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results by Spamow and Lin (1964) showed that although these profìles followed the same

trends, Rose's results over prcdicted IV; . No indication was given on how the value of IV¡

was used to evaluate the heat flux, but qf q*, was comparecl with the steam-air mixture

results of Minkowycz and Sparrow (1966). Rose's solution underestimated the heat

transfer at low W,.. , but imploved with higher IV." and showed good agreement for.

w..> 0.02.

Fnjü et al. (1992) perfolmed a constant propet'ty aralysis on a steam-air mixfttr.e using the

complete boundary layer equations and boundar.y conditions, but neglecting interfaciat

tesistance, thernal diffrrsion and difülsion thermo (all of which were shown to be

negligible by Minkowycz and Sparlow (1966)). Similarity transformations were applied,

and the lesulting equations werc solved numer.ically. They then performed an

approximate analytical analysis based on their numerical data to obtain algebr.aic

expressions fol the mass flux and the heat flux. The heat flux was a function of pfoperties,

the temperature drop across the liquid, temperate gradient, axial location and the Galileo

number, Ga, . The mass flux was a function of properties, the interfacial gas

concentration, gradient of the gas concentration, axial location and the Gatileo number.

Algebraic expression for the mass flux of the condensing vapor was within l0Vo of the

experimental data. calculated heat fluxes did not compare as favorably and were generally

wilhn 30c/o of the experimental results.
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2.2.2 I or ced Convection

Sparrow et al. (1967) followed-up on the earlier work of Spar.row ancl Lin (1964) by

extending it to cover forced convection condensation of a vapor-noncondensable gas

mixturc on a horizontal flat plate. Like Spalrow and Lin, they also neglected the mixturc

energy equation, and assumed negligibte effects of iner.tia and energy convection in the

liquid. The borurdaly conditions were sinilar, except that they intposed continuity of

shear strcss at the interface and assumed that ui_., : u¡ = 0, si¡rce u., >> n,. As well, a

valiable property analysis was pelformed on a steam-air. mixtur.e. Similar.ity

transfor ations were used and the resulting equations were solved both numelically and

by an approximate integral method as descr.ibed in their. appenclix. The heat transfer

results were nomralized by dividing the heat flux of stean in the prcsence of air. with the

heat flux for pure steam, thereby eliminating the dependence on x ancl u_. Results for

steam-air were plotted for IV. r'anging fi'om 0.005 to 0.1, ÂI ranging from 2 to 40 "F

and ?- ranging fi'om 80 to 212 "F. The quiescent results by Minkowycz and Spanow

(1966) were also plotted on some of the graphs to highlight the marked improvement in

heat transfer due to forced convection. They also examined the effect of interfacial

resistance for steam undergoing forced convection condensation on a horizontal plate and

concluded that since the interfacial resistance is negligible for pure steam, it would also be

negligible for a steam-air mixture.
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Minkowycz and Sparrow (1969) added the effect of superheating to the work of

Spanow et al. (1967) by solving the mixture energy equation. Their. results showed that

the effect of supelheat was to increase the heat transfer'. This increase was less than 10o/o,

but it became more significant at lower values of Â1 and higher 17- .

A variable plopelty analysis on steam-ail mixtures was perfor.ntecl by Denny et al. (1971).

The liquid film was nodeled ilsing the Nusselt assunìptions, whereby iner.tia and energy

convection wele neglected. Allhough valiable proper.ties were used for. steanl and ai[,

liquid ptoperties were only allowed to vary axially, and was evaluated at their refel.ence

tenrperatì.ue defìned by; T, = T*r, + 0.33(Tt + 7,,"r). No assumptions were nade to

simplify the mixfurc conselvation equations. Solutions were obtained by the finite

difference nìethod of Patankar and Spalding (1967), using a folwald marching technique.

Local values of t¡f q* were plesented for.a plate length of 0.5 ft ',vith Z- ranging from

100 to 212 'F, ÄZ langing from 5 to 40 'F, bulk air concentrations r.anging from 0.001

to 0.1, and free strcam vapor velocities ranging f,.om 0.1 to 10 fls. They observed that

"..effects of intefacial velocity and induced natural convection may be ignored as u-

becomes large, the magnihrde of the vapor drag being essentially equal to the asymptotic

value rh" u- which is characteristic of boundaryJayer flows undergoing strong suction".

Two other papers followed which used the same numerical model but studied other fluids.

The first was by Denny and Jusionis (1972) which reported results for six vapors (water,

ammonia, freon- 12, ethanol, butanol, and carbon tetrachloride) with air as the

noncondensable gas. Condensation of liquid metals with a noncondensable gas was then
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presented by Turner et al. (1973) for the mercury-air and sodium-argon systems. The

mercury-air system pr€sented a special pr.oblem in that a negative buoyancy force was set

up because the moleculal mass of ail is lower than that of mercury. Thus, as the air builds

up at the interface, tho density of the mixtule decreases and the r.esulting buoyancy force is

directed opposite to the mixfure flow, causing the mixtule bounclary layer to separ.ate at

some distance down the plate.

Rose (1980) obtained an approximate expression fol fo.ced convection condensation of a

vapor-gas mixture on a holizontal flat plate. In an earlier. work, he obtained an

approxinate exprcssion to the solution of the liquid nonìentunl and eneryy equation for.

folced convection condensation of a pule vapor on a horizontal plate. This lesulted in the

following exprcssion fol Nu., Re.-'l' as a ftlnction of pr;:

Nu. Re.,-"'
o.. 12

- 
| rt.

(2.3\

þ7.8 + 7 5.9Pr,.0.* + ó52 pr.]"u

In his prcsent work, he neglected the temperaturc profile in the mixturc, assumed that tho

interface velocity to be zero (assumed the problem to be just like a mixture undergoing

suction as it flowed across a plate) and took llz¡ to be constant. Thus he only needed to

solve the mixture momentum and diffr¡sion equations. with the similarity of the present

equation set to that for his earliel pure vapor case, the solution of the mixture momentum

and difüision equation would have the sarne form as Equation (2.3), but with Sh.

replacing Nu, and Pr" being replaced by sc. He then used the impermeability condition
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at the interface to relate the sh- number to the interfacial gas concentration. His final

result gives an implicit relation for Sh., :

z, + O.94lSc{'?r (l-.l)"oz_,'to - l/o = 0 (2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.1)

whele:

S c'/t

(Ð=

Sh.. Re,-'"

w-lw,

[zz.s + 25.9 scn'* + 657 sc]"u

which can be solved iteratively. The main dlawback to the use of Equation (2.4) is that to

obtain Sh. , Wi must be known. Comparisons with the results of Sparrow et al. (1967)

shows vely good agreement for a steam-ail' mixtur.e,

Legay-Desequelles and Pnrnet-Foch ( I 985, i 986) per.formed an experimental study on

steam-air mixtules undergoing folced convection conclensation over a horizontal

isothermal plate under laminar and turbulent conditions. comparisons werc made to their

numerical model, which used partial condensation of the steam within the mixture to

maintain a sah¡rated steam-air mixture everywhere. The liquid fiftn was assumed to be

thin and not have any effect on the mixture layer (they assumed that the liquid-mixture

interface coincided with the wall). Buoyancy effects were ignored. The mixture

coDservation equations (continuity, momentum, energy and difftrsion) were solved

numerically. This condensation process was compared to results obtained by imposing a

uniform suction velocity (without a temperature difference) at the wall and the equivalent

suction rate was predicted from the results of the mass flux at the wall. plots of the
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temperature profiles show a good agreement, within 107o, between their experimental a¡d

numeúcal data. Nusselt number and mass flow results for laminar condensation were

given for Pr,, :9.7 and Sc :0.6 and compared to the work by Hijikata and Mori (1973).

Nusselt numbel' was shown to be in good agreement for. lOa < Re. < 3.5x10a. plots of

theil mass flow rate showed that fol Z- :30, 40 and 50 "C, therc was good agreement

with HUikata and Moli's lesults for ÁZ < 20 "C .

2.3 Closing Remarks

This literatule review of laminat' condensation of saturated vapor-gas mixfures or. pure

vapols on isothemal flat plate, undel quiescent or forced convectiolì conditions show that

the following general obselvations can be made:

1. Nusselt (1916) neglected the interfacial shear as one of his simplifuing
assumptions. For pure vapors, Koh et al. (1961) showed that this is
only valid for high Pr, fluids and the error increases with lower prr.
Furthermorc, the effect of interfacial sheat also increases wittr higher.
Ja".

2. Energy convection and subcooling have been shown to be negligible for
low Pr; fluids such as liquid metals and even steam (0.1 I Pr, < 10).
However, energy convection and subcooling play very important roles
in the condensation of viscous fluids (high pr. ), especially at higher
Ja".

3. The liquid inertia forces play an important role only in the condensation
of low Pr, fluids, with the effects becoming greater at higher Jar_ .
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4. None of the earlier author.s have solved the complete model which
included the boundary layer equations for both the mixture and liquid
(including the inertia, enelgy convection and subcooling), interfacial
shear and variable propelties. The one exception is the study by poots
and Miles (1970) who limited their work to quiescent pure steam and
only showed the combined effects of interfacial shear and varjable
properties.

The pulpose of this thesis is to solve the complete boundary layer. equations, which

includes inertia folces, energy convection, subcooling in the condensate layer., intefacial

shear', and variable plopelties. solution of the complete model can be i¡secl as the basis for

evaluating the effects of neglecting the ineltia terms ffom the liquid momentum equation

and the ene'gy convection terms flom the liquid energy equation. using the complete

model, solutions will be obtained fol quiescent anrl forced convection condensation at

various plate inclinations flom holizontal to vertical. Three fluids are to be studierl to

cover a wide range of Pq : sodium ( Pr,. = 9.¡96, with and without ar.gon), steam

(Pr, = 2.9, with and without air), and glycerine (pr. = 1696, with and without bromine).

Gas concentrations arc to be varied for each mixture, with pure vapor being one of the

cases, along with varying Â2. Results for sodium without the liquid inertia tenns will be

comparcd with the complete solutions to determine the effect of liquid inertia (checks

were also made for steam and glycerine to ensure that inertia had negligible effect).

Results will then be obtained for glycerine without the liquid convection terms.

comparison with the complete solutions will show the combined effect of neglecting
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energy convection and subcooling (checks were also done to ensurc that these effects

were negligible for steam and sodium).
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Chapter 3

STATEMENT OF' THE PROBLEM

3.1 Physical Model

The focus of this study is on laminar' film condensation on the isotherrral flat plate as

shown in Figure 3.1. Olientation of the plate in the figure is ver.tical, but can be or.iente<l

at any angle from the vertical, to the horizontal. The incliuation of the plate is given by cr,

the angle between the plate and the x axis. The layer next to the wall is the liquicl

condensate frlm that is sepalated from the mixture layer by the liquid-mixtur.e interface.

Beyond the mixturc layel is the extemal flow, where velocity, temperaturc and gas mass

fraction rcmain uniform at the fiee stream values and saturated conditions are assumed.

The odgin of the axis is located at the leading edge of the plate, with .r directed along the

plate, and y dirccted normal to the plate. The plate is assumed to be of infinite width, so

that the edges have no effect and velocity, temperaturc and concentration gradients only

occur in the x and y directions.

For a pure quiescent vapor, the temperature in the vapor layer is uniform at L.

Convection in both ¡ and y directions carries the vapor to the interface where

condensation releases the latent heat to the liquid. The temperature gradient within the

liquid layer results in conduction of heat from the interface to the plate. Liquid subcooling

also occurs which adds to the heat transfened to the wall. The main limiting factor in the
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heat transfer for a pure vapor is the thickness of the condensate since the potential remains

the same, ÂZ constant along the plate. Thus, as the condensate builds up along the plate,

the heat transfer decreases. Forced convection condensation will increase heat tlansfel'

over the quiescent case because the fiee stream velocity will speed up the condensate

layer', theleby thinning the condensate layer and increasing the in heat transfer.

As discussed in the literature review, the addition of a denser. nonconrlensing gas to the

vapor leads to a decrcase in the heat transfer. Convection will car.r.y the vapor-gas mixfrue

to the intelface whele the vapor condenses. Since the intelface is impermeable to the gas,

it builds on the mixture side of the interface. This build up of gas at the interface can only

be moved away from the interface by difftrsion. Difü¡sion away from the interface requires

a negative gradient, so a high concentration is required at the interface so that enough of a

gradient exists fol' difülsion to occur. Thus, the gas concentlation is a maximum at the

inteface and decreases until its minirnum valr¡e is reached at the fi'ee stream, The total

pressure, { is assumed to be invariant in the y dir.ection, and because of the change in gas

concentrations, the partial pressure of the gas and vapor vary. The partial pressure of the

gas, P", increases with I7 (gas concentration) and the difference between the total

pressure and { is the partial pressure of the vapor, P" . The decreasing value of p,

towards the i¡terface leads to a conesponding drop in the saturation temperature of the

vapor. since the free stream temperature is assumed to be the saturation temperature of

the vapor at the { corresponding to ty- , a value of IV¡ greater than I7- produces a value

of z¡ that is lower than 7- . Thus there is a lower Â? acting as the driving potential in the
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conduction heat transfer acfoss the condensate layer. This effect of noncondensing gas is

much morc significant when the mixture is at rest, and becomes less so with increasing

free strcam velocity. The forred convection will tend to sweep the gas along, and helps to

lowel the gas concentration at the intelface.

3.2 Mathenatical Model

The following nathematical n.rodel is valid for a steady-state incompressible, laminar.,

Newto¡rian boundalylayer' flow on an isothernal flat plate. Thermodynamic and tr.ansport

ploperties are taken to be dependent on the tempelaturc and gas concentlation and are

calculated at the local conditions. The model consists of seven partial differential

equations: three fol the liquid layer, and four.fol. the mixture. They are:

. Liquid Continuity Equation

a, . âi(0,u,.)nr:(p,v,.)=oox dy'-

. Liquid Momentum Equation

ð, , a.
*h.u,.u,) + 

fr(0,u,.u,) = 
*(-,*)
+ s(p, - Þ_ )cosa

The cosct accounts for the component of gravity directed along the plate.

. Liquid Energy Equation

*(0,u, cn,r,) + fr{',", c,"r,) = #[-,*)

(3.1)

(3.2)
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. Mixture Continuity Equation

Àâ
t(Pu)*a"(pu)=o (3.4)

. Mixture to-.*or Equation

3(p"") * $(pu ð I â,'ì 'r-p-)cosa (3.s)d.ï dy u)=Ð[-Ði +r(p-p)cosa (3's)

o Mixture Energy Equation

S{0"ø,r) + 
fr(ovc,r)

= 9loð.1 ò ( ^,^ (3'6)

,r( ij . uilo D(c''*-c.')#')

The second term on the light hand side of Equation (3.6) arises fr.on the transport of

enelgy by mass tlansfer clue to diffrrsion,

o Mixture Mass Diffusion Equation

${o"w) * fr{o"w) = *('r#) (3.7)

The twelve applicable boundary conditions are:

: ' At the Plate surface (Y = 0)

i rt = 0 (3.S)

t
Ijv¿=0(3.9)

, T, = T,*n (3.10)



At the fi€e stream (y + -)

u=u*

T=T-

W=W.

At the liquid-mixturc intelface (y = ¡ )

ur_ = u

ð u, ð ullr = U-" â¡, ôy

7,.=T=T¡

r, = \,,,,,(w,,w-,,r-, ñt,, ñ,)

¿ônt.. = (t,,\t.T

tix"W + pOY

dõ-Qrvt. = 0n¿ -0v

=0

(3. 1 1)

(3.12)

(3. l3)

(3.14)

(3.1s)

(3. l ó)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3. l e)

Equation (3.17) indicates that the mixture temperaturc at the interface is equal to the

saturated temperature of the vapor at its partial pressure. The partial pressure of the

vapor is a Íi¡nction of the system pressure, P- , gas concentration and molecular weights

and is given by:

P"

I
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This relation assumes that the mixture and its components behave like perfect gases. The

value of { was calculated from Equation (3.20) assuming that at the fr."e stream

conditions (Q and lv- ) the mixtule is satul'ated with the paltial pl€ssure of the vapor

equal to the saturation plessurc corrcsponding to l-. The total pressures at the fiee

stream and at the interface ale equal.

Equation (3,18) states that the nlass flux enteling the inter.face fi.om the mixture side is

equal to the mass flux leaving the intelface from the liquid side, ancl assumes that ¡ir,, is

positive in the negative y direction. The boundaly condition given by Equation (3.19) is

the gas impermeability condition which shows that the mass flux of gas being convected to

the interface, it"W ,is equal to the mass diffused away from the interface.

one additional equation is requirecl fol the evaluation of the liquid film thickness, ð. Two

different methods may be used: one method is to perform an energy balance at the

interface, and the other nethod is to perform an overall energy balance within the

condensate layer. The first method, when applied to a contl.ol volume at the interface as

shown in Figure 3.2, yields:

k,+ = /.9 * n*(0"* - p"l = r{ + n,n,, (3.21)öy dy ^( dx )

replace th" with the change in liquid condensate flow rates to obtain:

^*(i,,,""0,)
,. ðT, ,.AT
^r. =- - n=- t

dy dy
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Alternatively, an application of overall enetgy baìance across

shown in Figure 3.3, r'esults in the following equation:

ô,-uy,

* J p, c,,,(r,.r,),_u.u,,ty

0

ô..*uv,
f= J p, C,, \u,.T,.).,u.¡,¿! +

0

(n,,+c,,t,*{i 0,",*la, . *n(fr)

the liquid condensate, as

(3.23)

lar I
k. ¿rl -----r- |' \ ðv /,,,,,

Either Equation (3.22) or Equation (3.23) can be used to solve for ð, since ther.e is a

negligible diffelence between the results pr.oducecl by the two methods. Generally,

Equation (3.22) was used in this investigation because it is easiel to conìpute. Equation

(3.23) would be morc convenient for two particulal cases. The fir'st case would be the

examination of omitting only subcooling and the second case would consider the effect of

subcooling while neglecting energy convection. More details conceming these cases will

be given later in this chaptet.

one of the objectives of this thesis work was to study the effect of liquid inertia. The

liquid ineltia effect is given by the two terms on the left hand side of Equation (3.2). A

direct comparison of the results obtained by dropping the two liquid inertia terms with the

results ÍÌom the complete solution will show the effects of liquid inertia. Another

objective was to examine the combined effects of neglecting the liquid convection and

subcooling. The liquid convection terms are those on the left hand side of Equation (3.3).
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Neglecting these terms and using Equation (3.22) wilt give the combined effect of

neglecting liquid convection and subcooling. The separate effects of liquid convection and

subcooling can be studied by using Equation (3.23). solutions can be obtainecl without

the effect of subcooling by dropping the terms in Equation (3.23) that contain the specific

heat. Likewise, results without energy convection can be obtainecl by neglecting the

convection terms in the liquid energy equation, and using Equation (3.23\ to solve for ð.

These last fwo cases wele not studied because they wele outsicle the scope of this thesis.

Equations (3.1) to (3. 19) and (3.22) above were tr.ansformed fi.om the .r-) coor.dinate

plane to the 1-q plane using the following transformation parameters:

n=+
ò

The partial derivatives

rewdtten in tems of X and r1 by using the chain rule:

ô0 _ ð0âx â0ôn
ðx - ðXA, - Ant

and

A0 _ ð0ân a0ax
Ð - anÐ - a?rÐ

In Equation (3.25) * =l , and # can be rewriuen as:

and X= x (3.24)

Aô ârh
;r and ] of an arbitraly valiable Q will now have to bed, rJ v

^ a /1ìor;[sJ

(3.2s)

(3.26)

ðn A f lì
--l = !-l 

-l =ðx 'ax[ôJ
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which can be easily formulated as:

ôn = ¡"¿l1l - -n ¿1ô

ôx 'r1X\.ô/ õdX

(3.2e)

the partial derivatives fol a general variable, as descr.ibed in Equations (3.25) ancl (3.26),

can be defìned by:

Applying the above equations fol the partial derivatives, with the following two rclations:

Finally, since 1 is not a function ofy, 9X = 6 , ¿n¿

fr{ao"o) = a$(o"o) * o,q# 
I

#*rpuo) = nfrfrto"ol . o"räJ

results in the following transformed boundaly layer equations:

. Liquid Continuity Equation

fr(oo"u.¡ - âåop,u,) + 
fr(0,u,¡ = o

ðnl
ðv ô

(3.28)

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.30)
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. Liquid Momentum Equation

ð'^ , 11ôâ
ax(ÒPru¿u'.) - Aan0P/.urui.) 

+

fi(o"u.u,) = *(**) + ô.s(p,.-p-)cosa 
(3'33)

. Liquid Enelgy Equation

#(uo, 
c,,u,,r,.) .**O p,.c,,,tt,r,.) +

t3..34)à, , â lkr.aTt.)

* (P, ,;r v,.T, ) = ¡ [;;i]
. Mixture Continuity Equation

ð,^ , 1ôA, . â-'.(òpu) - . _ (npu) + i-(pv) = odX' (lxòr1 '' dn"

o Mixture Momentum Equation

a,- , ¿òa
--(ðpuu) -:.-(npuu) +d1 " dxðn

f,{'",) = *(*#) + ôs(p-'-)cos* 
(3'36)

r Mixture Energy Equation

fr00""Ð - fr*(nPc"ur) +

f,ro'"') = #(*#) . *[*$9'*] 
(337)

(3.3s)
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. Mixture Mass Diffusion Equation

fr{uo.') #åapu!v) +

9(p"w) = gIPXLì
drl' on\Ò ¿n)

(3.38)

With the transformation, the variables \ t., y t., 7,., 1, v, T,W ,and ô will be evaluatecl

at (X-n), but the direction of the velocities are still Cartesian (.r.y).

The tlansformed boundary conditions ale:

. Ar the plate sur.face (q -- 0)

tl¡, = 0

v¿- = 0

Tr. = Tn¿t

(3.39)

(3.4o)

(3.4t)

(3.42)

(3.43)

(3.44)

At the free stream (r1 -+ -)

u=u_

T=T-

W =W-

At the liquid-mixture interface (4 = 1)

u¡,=u
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þ¿

Tr.

T,

ð u, ð u

=g 
= Þ:-dn dn

=T=T¡

3t*) -f[#Ì .,,^*j
0

= r,-,,,,(w,, w-,r-, ñ 
", 

ñ,)

(3.46)

(3.47)

(3.48)

(3.4e)

(3.s0)

¿õn|' = pr.ltr.- -pr.vr

tit,,w.-{.14=o
Òdn

dõ= Pn^ -Qv

The transformed fonn of the energy balance used to evaluate ð is:

0, u, ô ¿å1 (3.s l)

3.3 Ftuid Properties

Three vapor-gas combinations wete used in this study; steam-air, sodium-argon, and

glycerine-bromine. Properties \üere evaluated at the local temperaturc. conelations were

found for the temperature dependence of some properties, but for others, tabulated data

were used. The tabulated data were used in two ways. One method used a linear

interpolation to evaluate the property at the desired temperature between two tabulated

points' The other method used functions fitted to the tabulated data by a polynomial

approximations as shown below for Iiquid sodium density:
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For example, Table 3.1 shows the dependence of liquid sodium density on
tempetature. The first two columns contain the tabulated data relating
density to temperaturc. Four of the tabulated data points, shown in bold
face in the table, were selected to obtain a polynomial cofielation of the
form:

p t. = ûo + atTr. + ttrT,.2 + 0rT,.' (3,52)

The four data points wele used to form four linear equations which wer.e
solved simultaneously to obtain the coefficients a.o, ot, u2, and a.. The
above polylìonìial expression can then be used with the coefficients to solve
for p/ at the desiled tempel.ature,

Table 3 uid sodium
Tt. (K)

tabulated data
Qt (kg/n')

tabulated data

p, (kg/m')
calculated

o/o efior of
calculated p,

3.66483300e+02 9.27588000e+02 9.27588000e+02 0.00000000e+00
4.77594400e+O2 9.03528000e+02 9.01334641e+02 -2.42754904e-01
5.88705600e+02 8.74692000e+02 8.74692000e+02 0.00000000e+00
6.99816700e+O2 8.49060000e+02 8.47656376e+02 t.65314999e-01
8.10927800e+02 8,202?A000e+02 8.20224000e+02 0.00000000e+00
9.22038900e+O2 7.86582000e+02 7.92391124e+O2 7.38527392e-01
1.03315000e+03 7.64154000e+02 '7 .641SAOOOe+ú, 1.48774'773e-14

i S,eam and ail was the first combination to be studied. Linear interpolations wele used to :

, "ualuate 
the specific heat, thermal conductivity, and viscosity for the liquid and vapor

' states of steam from the tabulated data given in Incropera and Dewitt (1985). Steam

saturation temperature and pressure, liquid density and latent heat were calculated from

i fuoctions provided by lrvine and Liley (1984). They also provided functions to evaluate
;

thespecificheat,thermalconductivityandviscosityofair'Thedensitiesofairandsteam

(vapor) were obtained using the ideal gas equation of state.
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The values Qt, þt., and fr. for sodium were found using functions fitted to tabulated

data plovided in Bolz and ruve (1973). Functions fitted to the data given in Hultgren er

ttl. (1973) and Rohsenow et al. (1985) were r¡sed to calculate c,,,. and hrr, respectively,

for sodium. Sodium vapol properties p", and k" were obtained using conelations given

in Reid ¿l al. (1977), as wele p-, and k* for.argon. Specific heat for the sodium vapor

and argon gas was obtained flom Hultgren er ul. artrl hvine and Liley (I9g4), r.espectively.

The densities fof both sodium vapor and argon were obtained from the ideal gas equation

of state. The condensation of a mixture of sodium and argon r.esulted in ver.y small

@, - 7,,,,,,) and a very accurate methocl was required in the evaluation of the satr¡ration

tempelature and pfessure such that when a pressule is calculated for.a given tempel.aturc,

the rcverce process must result in the same temperature. This was obtained by

detemrinirrg a single function, flom the tabulated data given by Rohsenow et al., thaf

calculates the temperature for a given pressure. The reverse calculation was performed

using a root search by employing a Newton-Raphson method and is shown in Appendix A.

For the transport and thermal properties of glycerine, pollmomial functions were fitted to

the tabulated data in Gallant (1968). The values of LLs, Cpt and fr" for bromi¡e was

obtained from functions fit to the data given in Touloukian et aI. (1970). Tabulated data

were found for the saturation temperature-pressure relationship for glycerine in smith and

srivastava (1986) and the data were used in the same method as describecl above for
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sodium. The densities of both glycerine vapor and bromine gas were obtained from the

ideal gas equation of state.

For the thlee vapor-gas combinations, the mixture tt'anspoft and thermal properties were

¡1, k and D were evaluated as suggested by Reid et ut. (1977) and standar.d adclitive

plocedules were used to calcr¡late p and C,,. These equations are also given in

Appendix A, along with the corelations used to calculate the liquicl, vapor and gas

propefties. Appendix A also includes tables of ploperties which wele the basis for. linear

intelpolation or polynomial cuwe fits.
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Chapter 4

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD

4.1 Discretization

The coofdinate tl'ansformation flom the ;-y plane to the ï-î plane will allow a

discretization ovet' olthogonal control volumes in the I-î plane, as shown in Figure 4. l.

The same grid in the;r-y plane is shown in Figure 4.2. There ale two types of zer.o width

control voh¡mes shown in both figures. The first type has À1 : 0 and occt¡l.s at I : 1. The

second type has Âq = 0 and occurs at j¡.: 1 anrJ j¡.: ¡r on the liquid side and at j: I anrt

j: tu on the mixtule side.

The main gtid points fol the primary variables u, r, and 17 ale located at the centre of each

contlol volume and the numbering of the control volumes and grid points is as shown in

Figure 4.1. The grid points fol the other variables are staggered, as shown in Figure 4.1.

Mass flows are at the center of the control volume's faces and the grid points for the

condensate thickness are situated at the east (downstream) faces.

Expanding grids are used to concentrate the grid points in areas where steep changes take

place. The variations of the mixture variables in the 11 direction are highest near the

interface and decrease to zero in the free st¡eam. More nodes are placed near the interface

to capture the rapid changes in the variables, and fewel grid points are used farther away
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flom the interface, where the variables change more slowly. Thus, in the n direction

within the mixture layer, the grid spacing neal the interface is very small, and increases

away fi'om the interface. A uniform glid spacing was usecl in the 11 direction within the

liquid layeL because significant variable changes may occr.¡l' throughout the liquid film. An

expanding grid was also employed fol the I direction because of the r.apidly increasing

condensate thickness neal the leading edge which taper.s off further down the plate. Also,

therc ale gleatel changes in the velocity, temperanlle ancl gas concentrations near the

leading edge and it is impoltant that the glid spacing in the I direction be small enough to

captule these effects. The details of the algolithnr used to generate the expanding gr.icl are

given in Appendix B.

The boundary layer equations were discrctized over a contlol volume p at indices (1, i), as

shown in Figure 4.3. This figure also shows the four.adjacent control volumes and how

they are labeled with rcspect to the present control volume p. The definitions of the

spatial quantities are also shown. The primary nodal points, represented by the larger

black dot labeled with N, s, E, and w (and i, j indices), are located at the centr.e of each

contl'ol volume. Likewise, the nodal points at the four faces, represented by smaller black

dots labeled n, s, e, and w, are located at the centre of each face. The details of the

discretization of Equations (3.32) to (3.38), along with the boundary conditions described

by Equations (3.39) to (3.50) and the energy balance for ô as given by Equation (3.5i) are

shown in Appendix B. The fi¡al results are summarized below.



For the Continuity equations, the discretized fonn is as follows:

: . Liquid Continuity

Fot ir.: 1'

IitL,,Q,t) = 0.0 Ø:)
'

Fot2< jr.< n-li
:

,it,.,,Q,j,.) = ,i,,.,,ft,j,.) _ ù,..þ,j,) + ù,..,(,¡,) Ø.2)

o Mixture Continuity

Folj: l:

*,,Q,¡=r) = ù,.,,Q,j,.=n-t) @s)

For2<j<nv-l:

h,,Q,¡) = th,,Q,i) - ù"Q,j) + ù.Q,) Ø.4)

' 
squations (4.1) to (4.4) can be solved by applying the upwind schene (parankar (19s0))

. to the liquid and mixntrc u-velocity profiles to obtain mass flows at the east and west

, 
*"es. Then Equation (4.1) is used to obtain a starting value fouit,."Q, jr=2) of Equation

, (4.2), since:
¡

' 
ù,,,Q, j,)=,h,.,,,Q, j,.-t) (4.s)

Likewise, the same approach is used for the mixture continuity equation by using

, Equations (4.3) nd (4.4).

The discretized form of the conservation equations for momentum, energy and difüision

all have the general form of:
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a p (i, j)þ(i, j) = a, Q, j)þ(í, j + 1) + a sQ, jþ 
Q, j - 1) + ø,(i, ¡) (4.6)

where the general valiable Q represents either ur- , u, 7,., T ol. l{. The Exponential

Differencing Scheme (PatankaL (1980)) was used in the calculation of convection and

diffusion fluxes. The vah¡es of the coefficients are as follows:

. Liquid and Mixture Momentum Dquations

Atj¡':1:

o,,Q,i,.=t) = l.o

a,Q,i,.=l) = o.o

arQ, it. = 1) = o.o

b''Q,j,,=l) = 0'0

(4.1)

at jt :2:

f,rl
o,Q, j,)= r,.,,(,, j;)L;p]p"F] (4.8)

Peu,, =
rix 

",,, 
Q, j )õ,,,(i) hl 

",. 
Q L)

p,.,,(i, i,)Lx(í)

,,(,,t,)=##H + hL,,Q'i")

ø,(i, ¡,)= ù,,,,Q, j,)",Q - 1, j 
")

+ slp,Q, j 
") 

- p(;, nv)] cose õ,,, (;)a2¿ (i)lr¡, (¿ ;

a,Q, jL)=.,.,,(¡, j,) + arQ, ¡,)+ a,Q, ¡,)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.1 1)

(4.12)



For3 < jr< n-2:

rrl
u,Q, i,.)= ø,, (i,.i )l*p¿;_ 

rJ

Pe,.,, =
a,.,,, (¡, j,,)a,,,(¡) rn,...(j,.)

tt,.,,(,, ¡,.)tX(¡)

t e*p(p",,) lu. (t,, )= ù,,,(i, i,.-'tL;¡;É]

D.. _ rit, ,,(i, ¡, - rþ,,,(i)a¡, (¿ - r)"'r.-@

b,,Q, j,,)= n,..,,.(i, ¡,.)u,.(t-t, ¡,.)
* .c [p 

" 
(¡, ;, ) - p (i, nv)]cose ô,,, (r)^r (r)^r 1 (j, )

e?Q, jr.)=,it,..,,Q, j,.) + orQ, j,)+ o,(i, j,.)

At jr. : n-l:

,"(t,;)=#,$l# -,h,,,(i,i,)

I e^p(p"..,) Io,Q, j,.)= rh, .,,(i, ¡ "- 
tll66;1

D- _,it,.,,Q, j"- rþ,,,(i)ar1..(¿ - r)t"a,,-m

ø,Q, i,)= rh",,"Q, j"),r,Q -1, j,)
+ s[p,(i, j,) - p(i, nv)]coso ô,,, (;)11 (i)aq, (;. )

a,(t, ¡,)- ù".,,Q, ¡,) + a,Q, ¡,)+ 
""Q, 

j,)

(4.13)

(4.t4)

(4. r5)

(4.16)

(4.t7)

(4. l8)

(4.1e)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

(4.23)



At jL: n and.l: l'

a"(i,n)

a ,,(i, n)

b,,(i,n)

p,.,,(¡,n-t) *x(¡)
Ar1, .(rz-t)0,,,(;)

an(i,n) + a-(i,n)

0

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4.27)

(4.24)

(4.28)

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.3f)

(4.32)

Atj:2:

. .t r I
a * (i, ¡) =,;r, (¡, ;)L;r(p-rF j

,- _,¿,(¡, jÞ,,,(r)^n.(j)
'' ---p[)rx(,)

,"(,,r)=*ffiffi +,h"(i,i)

ø,(i, ¡)- *,,(i,;)u(i- r,;)
* s[p (¡, "/)- p (i,nv)]coseõ,,,(;)t1(;)4(;)

a p(i, j) = th,,Q, j) + a n (i, ¡) + a,(i, ¡)

For3<j<nv-2:

fil
u - Q, ¡) = t4,(i, ¡)L;rËtr1
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Pe= m,,(,, jÞ,,,(,)^ï.(j)
p,,(i, ¡)tv(i)

(4.34)

(4.3s)

(4.36)

(4.37)

(4.38)

a,(i, ¡) =,;,,,1i,; - rf-ru-0f l l
¡ exp (ne, )- r 

.]

.- _ ^,,(i, 
j -t)0,,,(i)aTt.(;- r)

'"" --lIt-¡^xtt-
b,(i, j)=,,?,, (i, j) u (r - l, j)

+ s[p (t, j)- p (i,nv)]coseô,,,(;)a1(i)aq(;)

ût,Q, j)= it,,.Q, j)+ o*(i,¡)+ a"Q,¡)

Alj: nv-I:

,,r¡,;l= 1.9:')^xjiJ - ,j1,,Q, j)
ô,,, (i )Áïì. (;)

a, (i, ¡) = tt,,(i, ¡ -,{##]

D^ _ in,,(i, j -t)a,,,(i)4r1.(;- r)'""--1iJrÞx-O--
b,þ, j)= k,.(i, j)u(i-1, j)

+ s [p (,, j) - o (i, zv)]cose a ,,,(,)^r(,)^î(j)

a,(i,¡)= ¡,,ç,¡)+ an(i,¡)+ a,Q,¡)

(4.39)

(4.40)

(4.41)

(4.42)

(4.43)
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Ati: nv'

an(i,nv)

a*(t,nv)

ar(i,nv)
bnQ,nv)

= 1.0

= 0.0

= 0.0

-u_

Liquid Energy Equation

Atjt : l:

a,,Q,r) = 1.s

a" (i, t) = s.s

a"(;,t) = s.6

b,,Q,t) = r,,,,,,

(4.44)

(4.4s)

(4.4e)

(4.s0)

Atjr:2:

a * Q, i r) =,i,".,,Q, i 
") ","., Q," r[*d;n]

D- _,ì,,,,,Q., 
j,)õ ,,,Q) tn,.-(j,)r,,.,(,, j,)

'"t,"-W

(4.46)

(4.47)

I+ m,.,Q, j")l (4.48)
I

øn(i, ¡")-n,.,,Q, ¡")c,"._Q, j,)r"Q-t, ¡,)

a,Q, i,)= n,."(i, ¡,)c,"."Q, ¡")+ a,.',Q, ¡")c,,,Q, j,)
_ *"',Q, j,_t)c,, 

"Q, 
j"_t)+ a,Q, j,)+ a"Q, j")
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For3<j¡,<n-2:

u r Q, i,.)= m,,,(i, ¡, )c,,.Q,r rl*¿;=l

D- _,i',.,,,Q, 
j,.)õ,,,(i) ta, .(¡,)c,,, (i, ¡,.)ttt,r-W

a 
" Q, i,.)=,i,,..,,(i, ¡,. - t) c,, (r, j,. t{#äH]

D., _,1,,..,,(i, 
j,.-l)ô,,,(t)^r, (j, -t)r,,, Q, j, _t)

,.r. _

ø,(t, ¡,.)= n,..,,Q, ¡,.)r,,,.Q, j,.)r,.Q _t, ¡,.)

a,,(i, ¡,,¡=,r,."(,, j,.)rn .Q,¡,.)+ rit".,,(i, ¡,.)c,, ,(,, j,.)

- ,h",,,Q, j,. -t)r,,.(r, j,, - t)+ a" (i, ¡,.)+ n,Q, j,.)

AtjL: n-1:

a*Q,i)=,n,.Q,¡,¡l--k'",!il4(')- - * l
r-'",.{tÏ)u.ffiÏ{Ð - ù""Q' i''))

a 

" 
Q, i,) = rh,,,, (i, ¡, - t) c o, 

^ 
Q, 

j 
"- 

r 

{#äPtr J
Þ. _,a",,,Q, 

j, _ t)a,,,(¡) ¿n.,, (¡, _ t) c, ."Q, ¡, _ t)
' "a" -

b,Q, j,)_,k,,,,Q, ¡,)c,,._(r, ¡")r"(¡_t, j,)

(4.51)

(4.s2)

(4.s3)

(4.s4)

(4.ss)

(4.s6)

(4.s7)

(4.58)

(4.se)

(4.60)



apQ, i)=,h,,"Q, i")r,"..Q, j,)+ a",,,Q, j,.)c,"^(¡, j,)
- *",,,Q, j,.-t)c,,^(,., ),.-t)+ arQ, j,.)+ o,Q, j") (4'6t)

At j¡' : n:

a,,(l,ri) = 1.6 I

an,(i,n) = o.o l

,.1i, n¡ = o.o I
b,,(i,rt) = r, )

¡ Mixture Energy Equation

Arj: I

u,.Q,t) = l.o I
I

rr"(i,1) = 0.0[

a" (i, t) = o.o 
I

ø,.(,) = r, )

(4.62)

(4.63)

Atj:2:

f'l
o*(i, j)=k,,(i, j)cp"ç, j)L"_p("Ðr] Ø.64)

,- _ù,,(i, j)õ,,,(r)^îì.(j)c" (r, j),",,=----k,ËÐñ": (4.65)

. .l ¿,,(r,j-t)^,((r) .'ìa"(ij)='-(ir-')|."ñË)õoffiì(r+:Ð + ø"(i';l Ø.66)
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b,(i, j)= h,,,(i, ¡)c,.(i, ¡)r(i -t, ¡)

. 
*ort,l{o,,Q,)o,,(i,¡)1,",^(i,¡)-,,.^(,,;llr [ff) 

Ø.67)

- p,,(i, ¡ -r)o,,(i, ¡ -r)|c,,",,(i, ¡- r)- c". (i,;- rt. (#)"Ì

r,, = r(i, ¡) + a,,p(i, ¡+r)-r(i, ¡)l

r. =r(i, ¡-t) + o" [r(i,7)-r(i,;-r)]

larì _ w(i,i+t)-w(i, j)
,t,"----rtu-
lawl _ wQ,ì-w(i,¡-r)
{. un ). 

---a;6¡-
a,,(i, ¡) = ¡" 1¡, ¡) c,"(i, ¡) + *,,(i, ¡) c,,, Q, ¡)

- th,,(i, ¡ - t) c,,.(i, ; - r)+ a r Q, ¡) + a,(i, ¡)

(4.68)

(4.6e)

(4.70)

(4.71)

(4.72)

For3<j<nv-2:

o, (i, j) = a,,(,, ¡),,^ Q, ùl*dJ=]

D- _ m,,(i, j)8,,,(i)4r1,(;)c" (i, ;)'"'-----ffîNx6-

a, (i, ¡) = k,,(i, ¡ - t) c,^ (i,, - tr[#*t(,È]

(4.73)

(4.74)

(4.75)
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pe" =ù,,ç, 
j _t)õ,,,ç)Ât1.(j_lc""(i, j _r)

ffi (4'76)

:

, b,,(i, ¡)= a,"(i, ¡) c,.(i, ¡)r(i *t, ¡)

, * 
for1,¡{o 1,,;)o,,(¡,¡)1,,,".(,,¡)-." 1,,r1]l[ffi),,

: (4'77)

l

r, =r(i,¡) + a,,fr(i,¡+t)-r(¡,;)l (4.78)

r. =r(i, ¡ -t) + o" [r(;,;)- r(i, ¡ -t)] Ø.7s)

lawl _ w(i,¡+r)-w(i,¡¡l- l-- (4.80)
I an J,, ¡n, (;)

(awl 
_ w(i,¡)-w(i,¡-r)r_rr_ (4.91)

I an /. ¡n.(;-r)
I

,, o,(i,¡)=n"(i,¡)c,,.Q,i)* n,,(i,i)c,^ç,i)

l

ì n,,(i, ¡ . t)c,^(i, ¡ -r)+ a*(i, ¡)+ a,(i, ¡) 
(4'82)

i

Atj: nv-li

o,Q,i)=+^Q,i,["##a - a,,o,il (483)

a,(i,¡)=n,,(i,¡-'1"-t',;-t)l#t"uÚÈ] ,0.r"

pe" =h,Q, 
i -1)õ,,\i)A1t._(j -!)cp.Q, j -1)

Ñ 
(4'85)



b,(i, j)= a,,(i, ¡)c,_(i, ¡)r(i -r, ¡)

. uLo, f,{0,,Q, ) o,,(i, ¡) 1,,", 
(,, ¡) -.^ 

" 
t,, rlþ, l*lo u, ., ( dn /,, (4.86)

- p,,(i, ¡ - r) n,,(i, ¡ - r)[c,,, 
^(i, 

¡ - r) - c,. 
^(i, ¡ -'ll I lYl ]'r "Ian /.j

r,,=r(i,¡) + o,, [r(i,;+r)-r(i, j)] Ø.87)

r" =r(i, ¡ - r) + o. [r(;,;)- r(;,;- r)] (4.s8)

(aw\ _w(¡.¡+t)-w(¡,¡)
t a'r .,J,, 

= - (4'8e)

la"l _ w(i,i)-w(i, j-t)
t ðn l. 

=--^nIFÐ- (4'eo)

a,(i, ¡)= ¡1"1¡, ¡)c,.(i, ¡)+ m,,(i, ¡)c,,,Q, ¡)

- rn,,(i, ¡ - t) c,,^(i, ¡ - r)+ a*(i, ¡)+ ,"(i, ¡) 
(4'91)

Atj:nv'

ar(i,nv) = 1.9 l
a*(i,nv) = g.ç 

|

ar(i,nv) = g.g 
I

b,(i,nv) = 7- )

¡ Mixture Diffr¡sion Equation

Arj= 1.

¿..1¡.rl = p,,(¡,1)q,(¡,t)¡x(¡)
ß \' / ô,,(Ð^î.(l)

(4.e2)
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ø"(1,1) = 6.6.

åP(t'l) = 0.0

anQ,t) = 4,Ql) + ar(i,t)

Atj:2:

u 

^ 
Q.z) = t;t,,ç,,lrm*Ar]

pe ( ¡.2\ =,¿, t, 
2Þ,,,(r)^r. (2)

p,,(i,2) D,,(i,2)^xç)

a.(i,z) = 6.s

b,, Q, 2) = i\, Q, 2)w (i - t,2)

a,,(i,z) = n 
"(i,z) 

+ m,,(i,2) + a r Q,2)

For3<j<nv-2'.

urQ,¡)=a,,(i,¡rt*Éfl

,- _ -,,(r, jÞ,,,(¡)¡'1.(;)
'"'- qi;Þ(,;'Eto

a,(i,;)=,à,,,(¡, ¡ -t{#ö(sl

o^ _ a,(i, ¡ - rÞ,,(i)^n.(j- r)
'% - øf"-Ðt;GJÐ^rO
b,(i, ¡)- t7,,1¡, ¡)w(i -r, ¡)

a pQ, i) - ix,,Q, j)+ a, (i, ¡)+ a,(i, ¡)

(4.e4)

(4.es)

(4.96)

(4.e7)

(4.98)

(4.99)

(4.100)

(4.101)

(4.1o2)

(4.103)

(4. i04)

(4.10s)

(4.106)

(4.107)
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Atj : nv-l:

""(''l)=*å*#P - '¡il,,(i'j) (4'1os)

n"(¡.;)= rit,,(i,¡-,¡f '-f(og") 1

L"*p(P.iî] (4'1oe)

pe _ ,;,,,(,,i- l)ô,,,(t)^r (i- l)'"'-ãf,"=-¡t(il:¡m (4'r1o)

b,,(i, j)= n,,(i, ¡)w (i - r, ¡) r+. I r I I

a,(t, j)= ,h,,Q, j)+ a, (;,;)+ a" (i,;) G.r t2)

At i : ¡71t1.

a,,(i,nv) = 1,9

a*(i,nv) = g.g

a,(i,nv) = g.g

bnQ,nv) = s*

(4.t13)

I 
*e above equations for the coefficients of Equation (4.6) show that Equation (4.6) is 

:: independent of the downstr€am solution profiles and only depends on the known upstream

fields' Thus for each i index, Equation (4.6) can be written for the range of applicable j
'indices.Thiswillresultlnn(ornv)equationswhicharethendirectlysolvedusingatri-

' diagonal matrix solver. :



The discretized form of the energy balance, Equation (3.51), needed to evaluate ô is:

ô(j) =

where:

(4.1t4)

(4.1 15)

(4. 1 16)

(4.ú7)

, = n,,Qfp,.Q,i,.)u,.Q, i,.)¡n(¿)
i¡=l

r, = ô(r-,lr.t,,f) p,.Q, ¡,)u,Q,j,.)^n(j,.)l7
- T;,,,,(¡,y;)J

^(_ 
E(i_ù 

)

c = -ò(t-r)' t,.(ùi !!+þ4
irl

- 2 

^^rç)kLç,, 
-'{1ffi5-l}

+ zty(i)tQ,t{.4?#}

Thus ô (l) can be obtained from a known solution field for T, Tt, u and ô (; - t) .

4.2 Solution Procedure

The form of the discretized equations in section 4.1 shows that the solution for a

particular 1 location is only dependent on the upsheam fields, and is independent of what

is happening downsheam. Thus the entire solution field can be obtained by marching



down the plate, and independently solving the equation set at each 1(i)station. However,

in ordel to solve for any 1(;) station, the solution for. 1(i- l) must be known, and a

starting condition at.r : 0 is therefore requir.ed. The initial solution field at ¡t : I is:

x0) = o.o (4.11s)

ô(1) = 0'0 (4.11s)

u,.(l,"il.) = 0.0 , rorl< i,.<n (4.120)

Tr.(1, jt.) = T,,.,,il , for l< j,.< n (4.121)

u(,j) = 0.0 , foll< j<nt, (4.122)

rQ,¡) = U , fort< j<nv (4.123)

W(l,j) = 0.0 forl<j<rrv (4.124)

The propelties at I : I are then evaluatecl at Zrr,¡2, and I- for. the liquid and mixturc,

rcspectively.

Vr'ith an initial solution field at i : 1, the solutions at y(i), 2< i < m, can then be

obtained' However, at each r(r) station, an iterative method is required because the

equations arc non-linear and coupled. To start this iterative process, an initial (guess)

solution field is required for each x(i), i>2. For i>3, the solution field for i-l is used as

the initial guess for the three vapor-gas mixturcs. The only difference is for the steam-air

mixture where the following equation is used to guess an initial value for ô(j):
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(4.125)

However', at i:2, a diffelent approach is required since the soh.rtion field at !l cannot be

used for an initial guess. Appendix C contains the details of the initial guess solution field

used to stalt the iterative process at I : 2.

Relaxation is lequired in ordel to solve the set of equations clescr.ibecl above. Two

different relaxation methods are used. The fir'st is to solve the equations, and then apply

ô(') = ô(,-r)[+_.cl]"

relaxation using the following formula:

0 = 0.u, + ,etr(Q,,^,_Q,,,0)

Where ¡¿1¡ is the relaxation factol..

The second method is to apply the rclaxation through the inertia terms (patankar (19g0))

prior to solving the equations. Thus Equation (4.6) is changed to:

a,,,","(i, ¡)q(i, ¡)= o*.,","(i, j)þ(,, j + 1)+ a,.,",,(i,j)O(r, j - 1)

+ b0,.,,(i, j)

and the coefficients are defined as:

(4.r26)

(4.127)

(4.128)

or,","(i,j) = ",(i,)lt
a*,,","(i, j) = a*(t, j)
or.,",,(i, j) = o,(¡, j)

b".,.,.(i, j) - b,(i, j) +

.*l

',(¡,ìfuú!retx
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The maximum gas concentration, W,o, , needs to be defined so that when the difü¡sion

equation is solved, it's validity can be determined. The variable tV,,", is defi¡ed as the gas

concentration that would result in a ntixture tempetature that is equal to 7|,nø . The

equation used to calculate lry,,,,,' is:

Pr., 
ñ

P^K
P, - P -r'' M + "M
P."P.

(4.r29)

where: P".¡ is the partial pr.essure of the vapor.at T¡ : Tn¿t

Ps.¡:P",-P",¡

An effective solution plocedure is to fir'st use Equations (4.1 l8) to (4.124) to evaluate the

solution field at 1(t):0, the stalt of the plate. Then the following steps are used to solve

for the lest of the ,ú(i) stations along the plate.

1. Fol I : 2, use the appropriate initial guess solution field as given in
Appendix C.

2. Solve for ô(l) using Equarion (4.114) to (4.117). Then apply
rclaxation using Equation (4.126).

4.

5.

Solve the liquid and mixture continuity equations using Equations (4.l)
to (4.4).

Solve the coupled liquid and mixture momentum equation by using
Equations @.7) to (4.44) to evaluare the coefficients of Equation (4.6).
The equation set was then solved using a TDMA (Tri-Diagonal Matrix)
solver. The details of the TDMA algorithm can be found in patankar
(1980). Relaxation was then applied using Equation (4.126).

Solve the liquid and mixture continuity equations using Equations (4.1)
to (4.4).

6t



6. Set up the coefficients of Equation (4.6) for. the diffr¡sion equation by
using Equations (4.93) to (4.113). Then apply relaxarion through the
inertia tems by using Equarions (4.127) and (4.12g). The TDMA
solver was then used to solve Equation (4.127) anrl obtain a new gas
concentration field.

7. Check the results from step 6 to see if W(l) < W,*.* . If all of the gas
concentlations are less than I{,,,,. then proceed to step g. Halt the
solution procedure if any I() exceeds W,,¡a, and check if a backup
solution exists. If so, use the backup solution along with a lower.
relaxation factor. The different sitr¡ations for the backup solutions are
described latel in Section 4.3. If no backup solution exists, the
proglam ends.

8. Evaluate the liquid, vapour., gas, and mixture proper.ties.

9. Solve the mixturc energy equation by using Equations (4.63) to (4.92)
to evaluate the coefficients of Equation (4.6) and then solve the
resulting nv equations with the TDMA solver.. Obtain a new mixh¡re
temperature field by applying Equation (4.126).

10. Solve the liquid energy equation by using Equations (4.45) to (4.62) to
evaluate the coefficients of Equation (4.6) and then solve the resulting
l equations with the TDMA solver.. Obtain a new liquid tenÌperaturc
field by applying Equation (4. 126).

1 l. Compale this new solution freld with the tesults of the previous
iteration. The converged solution for 1(l) is obtained when the
convergence criteria, defined by Equation (4.130) and (4.131), is
satisfied by all of the solution fields for u¿, u, TL,T,W, mr.,,, th,, and,

ô . If the convergence criteria is not satisfied, repeat the above steps.

12. Advance to next ,((i) sration. Use rhe results from 1(l-l) as an
initial guess solution field and begin iterative process at step 2.

The convergence check rnentioned in step 10 was performed by calculating the error

between the newest iterated solution and the results from the previous iteration. Two

different methods were used to evaluate the difference:

e*,=l*l
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(4.13 l)

Both methods will leport a lalge errol if the denominator' -+ 0. Thus both effors wele

evaluated and the lower was compared to the convergence criteria. conver.gence was

satisfied when the error was lower than the desirecl convergence criteria.

4.3 The Input File

A sepalate program was used fol each of the three vapol'-gas mixft¡res (steam-air, sodium-

argon and glycerine-bÍonine). Slight differcnces anÌong the plograms lesulted in three

slightly different input files. This section gives the details of the input file (named input.in)

used by the conrputer code. The diffelences between the pr.ograms ancl input.in files will

also be discussed. Figures 4.4 to 4.6 show listings of the input files used by the stean-air,

sodium-argon and glycerine-bromine programs, r'espectively. The rest of this section will

describe each of the lines of Figures 4.4 to 4.6 in detail.

Lines 1-16: The first 16 lines of each input f e were used for the same purposes il each
of the three programs. The first line of the input file specifies the magnitude of the
gravitational force in the vertical dircction. The second line gives the angle by which
the plate is inclined from the veftical (vertical is defined as being in the direction of
gravity). Generally all results were obtained using standard gravitational force of 9.g1
m/s2 and theta was varied between 00 (vertical plate) and 900 (horizontal plate) to
examine the effects of plate inclination. Lines 3 to l1 and 16 are used to determine the
properties. If they are set to 0.0, then the program will perform a va¡iable property
analysis using the property conelations given in Appendix A. A constant property
analysis is also possible by just defining a non-zero value for each of the pioperties
with lines 7 to 11 devoted to the constant mixture properties (if lv- * 0). Lines 12 to
i5 were used to define the wall temperature and the free stream conditions.

e,.r^ - | or", *0,,",-, 
I' 

I range of Q,,". I
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Lines 17-18: Lines 17 and 18 were used to define the axial coordinate at the start and
end of the plate to be solved. For steam-air, "xstart" is always equal to zero ancl
"xend" would define the length of the plate. A simila' specification was used in the
sodium-argon and glycerine-bromine programs. However, fo. the sodium-argon and
glyceline-bromine programs, the last converged solution was saved to a file callecl
"solultion.stop". This file can then be usecl to restart/continue by renaming the
"solution.stop" file to "solution.stal t". It is rccommended in such cases that only lines
17 to 24 and, 29 to 32 be changed in the ,.input.in" file. To have the computer
plogram continue from the last solved 1(;) station, as definecl in the .,solution.start"

file, just set "xstart" to any non-zero value and "xen<l" to a new value. It is also useful
to be able to resta't the proglam in the event of a clash, using the same gr.id spacing.
To do this, set xstalt to a non-zero value and on line 29, set m to l.

Lines 19'22: Foul different relaxation facto's are defined in lines I 9 to 22 of the
"input.in" file. "Relxu" is the lelaxation factor for both the liquid anrl mixture
momentum equations and "relxt" was used for both the liquid and mixture energy
equations. Lines 19 to 22 rü the steam-air's "input.in" file contain onty a sirrgle
number rep'esenting the'elaxation factors used. Steam-air used Equation (4.126) to
apply relaxation to the velocity, temperature and condensate thickness (it was founcl
that no relaxation should be applied to the evaluation of the condensate thickness), ancl
Equations (4.127) and (4.128) to apply 

'elaxation 
to rhe diffr¡sion equation. For. the

othel' two mixtures, line 19 also leplesents the rclaxation factor used by Equation
(4.126) in evaluating the condensate thickness (generally no relaxation was t"quited¡.
Lines 20 and 21 contain two numbers in each line. The first ¡rumber determines the
type of relaxation to be applied, 1 means to use Equation (4.126) nd 2 means that
Equations (4.127) and (4.128) should be used. The second number is the actual
relaxation factor. It was found that for the momentum and energy equations,
relaxation should be applied by Equation (4.126). Relaxation is applied thr.ough the
inertia terms of the diffi.¡sion equation in the sodium-argon and glycerine-bromine
programs. The "relxw" value is defined by the three numbers on hne 22. The first
defi¡es the relaxation factor to use at the start of each 1(i) station (the minimum
'lelxw" value). The maximum "relxw" is given by the second number and the third
defiles the factor by which the "rclxw" increases from the minimum to the maximum
value. For example;
if the three numbers are:

1.0e+1, l.0e+5, 10.0

then the following "relxw" values would be used.

1.0e+1, l.0e+2, 1.0e+3, l.0e+4, 1.0e+5
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It should be noted that when the rclxw values are increased, relxd, rclxu and relxt
values are also increased above those specified on lines l9 to 21.

Line 23: The reason fol increasing the relaxation factors was to speed up the
convergence because it was found that at the start of the iterations for. each 1(l)
station, low relaxation factols were needed, but as the solution progresses higher
relaxation factors can be used to reduce the solution time. The best indication of when
to change the lelaxation factors is to define a loose[ convergence criteria, "r'elxconcri",
which is highel than the final convergence criteria as defïrecl on line 3 l. Thus, when
"relxconcli" is satisfied, the relaxation factors can be increased. Backup solution fields
are kept in the event that the incrcased relaxation factors cause instabilities. In which
case, the old relaxation values are used along with the solution frelds that wer.e saveil.
Two numbers are given on line 23: the first is the acnral ,,relxconcri,, value and the
secoDd value determines the type of double check needed to ensure that rclxconcri is
met. This double check is desclibed in a later palagraph on the convergence criteria
given on line 3 1 .

Line 2A: At each 1(l) station, an iterative method was requir.ecl to obtain a set of
convelged solutions. To prevent the progfam fionr iterating to infinity, the maximum
nunber of iterations was specified on line 24. Thus if the number. of iterations
exceeded "itermax" for a par.ticular station, the pl.ogram was instructecl to stop. The
choice fol the value of "itermax" was dependent on the relaxation factors used, since a
grcater numbel of iterations was required when stlong under-relaxation was applied.

Lines 25-30: The glid spacing is defined by lines 25 to 30. In the I direction, n and nv
represent the number of nodes in the liquid and mixture, respectively. The number of
nodes in the 1 direction is given by rn. The variable yvapor defines the thickness of the
mixturc boundary layer through the following relation:

thickness of mixture layer : ð (Wapor - t) (4.132',)

Non-uniform grid spacing was used to place more nodes in arcas where most of the
changes in the solution field occur and less nodes as the changes become smaller.
Thus, non-uniform gird spacing were used in the 2¿ direction to place more nodes near
the leading edge of the plate. Likewise, in the ¡ direction of the mixture layer, most of
the changes occur near the interface, with ttre changes dropping to zero at the ûee
stream (as given by yvapor). The algorithm used to obtain the non-uniform grid
spacing in the 1 direction and in the q di-rection of the mixture layer is given in
Appendix B ' Lines 28 and 30 define how tightly packed the nodes are at the start of
the plate (factorm) and nea¡ the interface (factomv).
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Line 31: on line 31 of the input file for steam-air, the convergence criterion is specified
as the input variable "concri". For the sodium-argon and glycerìne-bromine, line 31
contains two values. The first is the convergence criterion. The second value
rcpresents the type of double checking to be performed. Ther.e are three different
types of double checking per.formed orìce the convergence criterion was satisfied.
Type I is to increase the relaxation factors and perform one more iteration and then
check to see if the convelgence criterion was still satisfied with the higher. r.elaxation
factors. If it fails, then false convergence had occuned, and the pr.ogram continues
itelating using the new higher r.elaxation factor.s. Type 2 is to perform 100 more
iterations using the cr¡r'lent relaxation factols and then check to see if the convelgence
critelion was met between the solutions obtainecl at "iter'" itel.ations and "iter.+I00"
iterations. If it fails, then false convergence had occuned and the pr.ogram continues
the iteration process. Type 3 is the same as type l, except that if it fails the double
check, the progran rcuses the old solution field and lelaxation factors to continue the
iteration plocess.

Line 32 The values on line 32 defines which nodal temperature, velocity and gas
concentl'ations to output duling the itelative process. This information allows the usel.
to get a feel for what the progr.am is doing and to check if the pr.ogram is heading
toward convelgence o'divergence. The'e are two different fomats for line 32. The
filst format was used for the steam-air plogram ancl contains five numbers. If the first
number is l, then the program uses the other four numbers to define which noclat
values to output. The second and third numbels define the first and lastj¡. nodes of the
liquid layer values to be printed. Likewise the foulth and fifth numbers define the first
and last j nodes of the mixture solution filed to be printed. If the first number is 0,
then no output is desired and the remaining numbers are ignored. For the other two
mixtures (sodium-argon and glycerine-bromine), line 32 contains 10 numbers. Setting
the first number to 1 lets the program know that outputs of the solution filed during
the iteration is desired. Instead of printing out all the lesults between two defured
nodal points, as done for the steam-air, these two programs only print out the nodal
values for nodes incremented between the defined first and last nodes. The remaining
9 numbers are split into 3 sets of 3 numbers. For each set, the first number defures the
firstj node, the second number defines the last j node and the third number gives the
increments. The first set is for the liquid velocity and temperature fields, the second
set is for the mixture velocity and temperature fields, and fhe third set is for the gas
concenfations in the mixture. To prevent large output files, only the last i00
iterations were written to file (except for the steam-air program where all iterations
were printed out). Also, if no output is desired, set the frst number to zero.

Line 33: The variable "icond" on line 33 should be set to 1 in order to use Equation
(4.114) for evaluating õ. Setting "icond" ro 0 will result in simpliffing rhe energy
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balance at the interface by neglecting the conduction to the interface from the mixture.
This input valiable is also used in conjunction with line 39 to neglect only the
subcooling as explained later in this section.

Line 34: Checks were performed to ensure that the energy, momentum, continuity and
gas species were balanced by setting "balout" on line 34 to l. This caused the
program to perform the balances after each iteration and wr.ite them to files.

Line 35: Line 35 gives the option to either use a linear slope for I4l at the inteface in the
discretization of the diffusion equation or to apply the interpolation formulae to obtain
dW lthl at the intelface. The input var.iable "rliffgr.ad,' must be set to 0 to use the
Equations given by (4.93) to (4.113) for the coefficients of the discr.etized diffusion
equation since a Iinear slope was assumed for W at the inteface. Setting .,diffgrad,, to
1 will cause the program to use the interpolation fomula to obtain dW f th;¡ at the
interface. Both methods gave vely similar.rcsults, ancl in general, ..diffgLad,,was set to
0.

Line 36: For the cases of pure vapor, it wasn't necessafy to solve the mixturc energy
equation since the vapor tenperature remains unifom at I- . Thus, setting the input
variable on line 36, "enerm", to 0 will cause the progl.am to just assume a uniform 7L
in the mixture and not solve the mixtur.e energy equation,

Lines 37-39: Palt of the focus of this thesis was to examine the effects of neglecting the
ineltia terms in the liquid momentum equation and also the effects of neglecting liquid
convection and subcooling in the liquid energy equation. To remove the inertia telms
from the liquid momentum equation, set the input variable "liqinertia" to 1. Likewise,
setting "liqconv" to I will remove the energy convection terms from the liquid energy
equation, thereby neglecting eneryy convection and subcooling in the liquid. If only
subcooling is to be neglected, then set "liqsubcool,'to 1 and atso set,,icond,' to 2. -Io
obtain the complete solution, set all three input variables; ..liqinertia,,, ,,liqconv,, and
"liqsubcool" to 0.

Line 40: Line 4o is only used for the sodium-argon and glycerine-bromine programs. It
contains the input variable "deltaguess,' which is the guessed value for ô(i = 2). It,s
use is described in Appendix c. If too high a value is used, the program will crash
with IVi > I7,,o* , because the large condensate thickness means a high condensation
rate which results in a high gas concentration at the interface. Starting with too low a
value is also not desirable because it means that more iterations may be required. A
good value to use for "deltaguess" was found to be the value obtained f¡om a
converged solution. Thus for each substance, a trial and enor method was employed
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to obtain a solution. Then the converged value of ô(l = 2) was used as "deltaguess"
for each of the other cases. It should be noted that as 1(; = 2) becomes closer to the
leading edge, smaller values of "deltaguess" may be neederl.

Lines 4l-43: The last three lines in the input file for sodium-argon and glycer.ine-bromine
arc not inpol tant and should be left as 0.

4.4 Obtaining a Converged Solution

To obtain a converged solution, the following input variables descr.ibecl in Section 4.3

need to be varied: "concri", "yvapor", n, nv, and zr. In theory, each one of these variables

needs to be varied to ensure that the final solution, as given by the total heat transfeu.ed to

the wall, is independent of these five var.iables.

To detemrine if the solution is independent of "concri", the program was run at two

diffelent convergence criteria, as shown in Table 4.1. These results obtained using a

"concri" of 10'6 and 10-7 show that evau differs by only 0.0012o. Thus, a convergence

criteria of either 10'6 or 10-7 is sufficient for all cases.

The mixh¡re layer thickness, as given by "yvapor", also must be specified by the user and

must be high enough to ensure that free sheam conditions are satisfied at the free stream

edge of the specified mixture boundary. comparison of results showed that the solution

was independent of "yvapor" rf duf dy and dw ldy at the mixture boundary were small
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(less than 10'r). Thus, for all cases, values of "yvapor" were selected such that clu,fcl y

and, dW f d y were less than 10-e.

To obtain a grid independent solution, the number of grid nodal points (n, nv and, m) were

doubled until fulthel doubling resulted in a solution change of less than 0.52o. An

example of this is shown itr Table 4.1 where r¿ is first doubled until the difference in 4,,,.,r is

0'0028o/o. Then r¡v is doubled until the difference in r7u,n is 0.082o/a. Finally, tests on rr

wete perfolmed until the differcnce in r7u,u¿ r'eached o.l8lo/o. Then two final runs wer.e

done to determine the combined effects of doubling all nodes. The first r.un was obtained

usingn=20,nv:200,andm=200 and was compared to a second run using z:40,

nv : 400, and m :400. These two l uns show that doubling the number. of nodes resr¡ltect

in about 0.260/o diffelence in r¡u",ir.
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Table 4.1: Sample convergence table fol glycefine-bromine at T_ : 450 K, 4,,/i : 350 K,
u- :5.0 m/s, IV- : 0.1, and length:30.0 m.

Complete

'1elxd"
1.0

'1elxu"
0.01

"lelxt"
1.0

"rclxw" "factomv" : 5000
10', 103, l0 "factorm":50000

("relxconcri" : l0-5)

"concli" n nv "yvapor" qw¡ o/o <lifference max.
duldy

max.
dwldy

lOe-7 20 50 1e+03 50 5.086006e+04 5e-14 5e- 15
I0e-7 40 50 le+03 50 5.085866e+04 0.0028 3e-14 4e-15

10e-7 20 50 le+03 50 5.086006e+04 5e-14 5e- 15
l0e-7 20 100 le+03 50 5,1 10250e+04 0.474 0.0 2e-14
l0e-7 20 200 I e+03 50 5.1201,1,2e+O4 0.193

l0e-7 20 200 I e+03 50 5.120112e+04
l0e-6 20 200 le+03 50 5. I 1971 8e+04 0.001

The above two nrns with different concr.i show that the differcnce between using
"co¡rcli" - l0e-07 or'"concri": l0e-6 is 0.0017o difference in o.."tt .

10e-6 ')(\ 200 le+03 50 5. 1 I 9718e+04
l0e-6 20 400 te+03 50 5.123910e+O4 0.082

t0e-6 20 200 e+03 .50 5. 19718e+04
t0e-6 20 200 e+03 100 5 56412e+O4 0.7t2
t0e-6 20 200 e+03 200 5. 75125e+04 0.362
10e-6 20 200 e+03 400 5. 84527e+04 0.181 8e-14 4e-14

10e-6 ')(\ 200 te+03 200 5.175125e+04
l0e-6 40 400 te+03 400 5.188629e+04 0.26 3e-13 2e-13
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Figure 4.3: Nomenclatule used to describe a control volune.



Line t:............................................ 9.81
Line 2:............,................................. 0.0
Line 3: ..... ................... ...... ..............., 0.0
Line 4:.............................................. 0.0
Line 5:.............................................. 0.0
Line 6:..............................................0.0
Line 7:.............................................. 0.0
Line 8:..............................................0.0
Line 9:.............................................. 0.0
Line l0;............................................ 0.0
Line I l:............................................ 0.0
Line l2:........................................ 380.0
Line l3:........................................ 400.0
Line I4:............................................ 5.0
Line l5:..................................... l.0e-01
Line l6:............................................ 0.0
Line l7:............................................ 0.0
Line l8:.......................................... 30.0
Line l9:............................................ 0.9
Line 20:............................................ 0.4
Line 2l:.........................,.................. 0.7
Li:ne 22:............................................ 0. I
Line 24:..........,..........................., 10000
Liue 25:......,...................................... B0
Line 26:........................................... t60
Line 27 :..,..,.................................. 400.0
Line 28:......................................... 2000
Line 29:........................................... 800
Line 30:.............,......................,.. 50000
Line 3l:....................................... l.0e-7
Line 32:...........,....................0,37,40,t,5
Line 33:.....,......................................... I
Line 34:...........,.,...............................,. 0
Line 35:......................................,........ I
Line 36:........................................,...... I
Line 37:............................................... 0
Line 38:,..........,..........,..,..................... 0

Line 39:........................,...................... 0

g (gravity, m/s2)

theta (angle of inclination flom veÍical, degrees)
Loliq (liquid density, kg/nl3)
visliq (liquid viscosity, N. s/m2¡
cpliq (liquid specific lìeat, J/kg . K)
kliq (liquid conducrivity, Wn . K)
rovap (vapor density, kg/m3)
visvap (vapor viscosity, N. Ynì'?)
cpvap (vapol specific heat, J/kg . K)
kvap (vapor conductivity, w/n . K)
diffvap (difïusion coefficient, mzls)
tw (wall tentperatul€, K)
tinf (temp at ñee strea¡n, K)
uiDf (fiee strean'ì velocity, nì/s)
winf (fiee strcam ntass fi.actiotì)
hfgvap (Ìatent heat, J/kg)
xstâ (staú of plate, nt)
xend (end ofplate, nù
relxd (rcIâxation fâctor for. deltâ)
rclxu (Ìelaxation factor for U)
l€lxt (relaxâtion factol fol T)
rclxrv (r'elaxation factor for W)
iternìax (maximum nunìbet of itetations)
n (nodes in y-dirn of liqrÌid layer)
nv (nodes in y-dim ofvapor layer)
yvapor
factomv
m (nodes in x-dirn)
factorm
concri
iterpdn(l for output of u,v,t betrveen jl and j2)
icond(set to I to use quadratic to solve for delta
balout(set to I to output balances..energy etc.)
diffgrad(0 for linear slope, I for EDS scheme)
enerm ( i to solve vapor mixtùre energy equation)
liqinertia (set to I to neglect liquid inertia terms)
liqconv (set to I to neglect liquid convection
and subcooling)
liqsubcool (l to neglect sübcooling, also set
icond - 2)

Figure 4.4: The input file for steam-air.
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Line l:............................................ 9.81
Line 2:...............................,.............. 0.0

Line 3:.............................................. 0.0
Line 4:.....................................,........ 0.0
Line 5:.............................................. 0.0
Line 6: .... . ................ .. ............ .. .... ..... 0.0
Line 7:.............................................. 0.0
Line 8: ..... ... ........ . ...... . ..............,... .. .. 0.0
Line 9: .... . ................ .. ....... ..... .. .... ..... 0.0
Line l0:............................................ 0.0
Line I l:............................................ 0.0
Line l2:...................................... 1000.0
Line l3:...................................... I 100.0
Line l4:............................................ 0.5
Line l5:..................................... l.0e-03
Line ló:............................................ 0.0
Line l7:............................................ 0.0
Line l8:.,.......................................... 0.3
Line l9:............................................ 1.0
Line 20:......................................... I,0.5
Line 2 l:..................................... 1,0.025
Lilf'e 22:.................. I.0e+02, l.0e+05, I 0
Line 23:................................ l.0e-05, 1.0
Line 24:.....,..............................2000000
Line 25:............................................. 40
Line 26:........................................... 160
Line 27 :............,,............................ 75.0
Line 28:......................................... 2000
Line 29:,...,...................................... 200
Line 30:...............................,........... 200
Line 3 l:.................................... l.0e-7, I
Ll¡e 32:....,.0,1,20, 10,1,200,50,1, 100,25
Line 33:......,........................,............... I
Line 34:............................................... 0
Line 35:.....,..............................,.......... 0
Line 36:.......,....................................... t
Line 37:................,.......................,...... 0
Line 38:.........,..........................,.......... 0
Line 40:.......................,,............ l.0e-07
Line 4l:.........................................,..... 0
Line 42:,.........,,,,................................. 0
Line 43:......................,........................ 0

g (glavity, m/sz)
theta(degree - angle of ìnclination frcm
vertical, degrees)
roliq (liquid density, kg/m3)
visliq (liquid viscosity, N. s/nt2)
cpliq (liqùid specific hear, rkg. K)
kliq (liquicl conductivity, w/m . K)
rovap (vapor density, kgrnl
visvap (vapor viscosity, N . s/m'z¡

cpvap (vapor specific heat, Ykg. K)
kvap (vapor condÙctivity, w/nì . K)
diffvap (difñrsion coefficient, nì2/s)
tw (wâll tenìpelatule, K)
tinf (tenrp at fiee stleam, K)
uinf (free slleam velocity, n/s2)
rvinf (free streanr nrass fiaction)
hfgvap (latent heat, J/kg)
xstart (stâr't ofplate, m)
xend (end ofplate, m)
relxd (relaxation factor for delta)
lelxu (relaxation factor for.U)
relxt (relaxâtion factol fol T)
relxw ([elaxation factor for W)
relxconcli
itermax (rnaximum numbel of itelations)
n (nodes in y-dirn of liquid layer)
nv (nodes in y-dim of vapol layer')
yvapor'

factomv
m (nodes in x-dim)
factorm
concri, dblchk
iterprint( I for output ofü,v,t
icond(set to I to use quadratic to solve for delta
balout(set to I to output bala¡ces..energy etc.)
diffgrad(0 for linear slope, I for EDS scheme)
enerm (l to solve vapor mixture energy equation)
liqinertia (set to I to neglect liquid inertia terms)
liqconv (set to I to neglect liquid convection terms)
deltaguess
dataprintl2
inittype(0 for using deltaguess, I to üsing initsorm)
iabs(absolute value of the change is output at i)

Fìgure 4.5: The input f,rle for sodium-argon.
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Line I :............................................ 9.8 I
Line 2:.............................................. 0.0

Line 3:.............................................. 0.0
Line 4:.............................................. 0.0
Line 5:...........................................,.. 0.0
Line 6:.............................................. 0.0
Line 7:.............................................. 0.0
Li¡re 8:.............................................. 0.0
Line 9:.............................................. 0.0
Line l0:............................................ 0.0
Line I l:............................................ 0.0
Line l2:........................................ 350.0
Line l3:........................................ 450.0
Line l4:............................................ 5.0
Line 15:..................................... l.0e-01
Line l6:............................................ 0.0
Line I 7: ........... .......... ... ............... ..... 0.0
Line l8:.......................................... 30.0
Line l9:.........................................,.. 0. I
Line 20:....................................... 1,0.01
Line 2l :.........................,............,.. 1,1.0
Line 22: .......,,...... l.0e+0 l, I.0e+03, I 0.0
Line 23:................................ l.0e-05, 1.0
Line 24:........,.............................200000
Line 25:.............................................,10
Line 26:........................,.................. 400
Line 27 :.,.,................................. t.0e+03
Line 28:......................................... 5000
Line 29:.....,.,....................................100
Line 30:..............................,........ 50000
Line 3 l:.,.............,.................... l.0e-6,3
Line 32:........0,1,40,5,1,200,50, 1, 100,20
Line 33:.....................,......................... I
Line 34:............................................... 0
Line 35:.....................,......................... 0
Line 36:............................................... I
Line 37:.............................,................. 0
Line 38:..........,............,....................,.. 0
Line 39:..............,............................,... 0
Line 40:..................................... l.0e-05
Line 4l:.............,,..........,...........,......... 0
Line 42:.,.,.,.......,........................,........ 0
Line 43:......,,....................................... 0

g (glaviry, m/s2)
theta(degrce - angle of inclination ftonì
ve ical, deglees)
loliq (liquid density, kg/m3)
visliq (liquid viscosity, N. s/m2)
cpliq (liquid specific hear, J/kg . K)
kliq (liquid conducriviry, W/rn . K)
lovap (vapor density, kg/nrr)
visvap (vapol viscosity, N . s/rn2)
cpvap (vapol specific heat, ykg . K)
kvap (vapor conductivity, W/rn . K)
diffvap (diffusion coeffi cienr, nì2ls)
tw (wall tenìperatue, K)
tinf (temp at fiee stream, K)
uinf (fiee stream velocity, n/s)
rvinf (fÍee strcan mass fraction)
hfgvap (latent heat, J/kg)
xstaÌt (start of plate, m)
xend (end of plate, m)
lelxd (rc1âxation factor for delta)
rclxu (r'elaxation factor fol. U)
relxt (lelaxat¡on factor fol T)
relxrv (r'elaxation factor for W)
relxconcli
itemrax (maximum number of iterations)
n (nodes in y-diln of liquid layer)
nv (nodes in y-dirn of vapor layer)
yvapor

factomv
m (nodes in x-dirn)
factorm
concri, dblchk
iterprint(l for output of u,v,t
icond(set to I to use quadratic to solve for delta
batout(set to I to output balances..energy etc.)
diffgrad(0 for linear slope, I for EDS scheme)
enerm (l to solve vapor mixture energy equation)
liqinertia (set to I to neglect liquid ineflia terms)
liqconv (set to I to neglect liquid convection terms)
Iiqsubcool
deltaguess
dataprint l2
inittype(O for using deltaguess, I to using initsorm)
iabs(absolute value of the change is output at i)

Figure 4.6: The input file for glycerine-bromine.
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Chapter 5

VALIDATION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS

To check the validity of the present numerical analysis, lesults were compar.ed to pr.evious

wo'k. Where possible, the present numerical analysis was caffied out using the

assumptions and simplifications used by plevious authols. Some such simplifications wel.e

the use of constant properties, neglecting the liquid ineltia ter.ms in the momentum

equation, and neglecting the energy convection temìs in the liquid energy equation. The

ability to conrpare with different authols show the versatility of the pr.esent nuner.ical

analysis in generating results fol folced ol quiescent condensation of a vapor, with or

without a noncondensing gas.

For quiescent pure vapors, a solution for the complete two-phase boundary layer

equations was developed by Koh et al. (1961) using a similarity transformation. Their

model is identical to the present model for the special case of: 14¡_ : 0, u_: 0, Z: Z_ and

constant properties. A comparison between the present numerical solution (using constant

properties) and those of Koh e¡ a/. is given in Table 5. 1. These rcsults are presented in

terms of the independent dimensionless parameters pr;, Ja, and R and the dependent

parameter QlLu, as given in Koh et aI., It is impoftant to note that their solution, using

similarity transformation, resulted in constan| qf qNU . AIso, the present numerical

solution produced qlqn, which was essentially invariant along x. For the range of

independent parameters presented in Table 5.1, there is excellent agreement between the
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present numerical solution and those on Koh et ¿/.. with a typical deviation of less lhan

0.lo/o and the maxìmum deviation is less than 2vo. These small deviations show that the

computel code is propefly solving the set of liquid conservation equations along with the

vapor monìentum equation and ener.gy balance used to obtain the film thickness.

The dinrensionless paramôter q f q r,, in Table 5. 1 shows the cleviation of the present

results from Nusselt's solutio¡r. This deviation is shown to be small for pr}. : l. For

viscorrs fluids, Pr;. : 810, the deviation is tp to l7o/o and for liquicl metals, p¡. = 0.003,

deviations of up to 53o/o arc shown. These deviations can be attr.ibuted to Nusselt,s

assumptions that the liquid inertia, Iiquid energy convection ancl interfacial shear have

negligible effect. These assumptions ar.e not tr.tle for high and low pr;. fluids.

Table 5. with Koh et al. (1961) for t

Pr, R: re,t ,tGÐ Ia,.

qlq

Present Work Koh et al. (1961)
0.003 600 8.746x10-2 0.4634 0.4722
0.003 600 7.497x10'5 0.9931 0.9940

1.0 l0 7.442x1O' 0.9945 0.9953
1.0 600 7.704x1O 0.9943 0.9951
810 l0 1.290 1.t73 1.174
810 600 8.282x1o'z 1.013 1.014

cess (1960)' Koh (1962) and Fujii and uehara (1972) performed a constanr properry

analysis of the forced convection condensation of a pure vapor on a horizontal flat plate.
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similar equations were used by all authols, except that both cess and Fujii and uehara

neglected the inertia terms in the liquid momentum equation and the energy convection

terms in the liquid enelgy equation. Their results are compared in Table 5.2 with the

presenf nunÌerical solution obtained with the complete equation set and constant

properties. There is a good agreement between the present numer.ical solution and that of

Koh fol all Pr;. and Ja, values prcsented. Likewise there is a good agreement between

the lesults by cess and those by Fujii and uehara since they both neglected the sarne

terms. A compalison between the present solution and that by Fujii and uehar.a shows the

impoltance of the missing telms. Fol low ancl high pr;. fluirls, the impor.tance of the

missing terms beconres more impor.tant at higher Jar_ .

.2: of flat results.

Pr; Ja, H= Ju.

P." *-fp,r,.l!
L pu I

RH

Nu

JRe,
Present

Numerical
.Solrrtion

Fujii and Uehara
(1972)

Koh
(1962\

Cess
( 1960)

0.003 3.0x1O-'z l0 i00 1000 0.186 0.478 0.19 0.50
0.003 3.0x10-3 1.0 100 100 0.385 0.480 0.38 0.50
0.003 3.0x10'' 0.1 f00 t0 0.486 0.491 0.49 0.50

1.0 0.1 0.1 100 10 o.491 0.49t 0.49 0.50
1.0 0.01 0,01 00 1.0 0.584 0.585 0.58 0.59
100 10.0 0.1 00 10 0.657 o.491 0.76 0.50
100 1.0 0.0i 00 1.0 o.645 0.585 0.68 0.59
100 0.3 0.003 00 0.3 0.779 0.745 o.79 0.75
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Fujii and uehara (1972) also performed a constant property analysis on the condensation

of pure vapors on flat plates, including the cases of pure forted convection, pure fiee

convection and mixed convection. Figules 5.1 to 5.3 compar.e their resulrs with the

constant property numelical solution for Pr;_ : I.0, 100 and 0.003. Figure 5.1 shows that

fol Prr. : 1.0, thele is a good agreement with their analysis at both limits of pure forcecl

convection on a horizontal plate (l/Fr.-+0) and pure f'ee convection (l/Fr., -+""¡.

some deviation can be seen at intermediate values of l/Fr., conesponding to mixed

convection whele similarity does not apply. For viscous liquids, Figur.e 5.2 shows that the

liquid convection terms become impol'tant since Fujii and uehara,s results differ fiom the

complete nurnetical model, but is in close agl€ement with the numerical solutions obtainecl

without the liquid enelgy convection tefms. FoI liquid metals, Figure 5.3 shows that the

difference between the complete numerical solution and that of Fujii ancl uehara is small at

Jar- : 3¡ 16-u, but incleases with increasing Ja,.. Alalysis by Fujii anct uehar.a predicts

very small effect of Ja" over the tested range, while our analysis predicts a much greater.

effect. It must be noted that in Table 5.2, our analysis for pule forced convection agreed

very well withKoh et al. for the same range of R, Ja, and pr; as presented in Figure 5.3.

However, it must also be noted that the equation by Fujü and uehara gives good accuracy

only within the range of 0.0 i < RJa¿/P{¡ < 5.

Denny et al. (1970) obtained numerical solutions for quiescent and forced convection

condensation of liquid metals on vertical surfaces. They solved the complete liquid

conservation equations, with constant properties, and approximated the effect of the
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interfacial shear as the asymptotic value for a vapor boundary layer undergoing strong

suction. The present nr¡merical solution imposes the continuity of shear.acr.oss the

intedace. comparison of the lesults for pule sodium vapors is given in Table 5.3. For the

range of parametels in Table 5.3, the deviation ranges frcrn 4 to l\o/a.

All of the above comparisons have been made to the condensation of pure vapors. For

those cases, only the liquid conservation equations, vapor momentum and continuity

equations and the energy balance for film thickness were solved. To validate the solution

of the vapor energy and diffr¡sion equations, comparisons to vapor-gas mixtures are

rcquircd. The fi¡st comparison is to the work by Minkowycz and Spar.row (1966) on the

condensation of a quiescent steam-air mixture on a vertical flat plate. They assumed a

linear temperature profile, a parabolic velocity distribution, and zero interfacial shea¡ in the

liquid film. The present numedcal solution was obtained using the complete equation set,

along with the continuity of interfacial shear. Figure 5.4 shows excellent agreement
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Table 5.3: Compalison with Denny ¿¡ ¿¿l. ( 1970) for. purc sodium ( x: 0. l5m
t¡-

Im/s]

T.
tKl

(T- - T"¿ù

tKl
å, x l0-5 ùr'lm'? .Kl

QfQ Nu

Present
Work

Denny et ul, Present
Work

Denny et ttl.

0 833.3 L66'7 3.899 3.548 0.9782 0.8902
0 833.3 5.556 2.763 2.51 0.9368 0.8.5 r r

0 lll1.1 1.667 3.156 3.087 0.9820 0.9605
0 llll.l 5.556 2.253 2.173 0.9471 o.9134

15.24 833.3 1.66't 5.892 5.411 1.478 1.359
15.24 llll.l 1.667 4.612 4.820 1.435 1.500



between the pl€sent numerical solution and those by Minkowycz and Sparrow. This

indicates that the ineltia and convection terms and interfacial shear have insignificant

effects within the tested tange of patameters.

Excellent agreement with the lesults by Denny er al. (1971) are shown in Figur.es 5.5 and

5.6 for the folced convection condensation of a steam-air. mixturc on a vertical flat

sulface' Denny ¿¡ ¿tl. assuned a lineal temperature and parabolic velocity distributions in

the liquid frlm, while solving nume'ically in the mixturc boundary layer, using goveming

equations similal to the plesent set of conselvation equations. The goocl agreement for.

the steam-air mixtures at z-: 100 "c is to be expected clue to the small effects of iner.tia

and convection tetms in the liquid governing equations for these paranletels.

A comparison was also made with the forced convection condensation of a sodium-argon

mixture fiom Tumer ¿r al. (1973). Theil analysis ignored the inertia forces, and energy

convection in the liquid film. Other simplifications included setting Z¡ : I,,o¿ for high lV_ ,

setting ui:O for high u_, neglecting subcooling in the liquid filrn, and neglecting the

energy ftansfer due to mass diffr¡sion in the mixture energy equation. They included the

interfacial resistance, which was neglected in the present work. Four cases ffom Tr¡mer ¿f

a/. are plotted in Figule 5.7, along with the present numerical solutions obtained wittr and

without the liquid inertia terms (both solutions lie on the same curve). The present

numerical solutions show that the effects of liquid inertia are insignificant for ihese four

cases, either because of high I7- or low Âz . Therefore, any deviations of rtmer et al.'s
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results from the plesent numerical solution cannot be attributed to t]re liquid inertia

effects. For these four cases a fairly goorl agreement can be seen between the present

rcsults and those of rr.lrnel'¿t ul.. The case of w.: lx10'5 shows significant deviations at

low x, plobably due to the interfacial lesistance, but the two solutions convelge for larger.

¡. The deviations in the other cases ar€ not easy to explain, but may be attributed to the

rnany simplifying assunptions adoptecl by Turner er dl..

Finally, a compalison was made with the constant pl.operty analytical solution of

Rose (1980) fo. the fo'ced convection condensation of a vapor.-gas mixture on a

horizontal flat surface. This was clone by solving the prcsent numerical model with

valiable pfopelties. These results were then nonclimensionalizecl by evaluating

Z. = Sh, Re, Ii2 
, with mixture proper.ties (p, ¡t and D) evaluated at Z¡ an<l tV¡ , and the

Sh. numbel evaluated by:

sh = 8*'x
'pD (s.l )

(s.2)where:
oD AWo---....---ò''r 

w, -w* ð y

The gradient ð lv/ð y was evaluated at the interface. The Z* values obtained fiom the

numerical solution were then compared to the following implicit relation for Z, as given by

Rose:

z, + 0.941 Sc'o"(l-ø)'''02.,'''o - Ë = o (s.3)
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where: a = w-
wi

(s.4)

(s.s)

(s.6)

To solve Equation (5,3), the IV¡ value flom the mrmerical solution was usecl ancl Sc was

calculated using plopelties evaluated at T¡ anrl IV, (from the numer.ical solution). Rose

also gives a simpler', less accurate r.elation for.Z.:

( = sc"' (27.8 + zs.9sco'* + 652sc)-".

which was used as the starting value in the ite'ative soh¡tion of Equation (5.3). Rose,s

relations for Z, vah¡es, as given by (5.3) was compared to the z' value obtained from the

numerical solution in Tables 5.4 to 5.6 fol stean-ail., glycer.ine-br.omine and sodium-argon

mixtures, respectively. For each mixtule, Z was evaluated at two axial locations anrl

found to be essentially invariant along .r, so the results for only one axial location was

presented. In the column containing the lesults by Rose, the percentage deviation of Rose

fi'om the numerical solution is given in parenthesis. Table 5.4 shows the comparison with

a steam-air mixture at T-: 400K, Txøu:380 K, u_ : 5.0 m/s and IV_ : l0-3, l0-, and

10-t. There are no clear trends in the deviation of Equation (5.3) fíorn the present

numerical solution, with erors ranging from 0.0155vo to 5.g6vo. A comparison is shown

for a glycerine-bromine mixture at Z- : 450 K, T*on :350 K, u_ : 20.0 n/s a¡rd

w*: l0-3 , 10-2, l0-' and 0.5 in Table 5.5. Results for the numerical solution with a¡rd

without the liquid energy convection terms are shown. The deviation of Equation (5.3)
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fïom the cornplete numerical solution ranges from about 1vo fo rgro with less error at

lower !7- . Similar deviations are shown for the numerical solution obtained without the

liquid energy convection terms. Table 5.6 shows the lesults for a sodium-argon mixture at

7-: l100K,Tuntt :1000K, u_:5.0m/sandlV-: l0-5, 10-4 and 10-3. Equation(5.3)

deviated between 2o/o to lSvo fiom the complete numerical solution and similar errors

weÍe also found when comparing Rose's rcsults to the numer.ical solution obtained

without the liquid inertia terms.

Table 5.4: Comparison with Rose (1980) for a steam-
ail mixture atT._: 400 K, 2,,"¿ : 380 K
and u- : 5.0 nr./s.

w"
Complete

w, Sc Z. (.r = 4.50x1O''? n)
Numerical Rose

lo-3 6.855x10'3 0.565ó 0.9997 0.9887
( t.toEo\

l0-2 6.390x10'2 0.56',19 0.9494 0.9493
to Ô I {{ø.\

10-r 3.?53x10'' 0.5809 0.6516
0.6898
(\ 9.Áa/^\

Table 5.5: Comparison with Rose (1980) for a glycerine-bromine mixture at
T-:450K,7.,*u:359 K and u_ - 20.0 m/s.

w-
Complete No Energy Convection Terms

W¡ Sc Z.k=4.30x11'zm\ W¡ Sc Z-(x = A.1OxlO'¿ m\
Numerical Rose Numerical Rose

10'3 4323xt0'3 0.6680 o;1765
0.1866

( t 30qo\ 4.738x10'3 0.6680 0.8219
0.8321

( 1.257o\

l0'2 4.250x10'2 0.6716 0.7641
0.7'197

(2.ô1qÒ\ 4.644x10'2 0.6720 0.8068
0.8235

(2.0'lVo\

l0'l 3.595x10-t 0.7037 0.6562
0.7 t26

(9, 6îq"\ 3.827x10'l 0.7063 0.6787
0.74t8

(o a o7^\

5xl0-r 9.253x10'l 0.7779 0.4044 0.4768
( 17.94o\

9.313x10-l 0.7790 0.40s4 0.4791
( l&.2q"\
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Table 5.6: Compalison with Rose (1980) foL a sodium-argon mixture at f_: 1100 K,
Z',"//: 1000 K and u_ :5.0 m/s.

w-
Complete No Liquid Ineltia Terms

W¡ Sc Z..G = 6.22x1O'' m\ wi Sc Z, (x = 6.22x10'r m\
Numelical Rose Rose

l0-5 0.5290 0.5698 r 03.08
85.17

( l7 .54n
0.4880 0.5454 96.14

80.9 r
( 15.\o/c\

l0-4 0;7337 0.7329 3ó.80
35.93

o,.1'1./Ò\
0.7299 0;7290 36.39

35.79
( L669o\

r0-3 0.769s 0.7722 10.93
12.48

( l4)c/"\ 0.7692 0;t718 t0.92
t2.48

'I4.3ck\
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Figure 5.1: Comparison with Fujii and Uehara (1972) atpr,= 1.0 and R = 100
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Z-= I 1 I l. t K, (T- - 7"") : 0.556 K, u, : 30.48 m/s, and ly_ : 1 O''

4 : 1 1 11.1 K, Q. - 7"") = 0.556 K, u- = 30.28 m/s, and W-: 7 O'' .

u 0.02 0.04 0.06

x,ñ

Figure 5.7: Comparison with Tumer er ¿ l. (1973) for sodium-argon.

Q= 833.3 K, g-- T,-) = 1.667 K, u.:30.48 m/s, and lV.= 3x 10',.
_O o

O Tumer et al. (1973)

f.=Å33.3 K, Q-- T""t) = 1.667 K, u. = 3.048 m/s, and W:3xt¡'



Chapter 6

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Rearranging the goverrring equations in a nonclimensional form l.esulted in a set of

dimensionless groups that eliminates the independent effects of -r, u - , g, and the angle of

inclination. Details of this analysis are shown in Appendix D. Although this

nondimensionalization was pefofmed for constant pl.opel.ties, the dimensionless groups

were found to be still valid for the prcsent variable ploperty analysis. This was

demonstlated by obtaining variable property results fol.different cases at various r¡ _ and

g. The numerical results were then nondimensionalized using pr.operties evaluated at

T, =T*r,+ 0.31(L - 4,,,ü ). Plotting them showed that the results at different u_- and g

collapsed onto the same curve.

The heat transfer results can be presented by plotting Nu. Re.-,i 2 
vs. Fr.-r , where:

I _ g.rcoscx,

Fr, u_t
(6.1)

Thus, a single plot can be used to show the axial variation of Nu' for all values of x, g, u

and u-. This dimensionless axis also shows the limiting case of horizontal forced

convection at lrlFr, = 0 and the limiting case of quiescent condensation on a vertical plate

af 1fFr, = "o . Likewise, plots of l4li and ô* vs. l/Fr, show the variations for all values of
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x, g, a aîd' u-. The dimensionless groups fol velocity, temperature and concentration

across the liquid and mixtule layers can also be plotted against y- at different values of

l/Fr1 .

Three vapor'-gas mixtures arc selected to demonstrate the effects over a wide pç. range.

The vapol-gas mixtule conbinations are: steam-air. (pt,. - 2¡, soclium_argon

( Pt;. = 6.6¡6, and glycerirre-blomine ( Pr;. = 1000). The numerical code is used to obtain

soh¡tions to the complete boundafy layef equations. Resrìlts ale then obtained neglecting

either the liquid ineltia ol the liquid enelgy convection tel.ms. The effect of neglecting the

ineltia or enelgy convection terms is then denonstrated by compar.ing the simplifiecl model

lesults to the complete solutiou results.

6.1 Steam-Air Mixture

Results obtained without the liquid inertia terms show negligible deviations from the

complete solutions, and likewise the effects of the liquid energy convection terms are also

negligible. Thus, no results are shown for solutions lvithout the liquid inertia or energy

convection terms.

The heat tansfer results for steam-air mixtures at T-:400 K and ?,-r:3g0 K are

plotted in terms of Nu' Re.-v2 vs. Fr;-' in Figure 6.1 for four different values of !r- .
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The asymptotic limit, /Fr; -+ 0 , has been found by solving the appropriate forced

convection, on a horizontal plate, case and are plotted. In the figure, each curve starts out

from the limiting case of horizontal forced convection and incrcases with l/Fr.. . The

incrcase in Nu, Re. "t is greater for lower gas concentrations, showing that the pl.esence

of a noncondensable gas suppresses the condensation process along the plate. Finally the

value of Nu., Re, "' ìs unbounderl, appr.oaches infinity, as l/Fr.. + "", which is the

expected behaviour fol quiescent condensatiou on a vertical plate

A similar plot fol a steam-ail' mixnue with varying az is shown in Figure 6.2 at

T-:400 K, fo'IV-:0.0 and 0.1. The effect of Áz is to decrease the heat transfer.

coefficient as À7 is incleased. The trcnd is the same for. both IV- : 0.0 and 0. 1 _

6.2 Sodium-ArgonMixture

solutions obtained for the sodium-argon nixture without the liquid energy convection

terms show negligible deviation from the complete solution. Thus, this chapter will only

examine the effects of the Iiquid inertia terms on the condensation of a sodium-argon

mixture.

The heat transfer for forced convection condensation on a vertical or inclined plate of a

sodium-argon mixture at Z- : 1 100 K and 2,,o, - 1000 K, are plotted in terms of
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Nu, Re.-'l2 vs. F1-' in Figure 6.3 for. four different IV- values. The limiting cases of

horizontal forced convection condensation are also displayed. Each curve starts out from

the limiting case of horizontal forced convection anrl increases with l/Fr., . This increase

in Nu, Re.-'l' over the horizontal limit is due to the presence of gr.avity acting on the

increasing liquid thickness, causing the liquict film to flow faster and become thinner. The

thinnel liquid fihn allows for a highel enelgy coniluction, resulting in an increase in heat

transfer. The implovement in heat transfer over the horizontal limit is much more

significant with lowel gas concentlations, showing that the pl.esence of a nonconrlensable

gas (argon) suppresses the condensation process along the plate. comparing rcsults

obtained with algon to the case of pure sodium shows the detr.inental effects of the argon

gas' Even a tiny amount of argon gas in the free stream (ltz.- : I x l0-5 ) is sufficient to

cause a 33o/o decrease in heat transfer at low l/Fr., with the deviation becoming gl.eater.at

higher l/Fr'. . This figure also shows that at a relatively high (for sodium-argon mixture)

gas concentration, w-- t x10-3, the condensation is suppressed such that even for an

irclined plate, there isn't much increase in heat transfer over the horizontal Iimiting value.

The effect of Åz on Nu, Re--u2 is shown in Figure 6.4 for pure sodium. These results

show that lowering ÂI increases Nu". The heat flux is given by cl=h,LT, and an

examination of the Nu. values show that while å. is lower for higher Á2, the difference

in å,is insufhcient to offset the higher value of Â?'. Thus the heat transfe¡ is still higher

athigher Â2.
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The effect of the liquid ineltia telms on heat transfel for the cases plotted in Figure 6.3 is

shown by compaling the lesults from the complete solution, Nu ,. .* , with lesults obtained

without the ineltia terms, Nu..*, in ternts of their ratio Nu,.",/Nu...,,. This comparison

is plotted in Figule 6.5 and it shows the effect of the Iiquid ineltia terïìs fol.all values of¡,

ru. , g and plate angles including the hor.izontal limit (1/Fr., :0 ) anct the free convecfion

limit (l/Fr',+ .o). Each curve starts fr.om low values of l/Fr.. where Nu.,, 
",/Nu.,,.,, 

is

less than unity in all cases. The curves then rise above one to reach lhe fr.ee convection

limit (shown at 1/ Fr'. : l 00). F'om the figrue, it appears that each curve cr.osses

Nu., n,/Nu,..,, : I at l/Fr.. = 0.1. Howevel., this is due to the scale chosen for the

independent valiable and the data table inset in the figure shows that the point wher.e each

curve crosses Nu-. 
",/Nu,,.,, 

: I r.anges between O.llITg < l/Fr._ < 0.0424g 1 . An

attempt was made to explain the inversion by examining the solution profires arong the

plate. The temperature profires were similar for the r.ange of {Fr.. studied, esse'tia y

linear in the liquid, and a curved profile Íiom ?¡ to L in the mixture. Examination of the

velocity profiles showed the flow characteristics change ÍÌom vapor dragging the liquid

film (at the horizontal limit, low t/Fr, ) to liquid dragging the mixture (at the fiee

convection limit, high i/Fr; ). This change is reflected in the direction of the interfacial

shea¡ force where the interfacial shear is positive when the vapor is dragging the liquid

fiIm' and negative when the liquid is dragging the mixture. Although the direction of the

shear force for the two solutions (with and without the liquid inertia telms) changes at
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slightly different values of t/Fr" , it is still close to where Nu*,",/Nu-,* : 1. One of the

most revealing facts from this figure is that the effects of the liquid inertia terms decrease

with incleasing flee-stream gas concentrations. Thus, with Hl-: lxl0-3, the effects of the

liquid inertia are essentially negligible.

The intefacial gas concentrations for the results plotted in Figure 6.5 are displayed in

Figure ó.6. The lV, is independent of Fr'. for both hor.izontal forcecl convection and fr.ee

convection and is plotted as the limits in FigÙre 6.6. The rcsults for.three different values

of 144,., are shown with and without the liquid inertia terms. For all cases, l4l; increases

along the plate ffom the hol'izontal limit to the quiescent ver.tical plate limit. These cur.ves

also show that the liquid ineltia effects are nÌost prominent for. lower. w- , and that the

inertia terms are moLe important at lowel' l/Fr., , befor.e the two culves cross each other.,

The point whele the two solutions cross over occur.s is at a different l/Fr., value than in

Figure 6.5.

Figure 6.7 shows plots of õ- vs. fFr.. for sevelal varues of I4z-. The results show the

dimensionless film thickness increasing along the plate for all u_, g and plate inclinations

(within the range of {Fr- studied) for solutions obtained with and without the liquid

inertia terms. The effect of the liquid inertia terms is greatest at w*:0, and decreases

with increasing !7- , becoming insigniñcant for lv-: lx10-3. The ô- for the complete

solution is thinner than the no-inertia results near the start of the plate (low l/Fr_ ).
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However, as the solution proglesses down the plate, the two film thickness cross over..

and then the liquid film fol the complete solution becomes thicker than the õ 
- 
obtained

without the inertia terms.

The film Reynolds numbe'is given in Figure 6.8 as a plot of Reo/JRe,, us. l/Fr., for four

different I4l. valnes. This figule can be used to check if the flow is laminar. by satisfying

the following condition:

Reo < 30 (6.2)

This figure shows that the cur.ves beconle flatter with higher.W-. Since the nunìel.ical

solution is only valid fol the laminar'rcgion, cases with higher I41,, will be able to progr.ess

furthel down the plate befol€ hitting the transition legion. For example, on a vel.tical flat

plate with u- : 0.5 m/s, g : 9.81 m/s2, 7-: I i00 K and 2,,.o¡r : 1000K, the point at which

üansition occul's' ,yò, for I4z- = 0.0 is 6.64x 10-5mehes. Increasing IV.- to l0-3 will

increase .ru to 1.38 x l0-3 metres.

selected velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are plotted for.a sodium-argon

mixture at 7-:1100 K and 2,,,,r:1000 K, as shown in Figures 6.9 to 6.11. These

profiles are plotted at two different axial locations (l/Fr-:0.753g and 11.6164).

Examination of the velocity profiles in Figure 6.9 shows a thicker film for IV- : 0.0 and a

much higher velocity than for lv- : 1 x 10j. It may appeff f,.om Figure 6.9 that for

w* : 0.0, the liquid always flows faster than the mixture. However, for all forced
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convection cases (oxcept for a horizontal plate), the flow starts off with the mixture

flowing fastel than the liquid film. The liquid filrn accelerates because of rhe gr.avity force.

As the liquid frlm becomes thicker, it will contimre to acceler"te ancl eventually the liquid

will flow fastel'than the mixturc. It is not possible to see those details in just two velocity

ptofiles. Examination of the profiles obtainecl with the complete solution and the solution

without the liquid inertia terrns shows that the liquid inertia terms arc only impor.tant for.

W-:0.0, and at lV-: lx l0-r, ther.e is notniuch clifference in the velocity profiles,

The tempelature plofiles shown in Figule 6.10 show the profiles at {Fr.. :0.753g and

ll.6164 fo' w-:0.0 and 1xl0'r. Fo' the liquid layer', the temper.ature profile is

essentially linear'. The slight deviations are due to the use of var.iable properties, The

range of the independent valiable, y-, is not wirle enough to show the complete liquid

temperature profile fo' w- = 0.0, It is unnecessar.y since they continue in a relatively

straight line to reach z-: 1.0. The different slopes for w-:0.0 for the solutions with

and without the liquid ine.tia terms are due to the different film thickness. For

W- : 1 x 10-3, the liquid temperature rises almost linearly fiom l" : 0 to f- , then the

mixture temperature curves fo T" :1. conparison of the temperature profiles obtained

with and without the inertia terms show that it is important at IV- = 0.0 and is negligible at

W-: tx10'3.
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The concentration profiles for l7-: lxl0-5 and 1xl0-3 are shown in Figure 6.1 L These

profiles a'e plotted at {Fr'. :0.7538 ancl 11.6164. They show the incrcase in ü{ down

the plate, with the inclease being greater for the lower w.- . At the same axial location (or.

1/Fr, ), the slope of the I/ profile is much greater for the lower. IV.. S'bseque'tly, the

mixture boundaly layer is much thinner for the lower I4l- . This figure also rcinforces the

idea that the inertia telms are only important at low !y, ancl become negligible at higher

w,,.

6.3 Glycerine-Bromine Mixture

solutiorìs obtained fol a glyceline-bromine mixture without the liquid iner.tia terms show

negligible deviation frorn the complete solution. Thus, this chapter.wilì only examine the

effects of the liquid enelgy convection tems on the condensation of a glycerine-bromine

mixture.

The effect of bromine on the heat transfer results for forced convection condensation of

glycerine on a vertical or inclined plate atT-:450 K and 2,,,¿:350 K, is plotted in terms

of Nu, Re--vt vs. F1t in Figure 6.12 for five different !r/- varues. The limiting case of

forced convection condensation on a horizontal plate is also displayed. For each curve,

Nu, Re*-u' starts out from the limiting case of horizontal forced convection and increases

with l/Fr, . This increase in heat transfer along fFr. is much mo¡e significant at lower
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IV- and there isn't much of an inclease for lv-: 5 x 10-' for much of the r.ange of l/Fr.,

studied. This shows the significance that the plesence of bromine gas has on the

condensation of glyceline, especially at higher fFr',. The limiting case of quiescent

co¡rdensation occurs as l/Fr., -+ -, for which Nu- Re,-'" is unbounrled, which is clearly

shown by the dilection of the curves for.!V.- = 0.0 anrt I x l0-3 .

A similar plot showing the effect of Âz on the condensation of pure glycerine is shown in

Figure 6.13. This figure shows no consistent tr.enil in Nu., Re..-,,t foL increasing À? .

However, this is just due to the evaluation of properties at T, = T.r, + 03tQ.. - f,,,,,,).

Thus 7, is not the same for each case, resulting in a clifferent set of proper.ties used in the

nondinensionalization for each Â2. It is the rliffer.ence in pr.oper.ties that result in the

inconsistent behaviour for Nu., Re, '/t at different Â?. Examination of the heat flux at

the wall still show that a higher heat transfer occurs at higher ÂZ .

The effect of energy convection terms in the liquid energy equation on the heat transfer for

the cases plotted on Figure 6.12 are shown in Figure 6.14. This figure shows a plot of

Nu.,*"/Nu,,* over a range of l/Fr, values. Nu..n" is the local Nusselt number

obtained without the energy convection temrs in the liquid energy equation and Nu.,* is

the results fiom the complete solution. The figure shows the effect of the energy

convection tems for all values of .r, u-, g and plate angles, including the horizontal limits

( l/Fç : 0) and the free convection limit ( l/Fr, -e - ) for the complere results. The
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genel"l trend for the horizontal limit is that increasing I{- results in a lower

Nu.,*"/Nu,.* , inclicating a grcater effect of the energy convection terms. The rcverse is

true of the general trcnd fo' the free convection limit where, in gener.al, increasing I4l- ,

increases Nu.,n,./Nu.,..,, . The exception for. the free convection linit is for.

W": Ix l0-r, where the limiting value of Nu...*"/Nu.,,.,, is lower than that for I4l-:0.0.

Each culve starts fron the holizontal limit and decr.eases with incr.easing l/Fr.,. For the

pute case, the culve flattens out at the quiescent limit. However., for.the other.fonr cases

with blomine, it appeals that the curves all decrcase until a mininìùm value is reachecl.

then they rise to theil quiescent asymptotes. An attempt was made to detel.mirìe the cause

of the nrinimum by examining the local profiles and also rhe satul.ated pressure-

tenìpe¡'atule rclationship. No cleal trend, however, was found that led to an explanation

of the phenomena. This figule shows that, crepending on the I/- and fFr., the err.ors

rcsulting fi'om neglecting the energy convection terms can be as high at l2vo, for

IV-:0.1, even though the end limits arc rotghly SVo and 2Vo.

The interfacial gas concentrations for the cases studied in Figure 6.14 are plotted in

Figure 6' 15. For the horizontal and free convection limiting cases, lv¡ is constant and is

shown as asymptotic values in the figure. The w¡ curves for each of the four different IV_

values are presented with and without the liquid energy convection terms. All the curves

increase from theh horizontal limit and rise in an "s"- shaped curye to the free convection

limit. In all cases, neglecting the energy convection terms resulted in larger valu e of w¡ .
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Figule 6. 16 shows a plot of õ 
- 

us. {Fr., . For the range of l/Fr." shown, it is difficult to

examine the effect of the energy convection telms on the film thickness since all curves are

very close together. For tv.-:0.5, the film thickness for. the complete solution, is thinner

than the sohrtion without the enelgy convection temrs at low l/Fr.., but the cur.ves cross

as l/Fr', increases. Fol the pule case, the complete solution always pr.edicts a thinner.

liquid film. However, in all cases, the clifference between the two solutions is ver.y small.

The film Reynolds number. is shown in Figure 6.17 as a plot of Reo/./Re. vs. l/Fr., .

This figure is used along with Equation (6.2) to determine the laminar region. It shows

that the plesence of the blomine gas inhibits the condensation process and allows for. a

much longer laminzu region. Fol example, using the results of the figure fol. u- :5 nrls,

g : 9.81 m/s2 and s : 0, the stalt of the tr-ansition occurs at xu : I I .9 metl.es for

I4l-:0.0. Incrcasing w- to l0-2 will incrcase xu to 17.4 metres and for IV-:0.1 and

0.5, xu is grcater than 30 metres.

Selected velocity, temperature and concentration profiles are plotted for a glycerine-

bromine mixtule at T-= 450 K and l,unl:350 K, as shown in Figur.es 6.1g to 6.20.

These proñles are plotted at two different axial locations ( i/ Fr. : 0.051007 and 1 1 .6145).

Examination of the velocity profiles for w- : 0.0 shows a thicker f,kn and a higher

velocity than for w-:0.1. For the range of fFr. studied, the liquirl is always flowing
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slower than the mixfure. Examination of the prcfiles fi.om the complete solution to the

solution without the liquid enelgy convection terms show that the liquid energy

convection terms ar€ only important for I4z.-:0.0, a¡rl atw.:0.1, there no signifìcant

difference in the velocity profiles.

The tenlperature p'ofìles in Figure6.lg show the profiles at VFr, :0.051007 and

ll.6145 for w-.:0.0 ard 0.1. The terrperaturc p'ofrles for w.":0.0 only var.y i' the

liquid, until it reaches r': 1.0 at the liquid-mixture intel.face and then remains at z" : 1.0

thloughout the mixture. Although all the liquid tenperatules pr.ofiles look linear, they are

not. The complete soltttion tempelature profile is not linear because of the inclusion of the

energy convection and variable propelties, The othel solution, neglecting the liquid

energy convection tems, is not linear because of the var.iable pr.oper.ties. For lv_ :0.l,

the interfacial temperatule decreases with incr.easing l/Fr.. . This is consistent with the

increasing lry, with hcreasing /Fr. . The limited range of y- doesn,t show the mixture

temperature rising with a curved profile to reach z- : I .0. comparison of the

temperature profiles obtained with and without the liquid energy convection terms show

that the telms have an important effect atw-:0.0 and have negligible effect at tv-: 0.1.

Gas mass fracrion profiles for üz-:0.001 and 0.1 are shown in Figure 6.20. The profiles

are plotted at fFr, :0.051007 and 11.6145. These ¡esults show an increase in !v¡ down

the plate (increasing /Fr, ), with a greate' relative increase for lower lll- . The
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concentration boundary layer is also much thinner for lower ly- or l/Fr. . Also, this ñgure

shows that the effect of the energy convection tetms on the liz profiles minor the

diffelences shown in Figure 6.14.

6.4 Prandtl Number Effect

The effect of Plandtl Numbel can be seen by compar.ing the results obtained for the steam-

ait' mixfure (P1. =2¡, sodium-argon nixtur.e (prl. = 0.006) and glycer.ine-br.omine

(Pr,. = 1666¡. Although the effect of the inertia terms were shown only for the sodiun-

algon mixture, results obtained showed that these terms had insignifrcant effect on steam,

and also didn't effect the higher Pr; fluids such as glycer.ine. Likewise, the eneryy

convection tems didn't have significant affects on the steam-air results or the lowel. prj_

fluid such as sodium.

Examinafion of Figures 6.1, 6.3 and 6.12 show that the effect of I4z- is most significant

for the low Pr;- fluid, and decreases with increasing pr, . For example, for sodium-argon

with 14¡- - 1 x 10-3, the heat transfer was severcly reduced when compared with higher

Pr, fluids.

The I'yj plots given by Figure 6.6 for sodium-argon zurd Figure 6.15 for glycerine-bromine

show the reason why a tiny concentration of I4z- has a much more significant effect on the

condensation of sodium than on glycerine. These figures show that with a concentration
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of w-:lx10-3, the argon builds up to a very high concentration (over 7 5vo) at the

interface fol the entile range of l/Fr'., whereas the bromine concentration at the inter.face

rcmains under l0o/o for about half of the l/Fr'. range, ancl then it buil<ts to w,:6ço¡o

at'ound {Fr', : 100. Thus, the higher I/¡ over much of the range of l/Fr, for the sodium

severely inhibits the condensation pl.ocess, which significantly lower.s Nu, Re., ',, lwhen

conpared to their respective pure r.esults).

The dimensionless film thickness plottecl in Figure 6.7 for. sodiun-argon and in Figure 6.16

fol glycerine-blomine nakes it difficult to clo a dilect comparison berween the two

because of the different properties. However, a dir.ect compar.ison between the actual film

thickness along the plate length leveal that for lv- : 0.0, the film thickness for. soclium is

gleater than that of the glycer.ine.

The plots of the filn Reynolds number on Figures 6.g utd, 6.17, for sodium-argon and

glycerine-bromine respectively, in<licate that the glycerine-bromine mixturc will remain

laminar further down the plate. This has been validated by comparing the axial location

along the plate where transition ÍÌom laminar to turbulent occurs in several specific test

cases.

comparison of the velocity profiles for sodium-argon in Figure 6.9 with glycedne-

bromine in Figure 6.18 show that the velocity of the sodium is much greater than that of

glycerine. It is difficult to compare the temperature and gas concentration profiles
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because different values of !l/- were used. Howevel, it should be noted that the mixture

boundaly layers are much thicker for the glycerine-bromine mixtures.
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Figure 6. 1 4: Effect of energy convection ûerms in the liquid energy equation for a glycerine-bromine mixture at
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A finite contlol volume method is utilized fol solving the complete set of two-phase

boundaly layeÌ equations fot laminar film condensation (natural and forcecl convection) in

the prcsence of a nonconclensable gas. The model accounts fol. the effects of inertia and

buoyancy forces, as well as ene'gy convection in the liquid and nixture layers. Therefore,

thele is no lestriction on the applicability of the pr.esent model in terms of fluicl proper.ties

(high or low Plandtl number fluids) or the type of noncondensable gas (lighter or.heavier.

than the vapor').

Results obtained in this thesis focused on three diffelent vapol.-gas mixtur.es: steam-air

(Pr,. =2'¡, sodium-argon (Pr; =6.696, and glycerine-bromine (pr; = 1000). For all rhree

combinations, the noncondensable gas is heavier than the vapor. These results were then

validated by comparison with the work by previous authors. The present results also

agreed with their trends, showing that the effect of the noncondensable gas is to reduce

the heat transfer, with the gas havilg the stlongest effect on lower pr; fluids. Also, heat

transfer is incrcased with higher u_ or A? .
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7.1 Conclusions

Herc are the conclusions of this thesis for each of the three vapor-gas mxin¡res regarding

the effects of the inertia and energy convection terms in the governing equations:

o Steam-Air Mixtures:

1. The ineltia tems in the liquid momentunt eqtìation have negligible

effect on the hydr.odynamic and ther.nral char.acteristics of the flow.

2. The enelgy convection terms in the liquid energy equation have

negligible effect on the hydrodynamic and themal char.acteristics of the

flow.

o Sodium-ArgonMixtures:

l. Due to the high themral conductivity of liquid sodium, the energy

convection terms of the liquid energy equation have negligible effect on

the condensatiorr of a sodium-argon mixture,

2. The liquid inertia terms in the liquid momentum equation can have a

strong effect on the condensation of pure sodium. This effect is

diminished by the presence of argon gas in the free st¡eam. Thus, the
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3.

inertia terms are negligible for gas concentrations higher than

I7- : 10{.

A comparison of the heat transfer lesults plotted, in terms of

Nu-. *,/Nu..,.,, , showed that for. low l/Fr.., the effect of rreglecting the

Iiquid ineltia terms is to un<lerpreclict Nu.. Then, as l/Fr., increases,

the el'r'ol decl.eases until Nu., *,/Nu,..,, reaches unity. Further.

incleases in l/Fr, will then result in overpreclicting Nu., , The point at

which the cross ovel. occur.s is dependent on the conditions ancl no

conclusions about the relationship were made.

The el'ror lesulting fr.om neglecting the jnel.tia tel.nts is gl.eatest for

W. : 0.0 at T- : | 100 K and 
^Z 

: 100 K, with an uncler.prediction of

Nu. by 15 o/o as lfFr, -+ 0 and an overprecliction of Nu, by almost

18 7o as l/Fr'. -+ .".

The laminar region is exceptionally short for condensation at normal

gravity. Thus, the lesults presented for sodium_argon is more practical

for micro gravity applications. The addition of a noncondensable gas

will increase the length of the lami¡a¡ section (distance the fiLn grows

before transition to tur.bulence occurs).

4.

5.
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o Glycerine-BromineMixtures:

-t.

The inertia terms of the liquid momentum equation have negligible

effect on the condensation of a glycer-ine-bromine mixn¡re. This is due

to the highly viscous naturc of liquid glycer.ine.

The effect of neglecting the liquid energy convection terms is to

undelpledict the Nusselt number., Nu , .

A compalison of the heat tr.ansfer. results, plotted as Nu,, 
""/Nu,..,, 

,

showed that fol 14¡- > 0, the greatest eLror occul.s somewhere between

the horizontal forced convection limit ( l/Fr; --+ 0 ) and the fiee

convection limit ( l/Fr., -,-¡ 
"o ). In addition, the naximum enor. conkl

be as high as l2o/o even though the errors at the limits were 2o/o a¡d.

5o/o.

For the particulal' cases studied, a maximum error (12 Zo) occurrd for.

W- : 1Or ar. T-: 450 K and ÂZ : 100 K.

The laminar region for glycerine is exceptionally long. For example,

with I{z-:0.0, T-:450 K and A?. - 100 K, u_:5 r¡Vs, g:9.g1

m/s2 and c[:0, the start of the hansition occurs at rô : 11.9 meúes.

The axial location at which tra¡rsition occurs increases with increasing

w*.

5.

l.

2.

l
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7.2 Recommendations

The present work can be improved or.car.ried further through effor.ts to:

l. Reduce the contputational time ancl also to reduce chances of

divergence by coupling all seven bounclar.y layer equations and the

energy balance for. the film thickness and solve then simtìltaneously.

2. Extend this wor.k to the condensation of a vapor._gas nlixture on the

outside of a horizontal tube.

3. Exend work to turbulent liquid flow. This is especially important for

low Pr,. fluids because of the extremely short laminar rcgion under

nomtal gr.avity.
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APPENDIX A

Transport and Thermal Properties



A..1 Introduction

This appendix contains the details of how the properties are calculated for steam, ail.,

sodium, argon, glyce'ine and bromine. The f¡nal section gives details of how the separate

vapoÍ and gas properties arc used to evaluate the mixtule pr.oper.ties Equations usecl in

the evaluation of the pressure is common to all thr.ee vapor-gas combinations ar.e defrned

in this section along with the universal gas constant.

Universal gas constant R: 8.3 144 kJ/kmol.K

Free Stream Pressule:

¿ must be calculated fiom the given l- and w.-. This is done by assuming that, at

the fiee stream, the vapo' exists at its satur.ation state. Thus the satul.ation

temperature of the vapof is the same as the mixture temperatul.e. The partiat plessur.e

of lhe vapor can then be evaluated at ?_ and { can then be calculated from:

1 = '.1ft,*-*-(ñ":ñ')fL M8_w* M8 l
(,A.1)

Partial Pressure of the Gas and Vapor:

The partial pressure of the noncondensable gas, { , is given by:

P - ,l *n' l'c - '"Lnrw@=ñ))
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and the partial pressure of the vapor, pv , is given by:

P" = P* - Ps (A.3)

4.2 Water Properties

Saturation Temperature and pressure of Steam:

Source: page 2l of L.vine and Liley (19g4)

'l=-A+,8- ,1 -r- l"GJ - c ll''4\

whele ln represents natur'al logarithm and the constants, A, B and c ale given for two

saturation plessure or tentpel.atul.e ranges:

0.611kpa< p".,, < l2.33xl03kpa l2.33xl03kpa< p".,, <22.10x103kpa

273.t6K< 4.,, <600.0K 600.0K< 4,,, <647.3K

A:0.426776x102 A: -0.3875g2xi03

B:-0.389270x104 B:_0.125875x10s

c = -0.948654x10' c: _0.152578x102

, L^tent Heat of Vaporization:
:

j Source: page 23 of Irvine and Liley (19g4)
:

i f"mperatureRange: 273.16K< Tt <647.3K

fsth,, - 25009x1031A + 8r",,. + ct"stu +Dr"',' + )e(N)r"-] (A.5)
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. 6473-r.Wnere: I = '' 64'7.3

A:0.0

B:7.79221F-0l

c:4.62668

D:_1.07931

E(t): _3.87446

E(2) :2.94553

E(3) : -8.0639s

E(4): l.l5ó33E+0t

E(s) : -6.02884

4.2.1 Water (Liquid) Properties

Water Density:

Assume that the liquid density of the steam is equal to the saturated Iiquid density,

Source: page 22 of Irvine and Liley ( 1984)

Temperature Range: 273.16K< TL <647.3K

5

+ Cfc6

6473 - r.
" 647.7

(4.6)

where:
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A: 1.0

B : _1.9153882

C = 1.20151868+01

D : _7.846402s

E(l) = _3.888614

E(2) :2.0s82238

E(3): _2.0829991

E(4) : 8.21800048_01

E(5) : 4.7 s497 428_0t

Water Viscosity, Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat:

Assume that p,., k,. and, Ç1 is at the saturation values. A linear. interpolation was

used to evaluate the proper.ties at the desired Zr. fr.om the table given below.

Source: page 774 of Incropera and DeWitt (19g5)

example of linear. inter.polation: evaluate þ " 
at T¿: 2g3.0 K

From Table 4.1, serect two tabulated viscosity values from the table, one at a higher

temperafure and the other at a lower temperature like so,

¡trr:1422.0 xi0-6 N/m.s at Tu- 280.0

and

¡r rr: 1225.0 xI0-6 N/m.s at Tb:295.0
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then,

Ir¿ = 2'-L', r, + p,. - Iru-lrt, ,,
1 ,o - 1i., " T,o _ 7,, L4

p,. : 1303.8x l0'6 N/m.s

Table A.1: L stean
7,.

(K)
u,

(N/m.s x 106)

kr.

(Wm.K x l0r)
Cry

lkIlko.Kì
273.15 750.0 569.0 4.217
275.0 652.0 574.0 4.211
280.0 422.O 582.0 4 98
285.0 225.0 s90.0 4. 89
290.0 1080.0 598.0 4. 84
295.0 959.0 606.0 4.1 8l
300.0 855.0 613.0 4 79
305.0 769.0 620.0 4. 78
310.0 695.0 628.0 4. 78
3 15.0 631.0 634.0 4 79
320.0 577.0 640.0 +. 80
32s.0 528.0 645.0 4. 82
330.0 489.0 650.0 4. 84
335.0 453.0 656.0 4. 86
340.0 420.0 660.0 4. 88
345.O 389.0 668.0 4.191
350.0 365.0 668.0 4. 95
355.0 343.0 671.0 4. gs
360.0 324.0 674.0 4.203
365.0 306.0 677.O 4.209
370.0 289.0 679.0 4.214

373.15 279.O 680.0 4.217
375.0 274.0 681 .0 4.220
380.0 260.0 683.0 4.226
385.0 248.O 685.0 4.232
390.0 237.0 686.0 4.239
400.0 217.0 688.0 4.256
410.0 200.0 688.0 4.278



Table 4.1: steam
Tt.

(K)
ILt

(N/m.s xl01
kr.

(Wm.K x103)

c4
lkJlkq.Kl

420.0 185.0 688.0 4.302
430.0 173.0 685.0 4.331
440.0 162.0 682.0 4.36
450.0 152.0 678.0 4.40
460.O 43.0 673.0 4.44
470.0 36.O 661.0 4.48
480.0 29.0 660.0 4.53
490.0 24.0 651 .0 4.59
500.0 18.0 642.0 4.66
510.0 I 13.0 631 .0 4.74
520.0 08.0 621.0 4.84
530.0 04.0 608.0 4.95
540.0 01.0 594.O 5.08
550.0 97.0 580.0 5.24
560.0 94.0 s63.0 5.43
570.0 9l .0 548.0 s.68
580.0 88.0 528.0 6.00
590.0 84.0 513.0 6.41
600.0 8 1.0 497.0 7.00
610.0 77.O 467 _O 7.85
620.0 72.0 444.0 9.35
625.O '70.0 430.0 10.60
630.0 67.O 4t2.O 12.60
635.0 64.0 392.0 16.40
640.O 59.0 367.O 26.0
645.0 54.O 33 i.0 90.0
647.3 45.0 238.O [.0e+10
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4.2.2 Water Vapor (Steam) properties

Molecular weight: steam, ñ ": tS.OtS

Steam Vapor Density:

Approximated the vapor density of steam by the ideal gas equation of state:

PñP. ì¡' (A.7)

whele (, is evaluated from Equations (A. I ) to (A,3).

Steam Vapor Viscosity, Thermal Conductivity and Specific Heat:

Assume that ¡r, , k" and Ç," is at the satur.ation values. A linear interpolation was

used to evaluate the properties at the desi'ed { from Table A.2 berow. For example

of linear interpolation, see the prcvious section on steam vapor viscosity, thermal

conductivity and specific heat.

Source: page 774 of Incropera and DeWitt (19g5)
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Table 4.2: V les.steam

T"

(K)
p"

(N/m's x10ó)

k,
(lü/m'K x103)

c,,"

lkIlko'K\
273.t5 8.02 18.2 1.8.54
275.0 8.09 8.3 855
280.0 8.29 8.6 .858
285.0 8.49 8.9 .861
290.0 8.69 9.3 .864
295.0 8.89 9..5 .868
300.0 9.09 9.6 .872
305.0 9.29 20.1 877
3 10.0 9.49 20.4 .882
315.0 9.69 20.7 .888
320.0 9.89 2r.o .895
325.0 10.09 21.3 903
330.0 r0.29 21.7 9lt
335.0 10.49 22.0 otn
340.0 I0.69 22.3 o?n
34s.0 10.89 22.6 t.94t
350.0 I 1.09 23.O 1.954
355.0 11.29 23.3 1.968
360.0 .49 23_7 r.983
365.0 l 1.69 24.1 1.999
370.O .89 24.5 2.017
5t5 l5 2.O2 24.8 2.029
375.0 2.09 24.9 2.036
380.0 a ,lo 25.4 2.057
385.0 2.45 25.8 2.080
390.0 2.69 26.3 2.104
400.0 3.05 27.2 2.158
410.0 42 28.2 2.221
420.0 79 29.8 2.291
430.0 L4 30.4 2.369
440.0 4..50 31.7 2.46
450.0 4.85 33.1 2.56
460.0 15.19 34.6 2.68
470.0 t5.54 36.3 2.79
480.0 15.88 38. r 2.94
490.0 16.23 40.1 3.10
500.0 16.59 42.3 3.27
510.0 16.95 44.7 3.47



Table 4.2: Vaoor steam
T,

(K)
l.l 

"(N/m's xl06)

k,
(Wm'K x 103)

cr"
lkJ/ks'Kl

520.O 17.33 47.5 3.70
530.0 17.72 50.6 3.96
540.0 i8.t 54.0 4.27
550.0 18.6 58.0 4.64
560.0 19.1 63.'.1 5.09
570.0 19.7 76.7 5.6'1
580.0 20.4 76.7 6.40
590.0 21.5 84. r 7.35
600.0 22.7 92.9 8.75
610.0 24.1 03.0 t 1.l
620.0 25.9 t4.o 15.4
625.0 27.0 21.0 18.3
630.0 28.0 30.0 t)1
635.0 30.0 41.0 zt-o
640.0 32.0 .5.5.0 42.O
645.0 37.O 178.0 l.0e+10
647.3 45.0 238.0 l.0e+10

4.3 Air (Gas) Properties

Molecular weight: air, ñ e:28.97

Air Density:
.

! Approximated the air density by the ideal gas equation of state.

t-i PeMs
E_,Rr

:

where p, is evaluated from Equations (A.l) and (A.2)

(4.8)



Air Viscosity:

Source: page I l3 oflrvine and Liley (1984)

Ten'ìperature Range: 250 K < ?-< 600 K

5

ps = l.oxro*tB(N)z*'' (A.9)
tL¿
N-I

whele: b(l) = -9.8601e-01

r;Q) =9.080125e-02

b(3) = -L17635575e-04

b(4) = 1.2349703e-07

b(5) = -53971299e-n

Note: The equation given on page l13 of Lvine anrl Liley (19g4) does not give the

Ir, in N's/m2, instead, the value has been multipliecl by 1.0x106. This can be ver.ified

by comparing the value for' ¡r, obtained from equation on page 1r3 of hvine and

Liley to the tabulated data found on page i l5 of h.vine and Liley.

Air Thermal Conductivity:

Soulce: page 114 of Irvine and Liley (1984)

Temperature Range: 250 K < Z< i050 K

6

k- = !6¡¡¡7*''Z-¿"
N.I

where: c(1) = -2.276501e-03

t49
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c(2) : 1.2598485e_04

c(3) : -1.4815235e_07

c(4): t.73550646e-10

c(5) : -1.06ó657e_13

c(6) :2.47663035e-tj

Air Specific Heat:

Source: page 97 of Iryine an<l Liley ( I 9g4)

Temperature Range: 250 K < 1< 2000 K

5rtc. = l.oxlor \ e6;z*', (A.ll)"" .L
N-t

where: A(1):0.103409e+01

A(2) : -0.2848870e_03

A(3) : 0.28 1681 8e_06

A(4) : -0.4970786e-9

A(5) : o.1077024e-12

4.4 Sodium Properties

Saturation Temperature of Sodium:

Source: Table 32 on page 3-49 ofRohsenow et at. (19g5)
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The tabulated data is given in Table 4.3 ancl three data points (shown in a bold font in

the table) were used to obtain the following polynomial fi:nction fit:

^l
- --i--------;----- i a,rurlLlsr(P"')1"'

"-e, 
' .L 1000 l

(4.12)

wherc: A(1): 1.240664916666119F-03

A(2) : _ r .8520898093s0434E_0 i

A(3) : -8.653480488s67620E_0 I

Table 4.3: Satr¡r'ated tenpel.ature andten.l of sodiun.
{., (kPa)

tahlìlâÎed
4", (K)

tabulafed
4.,, (K)

calculated

o/o eüor Of
calculated f.,,

2.63100000E-08 3.800000008+ô? 3.85384908E+02 1.41708095E+00
1.38500000E-07 4.00000000E+02 4.048215398+02 1.205384778+00
4.59400000E-06 4.500000008+02 4.535930318+02 7.98451310E-0
7.523000008-o5 5.000000008+02 5.025934288+02 s.186856018-0
7.377000008-o4 5.50000000E+02 5.51793¿'00E+02 3.260726878-0
4.92600000E-03 6.000000008+02 6.011681698+02 1.94694768E.01
2.44500000E-02 6.50000000E+02 6.506509898+02 t.00152078E-01
9.64900000E-02 7.00000000R+o, 7.00350980E+02 5.014005888-02
8.16000000E-01 7.50000000E+02 7.955361238+02 6.071483138+00
8.90400000E-01 8.000000008+02 8.000000008+02 3.94706490E-10
2.21700000E+00 8.50000000E+02 8.499624608+02 -4.4r649165F.03
4.980000008+00 9.00000000E+02 9.00000001E+02 9.59687062E-08
l 02500000E+01 9.50000000E+o2 9.50041342F.+O). 4.35182'722E.0?
1.96300000E+01 1.00000000E+03 1.000242158+03 2.42t459968-02
6.00200000E+01 1.10000000E+03 1.100628238+03 5.71118817E.02
1.503700008+O2 1.200000008+03 L20000000E+03 3.37875387E-08
3.245¿+0000E+02 1.30000000E+03 1.298535708+03 f. i2638554E-01
6.25380000E+02 l.¿10000000E+01 1.396592888+03 -2.433658418-01
1.10140000E+03 1.500000008+o3 t.494183308+o? -3.877802648-01
1.80200000E+03 1.60000000E+03 1.59109685E+03 -5.564469388-01
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Saturation Pressure of Sodium

Source: Table 32 on page 3-49 of Rohsenow et al. (19g5)

The Newton-Raphson r.oot search for p"o, requircs an initial guess.

P"o,.s,.", , can be obtained ûom a polynomial f,rnction fit to all l 9

Table 4.3:

P*'n*- = 10"

¿
wherc: a = tooo )'ot*f ;Ll

H \1,.,,/

A(t) : 1.239454894.732s658+Or

A(2) : - I .5986828761217058+05

A(3) : 9.48039 t 0816324728+0g

A(4) : -3.424s t3 4647 093808+ t2

A(5) : 8.41 42361377 Sr9g9B+r5

A(6) : -1.4857125285851 i 1E+19

A(7) : t.9378608935503458+22

A(8) : - 1.88237 49053916908+25

A(9) : 1.3429299526404528+28

A(10) : -6.633583 1 863 i 87 r2E+30

A(1 1) : 1.7819 459094362618+33

A(t 2) : z.6t 10961340263068+35

A( I 3) : -5.448 I 7 2497 285625E+38

This initial value,

data points from

(4. r3)



A(1 4) : 3.006525n0j0868 1E+41

A(1 5) : - 1.01 35678222445698+44

A(t 6) = 2.29 1 5065 r2j 43 5 498+ 46

A(17) : -3.3j 463 1890934458E+48

A(1 8) : 2.999 457 33 6607 4 t 3E+ 50

A( I 9) : - 1 20g I 17 407 3923 588+52

The equation for 7_,, as a function of p.,,, is really a potynonial expression in terms of

,: lrl -n,r * - lLos,"(P,,,,)'l" lr,.,l L 1000 I'
! : â¡x * a2x2 + a.3xr (A. 14)

Given a vah¡e of 1.,,, ancl we want to find {,,, ( y is known, x is r.equir.ed), a function

I (x) is defined as:

/(-):O:ârX * âzX2 * â3x3 - y (A.15)

The derivative of this function f with respect to x is:

./'(*): u' + 2a2x + 3a3x2 (A.16)

A new value of x can then be calculated by:

(4.17)

Starting with an initial guess as xold, Xrcrv is calculated, replace xo¡¿ with xDe,v and

recalculate. Keep iterating untill the percent difference between x,r,u and xo¡6 is less

than 10-7Vo. {", can then be obtained when x has been calculated to the desired
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accuracy. Table 4.4 shows the accuracy of tlris method because given a value fo¡ the

saturated ptessule, P".,,,r, the corresponding satul.ation temperature, 4.,, can be

calculated. Then for 4.,, , the Newton-Raphson l.oot seal.ch will pr.oduce {,,,., which

is essentially identicaì to {,,,,, .

Table 4.4: Acculacy of Newton-Raphson l.oot search for. the
lonsafur'al

{.,,., (kPa)

stalting value
4, (K)

calculated with
P

{,,, ' 
(kPa)

calculated with d.,,

0.8 1234567890000 795.30789494101 0.81234567890000
234567890000 812.15028112206 1.1234567890000

2. 234567890000 841 .45692236387 2.1234567890000
3 234567890000 870.44151764413 3.1234561890000
4. 234s67890000 887.79560111635 4.1234567890000
10. 1234567890000 949.1318546531s r0. 1234567890000
100. 123456789000 n53.82245686tt 100. 123456789000
140.123456789000 1191.7r79432855 140.123456789000

Latent Heat of Vaporization of Sodium:

Source: Table 32 onpage3-49 ofRohsenow et at. (19g5)

The tabulated data is given in Tabte A.5 and seven data points (shown in a bold font in

the table) were used to obtain the following polynomial function fit:

7

hr, = 3.0xlorlo(*)4*' (A.18)
N-l

where: A(1) : 1.6851330417465238+03



A(2) : -1 .2697 4617 16355778+00

A(3) : 3.880618917880488E_03

A(4) : - 6. s7 27 69 60 t 48 t25 5E_06

A(5) : 5.55961 85996174738_09

A(6) : -2.3223359993523318_ t2

A(7) : 3.8048 I 21322468508-16

4.5: Sodir¡m latent of
4 (K)

tabulated

hrs Qtkg)
tabulâted

It,r Qlkg)
calculated

o/o ëttol Of
calculated ,lL¡

3.800000008+02 4.50300000E+06 4.50300000E+06 0.00000000E+00
4.00000000E+02 4.49300000E+06 4.492740948+06 .5.76594539E-03
4.50000000E+02 4.46700000E+06 4.466741628+06 -5.784304358-03
5.000000008+02 4.43900000E+06 4.43900000F.+06 0.00000000E+00
5.500000008+02 4.409000008+06 4.4085228O8+06 1.08234132E-02
6.00000000E+02 4.37500000E+06 4.374850118+06 -3.426059398-03
6.50000000E+02 4.33800000E+06 4.337929028+06 1.636167418-03
7.000000008+02 4.298000008+06 4.298000008+06 4.333748608-14
7.50000000E+02 4.256000008+06 4.255496148+06 .18387551E-02
8.00000000E+02 4.212000008+06 4.210955288+06 -2.480333208-02
8.500000008+o? 4. 16600000F.+06 4.16494492F+o6 -2.53259t83F-02
9.000000008+02 4.118000008+06 4.11800000E+06 -4.52317909E-14
9.500000008+02 4.07000000E+06 4.070573528+06 1.40913727E-02
1.000001ì008+O3 4.023000008+06 4.02300000E+06 4.629990438-14
L 10000000E+03 3.92600000E+06 3.928028178+06 5.16600083E-02
L20000000E+03 3.83200000E+06 3.83281151E+06 2.117709458-02
1.300000008+03 3.73500000R+ll6 3.735000008+06 r.246750438-14
i.40000000E+03 3.633000008+06 3.631257408+06 -4.79658571E-02
1.500000008+03 3.52200000E+06 3.519173798+06 -8.024451508-02
1.60000000E+03 3.400000008+06 3.40000000E+06 1.369592028-13
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4.4.1 Liquid Sodium Properties

Liquid Sodium Density:

Source: Table 5-34 on page 533 of Bolz ancl Tuve (1973)

The tabulated data is given in Table A.6 and four.data points (shown in a bolcl font in

the table) rvele used to obtain the following polynomial ñ¡nction fit:

4

Qt. = Io(*)t- (A.re)
N=¡

where: A(l): l.0l 14683263519298+03

A(2) : _2.2321 92937 67 86288-0 t

A(3) : _ r.5l 126825505 l43lE-05

A(4) : _45s2689292 r7 9 rO6E_ 10

lAble A.ó: Liquid sodium densi

4. (K)

tabulated

p, (kg/m')

tabulated

p, (kg/mr)

calculated

o/o ürOr Of
calculated p,

3.66483300E+02 9.275880008+02 9.275880008+02 0.00000000E+00
4.77 5944/.lOF.+o) 9.0352R0008+o, 9.013346418+O2 -2.427549048-01
5.88705600E+02 8,7469200OF"+02 8.746920008+02 0.00000000E+00
6.9981ó700E+02 8.490600008+02 8.476563768+02 -1.653149998-01
8.109278008+02 8.2022,/,000F+02 8.202240008+02 0.00000000E+00
9.220389008+02 7.86582000E+02 7.923911248+O2 7385n392E.O1
1.033150008+03 7.64l54OOOF.+o2 7.641540008+02 -1.48774773F.-14



Liquid Sodium Viscosity:

Source: Table 5-34 on page 533 of Bolz and Tuve (1973)

The tabulated data is given in Table A.7 ancl all the data points were used to obtain

the following polynomial function fit:

IO

u, = Y¿.lrulr:"''
Z-¿
N-r

whele: A(I): 3.9757t8390107967E-01

A(2) : -4.9 t 0 t 6s8 1 961 47 938-03

A.(3) = 2.63'1 ss t'/94991279F_05

A(4) = -8.079137160810898E_08

A(5) = 1.5563890028431078_10

A(6) : - 1.95788 t246s6s389F_r3

A(7) : 1.6t049917 08s45598_t 6

A(8) : -8.3645 I 3 1 440067 52F_20

A(9) : 2.4922893178968998_23

A( 1 0) - -3.2498895 47 977 s68E_27

(4.20\
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Table A. sodium v

T'. (K)

tabulated
P. (N's/m'z)

tabulated
¡r, (N.s/m'z)

calculated

7o error of
calculated p,

3.664833008+02 7.124250008-04 7.124250008-04 -2.714975868-11
4.'77 5944OOF+02 4.52235000F-04 4.52235000E-04 -2.43279303F-rO
5.88705600E+02 3.2916t000F-04 3.29161000F-04 1.540559788-09
6.998167008+02 2.51930000E-04 2.5 1930000E-04 8.63837102E- 1 0
8.10927800E+02 2.31280000F.-o4 2.3t280000E.-o4 -5.518752198- 10
9.220389008+02 96175000E-04 l.96175000E-04 3.46271818F-09

.03315000E+03 71395000E-04 1.71395000E-04 2.3t68t754F-08
15000000E+03 .453351108-04
17500000E+03 .397596108-04
20000000E+03 341841098-04
Note: The last three data points werc obtained by a linear. extrapolation oi
two data poinrs at Tr. :9.22039900E+02 K and 4. : t.03315000E+03 K

Liquid Sodium Thermal Conductivity:

Source: Table 5-34 on page 533 of Bolz and Tuve (1973)

The tabulated data is given in Table A.g and all the data points were used to obtain the

following polynomial function fit:

8

k,. = Io(*)"", (A.21)
N_t

where: A(1): 1.024599t154644618+03

A(2) = -9.56259588497 I 5 I 5E+00

A(3) : 4.04043 4802t879228_02

A(4) : _9. 1684243605613728_05

A(5) : 1.20470144t7 64t85F-07

A(6) : _9.20063 405077 50448_ I 1



AQ) : 3.7962244709563678_1 4

A(8) : -6.55035 47 5 t 627 8538- t8

Note: The last data pohts was obtained by u tin"ãie*t,apoLutionìt t*o aata
points at Tr. :9.22038900E+02 K anrt 4. : 1.033 15000E+03 K

a.

, "tquid 
Sodium Specific Heat:

I Source: Table on page 331 of Hultgren et al. (1973)

i The tabulated data is given il Table 4.9 and all the data points were used to obtain the 
¡

following polynomial function fit:

*c,, = )o(*)4,'' (A.22)
, N-t

:

where: A(l): 3.358544943001141E+05
l

: A(2) = -4.5098302479984t18+o3

: A(3) = 2.6893202662740268+01

able A.ö: Liquid sodium ther-mal conducti
7, (K)

tabulated
ft,. @/m.K)

tabulated

ft,. (Wm'K)
calculated

o/o eÍror Of
calculated k,

3.664833008+02 8.49430000E+01 8.49430000E+01 3.345974298-13
4.775944008+02 8.07910000E+0 8.07910000E+01 6.332274268-t3
5.88705600E+02 7.577400008+0 7.577400008+01 1.612866568-12
6.998 16700E+02 6.937300008+0 6.93730000E+01 7.599825'72F,- 2
8.10927800E+02 6.43560000E+0 6.43560000E+01 r.48388563E-
9.22O389008+02 6.055000008+0 ó.055000008+01 4.01095800E
1.033 15000E+0? 5.65710000E+0 5.65710000E+01 7.380370008-
1.20000000E+03 5.05959341E+0



A(4) : -9.33307 49528946208_02

A(5) - 2.090798'737248267E_04

A(6) : -3. I 59957 6325940268_07

A(7) : 3.265 1 49237993 t 57F_ 1 0

A(8) : -2.279 1003 r 4s9937 6E_ t3

A(9) : 1 .029t274s34767128-t6

A(r0) : -2.7 t634s5896s0r 6lE-20

A(l l) : 3.1844897607035648_24

Table 4.9: Liquid sodiunt specific heat
7,. (K)

tabulated
C,,. (J/kg'K)

tabulated
Ç, (J/ks'K)

calculated

o/o eü'or of
calculated Ç,

4.00000000E+02 370412978+03 370412978+03 2.84214404F-Ú
5.00000000E+02 .328554408+03 .328554408+03 7.129845288
6.00000000E+02 .295795538+03 .29579553F+03 2.40920770E-
7.00000000E+02 273956288+03 273956288+03 .463344388 0
8.00000000E+02 259396788+03 .259396788+03 .41970796F.-OS
9.00000000E+02 25393696F+o? .253936968+03 .04611655E-09
t.00000000E+03 259396788+03 259396788+03 51055656E-09
1.100000008+03 272136348+o? .27213634F.+o1 2.029056828-09
1.15620000E+03 .28487590E+03 .284875908+03 -1.858592138-09
1.200000008+03 .295795538+03 2957955?E+n? 7.672633418-09
1.30000000E+03 1.357673408+03 r.357673408+03 r.47976321F-08
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4.4.2 Sodium Vapor Properties

Molecnlar weight: steam, ñt ": ZZ.gAgS

Sodium Vapor Density:

Approximated the vapor density of steam by the ideal gas equation of state.

- P"ñ.rr, = -F- (,A.23)

where P, is evaluated fr.om Equations (A.l) to (A.3)

Sodium Vapor Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity:

Source: Reid et ul. (1977)

Viscosity: Equation (9-3.9) of Reid, et at.

r=-
l.¿" = 26.69! ''!.,=' t.o*tot @.24)o' C)

Thermal Conductivity: Equation (10-2.2) ofReid et at.

r.e8exr0'a (:-)"'
k, = ---)!!- +n.a

where: k¡: boltzman's constant: 1.3805x10-'ó ergs/K

o = accentric factor, from equation (2_33) of Reid et aI.
: 1 .''(,';= l-og,"(p.)- l71-TtlT.

(4.2s)
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€:

Oi=

potential energy, from equation (2-7 .3) of Reid, et al.

kb 4 (0.7915 + o.l693ar), ergs

, potential length constant, fi.om equation (2-7.2) o'f Reid, et ttl,

. (. \'/'
(2.35s1 -0.087ro)l 3 l, n'lP"/

clitical pressule : 365.1604 atm I
critical temperature : 2500.0 K l-Sgulce: Table t0 of

normal boiling temperature : i155.0 *.j 
Ron"no* ct ul' (1985)

collision integral, from equation (9 - 4.3) of Reid er at.

f Al c Et_t +\r"') exp(or') - ;ilÐ

Tt,:

o:

knI

A: 1'l6t45

B:0.14874

c:0.52457

D:0..17320

E:2.16178

F:2.43787

Sodium Vapor Specific Heat:

Source: Table on page 331 of Hultgren et aL (1973)

The specific heat of sodium vapor is constant over the Ìange of 300 < z < 1700 K.

Cp" :905,114268 J/kg.K
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,A'.5 Argon Gas Properties

Molecular weight: argon, it 
": 

29.94A

Àrgon Density:

Apploximated the vapor density of argon by the ideal gas equation of state.

P"ñ"
P! - R, 6'27)

where P" is evaluated fr.om Equations (A.l) ancl (A.2)

Argon Viscosity and Thermal Conductivity:

Soulce: Reid et al. (1977)

Viscosity: Equation (9-3.9) of Rei<1 et al.

t-=--
^I M Tp" = 26.69 v." l.Oxl0t" o' ()

Thermal Conductivity: Equation (10-2.2) of Rejd et at.

/ \r/2
1.e8exlo'lå I

k"' o" s¿

where: ku: boltzman's constant: 1.3805x10-t6 ergs/K

co = accentric factor, from equ ation (2_3.3) of Fleid. et al,
:1 Tolr" ,^- ¡/p\ 

'71-TLIT' 
,-óro\¡'l- r

(4.28)

(4.29)
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Ê : potential energy, from equation (2-7 3) of Reid et al.
: kb 4 (0.7915 + 0.1693or), eLgs

si : potential length constant, from equation (2-7 .2) of ReirJ. et al.

l' - \ttr
= (z:.sst-o.o8z<olf ll . Å' '11) '

4 = critical pressure : 49.346 atm I ^4 = cr.iticat temp.,ar,,r" : rsr¡ x lj-9i1"". Table 10 0f
{, : normal uoiiing tèmpeLanlrè'-:'sl.z K j Rohsenow et al' (1985)

O : collision integlal, fr.om equation (9 - 43) of Rei¡J et ut.

IAI C E

\r"' ) exp(nr') exp(nr,)

knI
e

A:1.r6145

B:0.14874

c :052457

D:0.77320

E :2.16t78

F:2.43787

' 

Orgon Specific Heat:

, Source: Table AVII.2 on page 118 of Irvine and Liley (19g4)
i

j The specific heat of argon is constant over the range of 200 < ?. < 1600 K.
l

Cn,: 520.8870534 J/kg.K (A.30)
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4.6 GlycerineProperfies

Saturation Temperature of Glycerine:

Source: Table on page297 of Smith ancl Srivastava (19g6)

some of the tabulated data is given in Table A.l0 and three data points (shown in a

bold font in table) were used to obtain the fo owing polynomiar f.nction fit:

r,,,, = 10,, (A.3 l)

where: r=li n<Nl¡loc,,,(p.,,,)]^']Ir-r '. -"' """ J

A(t) : 2.641 1s60359452208+00

A(2) : 4.64258947 t2833958_02

A(3) : 2.29302388490.3247E_03

Table A. l0: Satulation tenìperaturc and prcssure of

i
i
i
j Saturation Pressure of Glycerine:

: Source: Table on page 297 ofSmith and Srivastava (19g6)

le
{,,, (kPa)

tabulated
4", (K)

tabulated
\., (K)

calculated

Eo eïtoî Of
calculated {,,

4.040000008.05 3.030000008+02 3.03000000E+02 -3.75204085E-14
1.01300000E-03 3.34000000E+02 3.331953158+02 -2.40923504E-01
8.626000008-0s 3.590000008+02 3.59000000E+02 1.583382r48- 13
9.57200000E-01 4.330000008+02 4.367922228+02 8.75801878E-01
3.169000008+01 5.20000000E+02 5.20000000E+02 6.5s885602E- 14



The Newton-Raphson root search for p,., requires an initial guess. This initial value,

4.,,*",, can be obtained fiom a polynomial function fit to thrce data points shown in

bold text in Table A.l I :

P,",o"-, = 10" @.32)

| ' ,rv rlwhele: , = LÈ 
,+(N) [l_og,"(4.,, )l'-' ]

A(l ) : -3.38895 4032804j 628+02

A(2) : 23500107 138659798+02

A(3) = - 4.03j 9 629 5 67 0 5267 E+0 t

The equation 4.,, as a function of {,, is r.eally a polynomial expression in terms of

y : Log,, (4", ) and x : Log," ({,,, ),

] : a¡x * a2x2 + a3x3 (A.33)

Given a value of {, and \rye want to find { ( y is known, x is required), a function

I (x) is defrned as:

¡(*):O:añ+a2x2+a3x3 -y (A.34)

The derivative of this function f with rcspect to x is:

f''(x): a, + 2azx + 3azx2 (A.35)

A new value of x can then be catculated by:

- 'f(** )- Ãod 
mJ (4.36)
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Starting with an initial guess as Xotrj, x¡erv is calculated, leplace xord with x,*,u and

recalculate, Keep iterating untill the percent difference between x¡Ew and xo¡¡ is less

than l0 7o/o . P",,, can then be obtained when x has been calcurated to the desired

accuracy. Table A.l 1 shows the accul'acy of this method because given a value for.the

satulated ple ssure, P,,,,.t , the corr.esponding satul.ation temperaturc, 4.,, , can be

calculated. Then for L,, , the Newton-Raphson root sealch will produce p.,,., which

is essentially identical to P".,,. | .

Table A. I l: Acculacy of Newton-Raphson l.oot search for. the saturation
le ol l'tne

{,,,., (kPa)

stalting value
4,,, (K)

calculated with
1*.,

{,,,,, (kPa)

calculated with

1,,,

7o ettor of P

9.370E-06 2922065828+02 9.370F.06 7.95505863E- i3
3.305E-02 3.779510118+O2 3.3058-02 1.259708428-12
3.143E+00 4.621818398+02 3.143E+00 1.89334884E-12

Latent Heat of Vaporization of Glycerine:

Source: Graph on page 128 of Gallant (196g)

A polynomial function was fitted to data points read off the graph for a temperature

rangeof330< f <500K:

9

t,, = Io(*)l*,
N-l
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where: A(1): -5.8108945556871088+08

A(2) : 1.001 1960160432798+07

A(3) : -7.47 t 5t 678462t t20E+04

A(4) : 3.16171 50882629178+02

A(5) : -8.303921 138847964F_01

A(6) : 1.3868247 t s0662468_03

A(7) : -i .439tt35694253948_06

A(8) : 8.48'19200858440898- I 0

A(9) : -2. 17 93 s99306282928- t3

4.6.1 Liquid Glycerine Properties

Liquid Glycerine Density:

Source: Graph on page l3l of Gallant (196g)

A polynomial function was fitted to data points read off the graph for a temperature

range of 275 < f. < 580 K:

3

et = Io(rv)"*'
N- I

wherc: A(1): 1.40986669776t9598+03

A(2) : -3.622528 402899021F_01

A(3) : - 4.6499 501253390358_04

(4.38)



Liquid Glycerine Viscosity:

Source: Graphs on pages 132 and 134 of Gallant (196g)

A polynomial function was fitted to data points read off the graph for. a tenperature

range of350 < f_ < 450 K:

IO

þt. = Io(*)r.*'
N=I

where: A(l) : -6.9571693657312688+05

A(2) : t.s8909t t93gj29l.gB+04

A(3) : - 1.6 10t 910618894728+O2

A(4) : 9.50021 41s5495478F_01

A(5) : _3.s9 682063777 39 5 4E_03

A(6) : 9.062278194615016E_06

A(7) : - l.s 1 948 43532662308_08

A(8) : 1.634960898168976E_l I

A(9) : _ 1.024422133977 3358_ t 4

A(10) : 2.8478501444653208-t8

Liquid Glycerine Thermal Conductivity:

Source: Graphs on page 138 of Gallant (1968)

A polynomial function was fitted to data points read

lange of 290 < f < 480 K:

(4.39)

off the graph for a temperature
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kL = Io(*)t*'
N- l

where: A(l) : 2.4143453545962168-02

A(2) : 8.425 t67 49 t0859498 _06

A(3) : 1.510687869353571E_08

Liquid Glycerine Specific Heat:

Soulce: Glaphs on page 130 of Gallant (I96g)

A polynomial ftlnction was fitted to data points rcad

range of 290 a 7,. S 473 K:

4.6.2 Glycerine Vapor Properties

Molecular weight: glycerine, fi,: SZ.OSS

(.A.40)

off the glaph for a tentperature

c,, = lAlNlr*-'tt. / .' '\^ ./'t. (4.41)

-N- ¡

wherc: A(l): -1.8077309039283568+04

A(2) : 2.0105 I 82369276898+o2

A(3) : -7 .396441 1938212638_0t

A(4) - 1.226531 1518r9975E_03

A(5) : -7.58388 68 190262068_07



Glycerine Vapor Density:

Approximated the vapor density of steam by the ideal gas equation of state.

P., ñ.rr. = -F7- (A,42)

where (, is evaluated flom (4. l) to (A.3)

Glycerine Vapor Viscosity:

Soulce: Graphs on page 132 of Gallant (1968)

A polynonial ft¡nction was fitted to data points .eacl off the gr.aph fol. a temperaturc

range of 270 < T < 770 K:

3

u.. = i.0x l0'T AIN)r*-'Z-/ "
N.I

where: A(1) : 2.7386399207495758-03

A(2) : 2.37 9 1995222955908-04

A(3) : 5.t 87n 4325086972F_09

(4.43)

, Clycerine Vapor Thermal Conductivity:

, Source: Graphs on page 136 ofGallant (196g)

. A polynomial function was fitted to data points read off the graph for a temperature
a

I tangeof323 < 2t 750 K:

1u rl: k, = ).e(ru)z*, (A.44)
fr;

where: A(1) : 1.1821226065 103 1 8E-01



A(2) : _1.2230596007 44410E-03

A(3) : 5. t6297 4967 2t 4564F_06

A(4) : _ 1.029 589882569 I 02E_08

A(5) : 1.02084rs003546808_l I

A(6) : -3.97 3 12t8342820328- t 5

Glycerine Vapor Specific Heat:

Soulce: Glaphs on page 128 of Gallant (196g)

A polynomial Íì¡nction was fitted to data points read off the gr.aph for. a temper.ature

nnge of 270 < T <'7'13 K:

6

c,, = I AIN)r*-''' L"
N-I

where: A(1): 1.5029279099432388+03

A(2) : - 4.o66408070553585E+00

A(3) : 2.59049 4599585 17 4E_02

A(4) : - 4.9 5 65 4 t2s7 22808 4E_05

A(5) : 4.424333 48019287 2E-08

A(6) : _ 1.57 28 533 5 1 23 6986F_ 1 1

(4.4s)

4.7 Bromine Gas Properties

Molecular weight: bromine, úr: 159.g0g



Bromine Density:

App'oximated the vapor density of bromine by the idear gas equation of state.

, o" = + (A.46)

, 
*here P" is evaluated from (A. I ) anct (A.2)

Bromine Viscosity:

Sonrce: Touloukian et al. (1970)

A polynomiar function was fitted to data points for a tempel.atur.e r.ange of

280 < 'r s 800 K:

:

\-1r F" = )a(N)r"-, (A.47)

"-'
:, where: A(l): 2.318181818181828E_06

:: A(2): 4.174242424242419E-08
;

; A(3): 7.575757575757632F_12

, Bromine Thermal Conductivity:

: 
Source: Toulouki an et at. (197O)

ì A polynomial function was fitted to data points given for saturated bromine vapor for
,l
: t temperature range of 300 S Z < 500 K:



4

k = SAIN)I*'"ß L''\")' (4.48)
N- I

where: A(l) : -1J4n732793522298-Ot

A(2) : 1.1 148395026026618-03

A(3) : _2.7 461 683053788348_06

A(4) : 2.7 400231347 s99798-09

Bromine Specific Heat:

Soulce: Touloukian et ul. (1970)

Touloukian er a/. suggested the following polynomial fùnction for a tempel.aturc range

of200<Z<590K:

ct," = 4.184x lor i a1x¡r--, (A.4s)', .L¿ '
N:I

where: A(l): 4.184200000000000E-02

A(2) : 7.345s700000000008_05

A(3) : -1.381880000000000E_07

A(4) = 9.0441555600000018_l I

4.8 Mixture Property Evaluation

Diffusion CoeffÏcient for a Steam-Air Mixture

Source: Equation l 1-4. 1 on page 554 of R eid, et al. (1977)
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= 20.llTabte I l- I on page 554

= 12.1) olReid et u!. (1977)

(4.s0)

(A.sr)

Diffusion coefficient fo' sodiurn-A'gon mixture and Glycer.ine-Bromine Mixture:

Sorrrce: Equation (l l-3.2) fr.om Reid et ut. 1977)

- 1l/1

lM,+Mrl
. IMM ID = 1.858x10-'I" t ,,' 'l l.0xl0-.'" o'c)

10 r.32.s

where: o", = *, fì.om equarion (11-3.5) of Reid ¿¡al.'^2

ov ,or : potential length constant, fi.om equation

(2-7.2) of Reid et al.
/ \ I/J

= e3sst-o.osz<,,){+] , Å

<rl = accentric factor, from equation (2_3.3) of Reid, et al.
: 1-Il!'-Loc,,(p")- I

71-TblT.

/ \U2
e", =(e"er) , from equation (11-3.4) of Reid, et al.

eu,es : potential energy, from equation (2-7.3) ofReid, et al.
: kb4 (0.2915+ 0.1693or), ergs

k¡ : boltzman's constant : 1.3805x10''6 ergs/K

t

D = r0'l

t

where: y 
"

?"
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C): collision integral, from equation ( I 1 - 3.6) of Reid et al.

=lAl * c - E G

\r"' ) exp(or') exp(nr') exp(H r,)

kr7
€

A: 1.06036

B:0.15610

c : 0. r9300

D :0.47635

E : 1.03587

F :1.52996

G:1.76474

H :3.8941 1

lZAsrcO+ arm, sodium
Þ _ J 49.346 atm, argon

" - ì 66.0 atrn, glycerÍne

[ 102.0 aün, bromine

[2500.0 K, sodium

- I 151.0 K. arson
'"= \ tzo.oK, gllcerine

|. 584.0 K, bromine

f 1155.0 K, sodium
, _ ) 87.2K, argon
't, - I 563.0 K, glycerine

|. 331.9 K, bromine

Mixture Density:

P=p"*p,

t76

(4.s2)



Mixhrre Viscosity:

Sotrrce: Equation 9-5.4 on page 4l l of Prei et al. (1977)

Y"P" T,tr"
'y" +1, gs" T,, +'ys 9""

where: nt = 
Pr

ri 
P

^, _P,r"- F

(4.s3)

(4.54)

9*, =

9"" =

['.(i:)"[#;)"]'
I ( ñ \l'''
l81 1+ -r ll
L ( M,))

Itt"M"l*"'l;¿¡

Mixture Thermal Conductivity:

Source: Equation 10-6.1 on page 508 of Reid et al. (1977)

^t t-t, - 
'YtK" 'Y"k"

ï8 +T'gs" l" +T89"'

Pwhere: v = --¿t8 
P_

P
^, 

_.!,r_ p
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,-ll2

I'l'. Y'll
L I M,)I

Mixture Specific Heat:

C,,-WC++(t-w)c,,, (A.ss)
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APPENDIX B

Discretization of Boundary Layer

Equations and Boundary Conditions



This appendix gives detaited information on the discr.etization of the bounclary layer

equations and their boundary conditions. It also contains the rletails of the interpolation

equations used to evaluate the value of Q and p nt tt, control volume faces. The
dn

boundary layer equations are as follows:

. Liquid Continuity Equation

a,- ., ¿ð a âaî(òp.",)-ãaq(np,u,;+fr(0,u,)=0 (B,r)

o Liquid Momentum Equation

a,- ¿ô ò

Ax 
(ÒP, ur.ur..l - A an 

(nP,.tt, u,.) +

f,(o,u,u,) = #(**) . ôg(p,-p-)cosa 
@'2)

, . Liquid Ener.gy Equation

ðt

, fr(ôp,.",, 
u"r,) - #*¡øp,c,,,.u,.r,.) 

+

ð t r.l = a lg g¿l (".3)

-(o'cnv.-, a¡(ô òn)
;

i ¡ Mixture Continuity Equation

a,- , ¿ô a À

ar(Òou,¡ - Aðn0ou) + 
-(ov) = o @.4)

:

:

. 
. Mixture Momentum Equation

i a,^ ¿1ô à
, ax(òPuuJ - a¡0Puu) +

ò , ., a lu ðu\ (B'5)
:-(pvu) = _-l--l + ô s (p _p_)cosc.
dn .' , ð¡ [ô ðn,¡
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at ã\ a(par\ ¿(oo(r,,._ r,,\ arl (B'6)

an\Pr)'"'/ = an[t an] . -[--'Ë-t -.,J

o Mixtt¡r'e Mass DifÍìrsion Equation

fr{ao'w) - å*rprrw) +

o Mixturc Energy Equation

frfuoø "r) - #,¡|(no,"ur) +

(8.8)

(B.e)

(8.10)

(B.7)

(8.11)

(8.12)

(8.13)

9louw) = Àfee aw'¡
dn" ðn\ô An)

The boundaly conditions ar.e:

. At the plate sur.face (r1 = 0):

tl¿, = 0

v¿. = 0

T. =7..

o At the free stream (r1 -+ -):

u=u*

T=T-

W =W_

. At the liquid-mixture interface (rl = 1):

l¡¿=U

181
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ð u, ð u
È,. -=: = Þ=-dî dî

Tt.=T=T¡

T, = T, ,,,,,@,,w.-,7-, ir,, í, 
")

¿ô ¿ônì'= Pt.trt.-,-- -Qt.vr. = pu;^. *Pv

¡it,,w+92qw=oôân

The transformed form of the energy balance used to evaluate ô is:

(B. r s)

(8.16)

(8.17)

(8.1 8)

(8.19)

p, u,_ ô rþ (8.20)

8.1 Staggered Grid Spacing

The following aloglithim was used to calculate the grid boundaries to obtain a staggered

grid spacing. The grid spacing is staggered such that the nodes are morc closely packed

near the start and the spacing increases further down the axis. The vadable ..factor.,,

defnes how tightly packed the nodes are near the start and rhe rate of expansion. values

for "factor" varies between 1.0 (uniform grid spacing) and infnity, but generally it doesn,t

need to exceed 50,000. The following example shows how the alogrithim is used to

calculate the staggered grid along the x axis.

k, (ar,.\ ¿ larl 
I

ð [a,,J,,=, = t[ðnJ,,=, - ".hl
0
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Using the following nomenclafure:

Jitctor = expansion variable

m = number of nodes

'Y",,,,, = stat t of the ,r ax is

.r.,¿ , elìd of the .v axis

xt, = all ay containing the location of the gricl boundaries

Now let define:

,,, - Log'n(Jactr¡r +1'0)

'n - l- 
(B'21)

The valiable 4(i) is solvecl for I < i < rn by using:

s(r) = 6.6 Ie(i)=tç-t)+¿(J 
'u'"'

Now take the exponential of ú(i) and subtract 1.0 as given by:

e(;) = e*o[¿1,)] -'.0 (8.23)

The grid boundaries along the x axis is then given by:

r-l
x. û) = I x-¿ - x"",' 

lrli¡ * ,,,.,, (8.24)D\/ 
| fuctor I

r 8.2 Interpolation tr'ormulas

i
l

j to discretize the continuity and general transport equations, interpolation formulas are

' 
t"quired to determine the value of Q at the four faces and it's gradient I u, the northdI
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and south faces' In keeping with the assumption of a foreward marching type solution

where the downstleam has no effect, the east and west faces can be estimated by using

upstream grid point as follows:

0" = Qu or 0"(r,j) = O(,,j)

0,, = 0,u or. e,,.(i,j) = O(i_1,j)

(8.27)

(8.28)

(8.2s)

(8.26)

The same upwind interpolation scheme is also used to evaluate the pr.oper.ties at the east

and west faces. Fo¡ the north ancl south faces, a clifferent approach is used. An analytical

equation is obtained by solving a simplified form of the geneml tr.ansport equation, given

by Equation (8.73), berween two adjacenr gr.icl poinrs labelecl (i, j ) and (1, j +l). This

expression will then yield an approximation for.Q and it's gr.adient at the north face as a

functio' of rhe rwo gr.id point val,es q(i,;) and q(;,;+t). The general rr.ansport

equation is simplified by neglecti'g the variation of g in the 1 direction and ignor.ing the

soulce tem. This gives:

#frren"'t¡ * fr{c"'o) = *[;'=#)
Subject to the boundary conditions:

0 = 0" = q(i,;) at q = r¿ = r(t,j)

0 = 0n = q(;,7+t) at q = î¡,= 11(i,;+r)

Now neglect the variation of the properties, n G, and G, across Àq* and evaluate them

at the boundary between the two grid points. The equation can then be written as:

rið A0 _ aO r,, a,O-11"G-, ,tx ,n * O,. rn = ï ãr, (8.2e)



Rearrange to obtain:

(o,.-,.o,,,#l# = ?# (830)

Integrate across Â1 , ancl evaluate j nt 0,,,. This woulcl give:

l",,,ox-n,,G,, (6" -ô")l# = * #* G.3r)

Recall that the mass flow across the north face is:

tit,, = AxG,, - (4. _a' 
)n,, c.,, (8.32)

Results in:

: The two coefficients are then obtained by applying the two boundary conditions. This
:: results in an inter.polation formula to determine a value for Q.

(/\ì
l"*plP. r:r¿l - rl

o = Q" . to'-0,)l-ffif ,n"<n<n¡v (8.35)

il

, The genelal solntion would be:
:

o = c, * ., 
"*o[]& 

i-r l\^xl" /

:

where Pe = õ 
"' ^" 

L11-
" t,, Lx

(8.34)

(B.36)
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This equation is then used to def,rne the value of Q and it's gradient at the nol.th and south

faces. They are as follows:

0,,(,,j) = 0(¡,;) + cr,,(i,;)[q(i,;+r) _ o(¡,;)]

tW) p,,(¡,¡)[q(¡,¡+r)-o(',i)]

o.(¡,j) = o(i,j_r) + cr"(i,;)[o(i,;) _ o(r,j_r)]

(qff) H*##p"(',i)ro(,,i) - o(,,i-,I

-l
where: s,, (¡, j) =

-1

(8.37)

(B.3 8)

(8.3e)

(8.40)

(8.4 r)

(8.42)

(8.43)

(8.44)

(8.4s)

(B.46)

Ê,, (i, j)

ee,, (;' ;)

c[,(,'j) =

ß,(r, j) =

exp[re,,(;,;)] - r

¡,,,(Ð¿,,(¡,;)¡n.(;)
r,,(r, j)^x(r)

e""1i,;¡L0:1); fQ:1)

n,,,1i,;¡1lÐ--nlz)
^rl 

. (J,

lÞ,',,"#]



Interpolation formulas are also required to evaluate the properties at the faces of the

contlol volume. Al upwind scheme was used to evaluate the pr.operties at the east and

west faces. Interpolation formulas by patankar (1980) were used to evaluate the

properties at the north and sor¡th faces. using the cunent nonìenclaturc, patankar's

folmula for a general proper.ty, l, at the notth face is:

8.3 ContinuityEquations

The two continuity equations, for the liquid and mixture, are the same. Thus only the

discretization of the mixture continuity will be given in detail. The fural results will be

written for both the liquid and mixturc. The mixture continuity equation is:

î(j) =

frruo"l - #*¡ø0"¡ * fr(ou) = o

Using these definations for mass fluxes in the x-y plane:

G,=puGy=pv

Equation (8.49) can be re-written as:

frruel-f,^#øu*fr(c,) =o

(8.47)

(8.48)

(8.4e)

(B.s0)

(B.51)

This equation is then integrated over a control volume À2¿ and Â¡ as shown in Figure 4.3.
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(8.s2)

by:

(8.s3)

(B.s4)

(B.ss)

(B.s6)

enen

J J *ru 
G.),h,,rx J j f* f,ø",øo*

11/ ,f 19 s

en
. J J ft'{"')on'o = o

ly .t

For simplicity, the three telnrs ale integlated separately. The first tel.m leplesented

en

'= J J#r'')anay
It/ J

Assuming that ô and G. are inclepent of 4 will result in:

e

I = Árìl*,"'r'o = rr1(a.c'"*ô,,c',,)

tl

The second tel'm is:

en
rr: I i^-4. '": J J ,,*urgo,lu'u*

t9s

Integrate w.l'.t. I first:

e

rr : I gqrr, 
c..,,-11,G^.,ltt1aJ ¿x''" -'

vl

Now, assume that G,',, and G.," are independant of I and integrate to give:
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The third term is given by:

en
il=J I#F',^"'

ly J

Assume that G,, is independant of I and integrate to obtain:

e

e

rr : þ,,c.,,-n"a"ll #r- = þ,c,,,-r1,c.,1[a"-0,,] tu.sz)

t9

r
ut = J fc,.,, -c, "ftty = tyfc,.,, - c,.l

t9

(8.s8)

(B.se)

The discretized form of Equation (8.52) is then given by combini.g the three parts.

an(0"c,"-ô,, c.,,.) - þ,,c-,,-î.c."][ô"-ô,,]
+ nyfc ,,- c, , ] = o (B '60)

Equation (8.60) contains mass fluxes which ale directed in.r-y coordinate system, and the

cross-sectional areas are given in the 1-q coor.dinate plane. Figure B.l shows the

relationship between the two coordinate systems by showing a control volume in x-y

coordinate system along with the cross sectional areas. Now define the mass flows across

each of the four faces in Figure B.l :

th" = mass flow across east face, out of the control volume
: 

^nô. 
G,." (B'61)

,i4,, = mass flow across west face, into the control volume

- ^nô,"c,,, 
(B'62)
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tit,, = mass flow across noÍh face, out of the contr.ol volume
: LxG,., - (4. -a ,, )¡,, c,,, (B'63)

h" = mass flow across south face, into the control volume
: LxG,,-(ô"-ô,,h"c." (8.64)

and the discretized continuity equation for. (lj ) can be rewritten as:

,i',,Q,j)- ù"Q,¡)+,i,,(i,j)- ù,,(i,j)= 0 G.65)

The upwind scheme is then used to evaluate the mass flows at the east and west faces

flom the known u-velocity profile:

ù"(i, j) = p,.Q, j)u, (i, j) an.(j)ð(r)
it,,.Q,) = rit,Q -1,i) 

(B'66)

8.3.1 Liquid Continuity Equation

Forj¿ : I , application of the boundary condition at the wall, v¿ = 0 gives:

h"(Lt) = o (8.67)

and with A,.,,,Q])=ù"."(i,1)=0, because 
^I¿(l)=0.0, 

rhe discrerized continuiry

equation for (i,1) is:

ù"',Q,1) = ,i',.,,,Q.,t) - titL,"Q,1) = o.o (8.68)

For 2l j¿ 3n- 1, the discretized continuity equation is:

,it,,,,Q,j") =,i1,.,,,Q,j,) -,h,,"Q,j,) +,ir","Q,j") (8.69)
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Figure 8.1: Mass fluxes across a control volume.

v",=q"õ"



8.3.2 Mixture Continuity Equation

Fol j : l, application of the boundary condition, given by Equation (B.lg), at the

intet.face:

¿ô ¿/ô,n = pr.r¡r. 
¿, -Qr.vr. = Qu-= -Qv (8.70)

with a zero thickness contr.ol volume (^ï - 0) show that:

ù,,Q,¡=t) = úlL.,,Q,ir.=r-t) (8.71)

For' 2 <j < nv- 1 , the discretized continuity equation is:

,i,,,Q,i) = ,i,,,Q,i) - ù"(i,i) + rh,Q,) @.72)

8.4 General Transport Equation

The five equations fol the liquid momentum, Iiquid energy, mixture momentum, mixture

energy and mixture diffrrsion all have a similiar form. Thus they can be re-written in a

general form:

freac.ol - #åu.c.o) +

f,(co,o) =*[*r#) .s ."23)

with G, and G, as defined by Equation (8.50) and the general variables, Q, f, l, and S as

defued in Table 8.1
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Table B.1: Definition of qeneral var.iables

8.4.1 Discretization of the General Transport Equation

Equation (8.73) is discretized over a control volume Á1 and Âr1 as shown in Figure 4.3.

nene

J J #u' G"þ)d^ad,1 j J # åu' G,þ)¿x,t11

óttStt
nene

. J J l¡Eo,o)oxø = j J*[]E#),,,,, (874)

swJ"
ne.JJ'*^
sÌ9

The first tenn on the right hand side ofEquation (8.74) is integrated as follows:

valiables in the ion
Equation ô I s

Liquid Momenhrm tl¿ þt ô s (p,. - p.. )coscr
Liquid Energy Tr cn, kr/ c ,,, 0

Mixtule Momentum u tl ôs(p-p-)coscr
Mixture Energy T cr k/c,, _l,a

ðq

Mixtr.ue Diff,rsion w I pD 0
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(B.7s)

(8.76)

(8.7'7)

(8.78)

(8.79) |

(8.80)

ne

'= J J#u'c.q)¿x¿n
J 11'

Integlate with respect to X to obtain:

nIr = | [C.a. c,, o. - 9,, 0,, c,,, 4, ],raJ
.t

Neglecting the variance in the q dir.ection to give:

r = arl [E,0 " 
c..0" - E' ô,, c,,, 0" ]

The second telm ofEquation (8.74) is:

tl e

rr = [ [¿¡ a,-" = J J *-t'=nc'þ)ttx¿n
Jll/

Assune that a1(gn o. Q) doesn,t var.y with 1.dn'" " ''

n
I A.-r = J 

(ô"-õ.)ðn€nc.o)¿n

s

r = (ô. _a,.)[E,,n. a,,,0,, _8.n" a"o"]

The third lerm of Equation (8.?4) is:

ne
n = I lSrro,Q)a^1ar1J J ðrì\-

s t{,

(8.81)
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Neglect variance with respect to 1¿,

n

r' = J 
orãI(eo,o)ø (8.82)

rrr = ¡r[8,, c,,,0,, -8,c,.0,] (8.83)

The foulth temì of Equation (8.74) is:

tLa

rv = l' i ul.'.ðo),.,rv = J J ¡lutrn,J,Inn (B'84)

.t Ì1,

Neglect the valiance of l, f an<t ff *t* respect to 1. Assume a piecewise linear pr.ofile

for' ð between the east and west faces and replace ô with the mean value, ð ,,, :

n

'" = #J #[.,#)^ (8.85)

J

'u = ft[., E, f+l -."e,lPl I 1u,u;ô-L "-"(anJ,, "-'[an/"]

The integration of the source term will be shown in the appropriate section later in this

appendix. Each of the discretized telms arc then recombined to form the discretized

general transpolt equation:
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^n [8"ô"c.,.0" - 8,.õ,, c.,"0,"]

- (ð" -ô,.)[E,,n,, c.,,0,, _E.rr, a,o"]
* ¡x [8, c,.,, 0,, - E" c,, O" ]

= #[...t#) .,[#)] . i I,*^
.f lt,

(8.87)

Rearange to fomt:

1aqo"c,.)E.0. - (¡na, c.")E,,.0,,

* þx c,,,, - (¡. - a , )q,, c,,,, 
]C,, 0,,

_ [o, ", " 
_ (a. _a,, )¡" c."]g.0" 

(8.88)

= -:(#) -:"t#) 
. I 1,,o,,,

Jll'

Apply the definations for mass flows ac'oss the east, west, nol.t and south faces as given

by Equations (8.61) to (8.64):

,ir.E"þ" -,n,E,,0," + *,,8,,þ,, _ ¿8"0,

= -:t#) *::(#) . i i,*^ (88e,

.ç tt,

Use the interpolation formulas, given by Equations (8.32) to (8.40) to evaluate O anO 90
dn

at the four faces of the control volume to obtain an equation in terms Q¿ 0¡v, 0s, and ory:
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(8.90)

. Add rii, [, Q,, - 14 E" 0,, to the left hand side of Equation (8.90):

h"E"þ,, - rir,,.1,,. q,l/ + rit,,\,,þ ,, + ,ir,, [,, c[,, (0,,, 0,,)
_ 1,.E,0" + dr_f"Q,, _ t,,E,Qn _ rir,f.(x. (0,,_0,) G.9t)

ne
= \,,rit,,Ê,,(0^,-0,,) - 8,,à,8,(0"-0") . J J 

,r,rr,
J 117

Realrange to obtain:

, r. -, O,lñç\.+tit,,l,, -rir"f, + ,ìt,,8,,ß,, -o,,)+14t"(r-a. +8,)]

: = h,,,E,,þ,, +oN [r,,,8,, (ß,, _c[,,)]*0"[a"t, ( r _ü, + p,)] @.s2)
:.ne: + II'^^
:,sty
:

:

¡ This has the form of:
:

, a" 0¡ = a,v 0" + arþ , + b,, 
(B.93)

: where: a, = rh,,\,,(þ,, - a,,) (8.94)
.

¡I a"=¿,E"(l-o"+8") (B.95)

1 ,e
', br=,it,"E,,þn.l It^^ (8.e6)

: .t It

,h"8"ø, - m,,,8,,þ,, + ,h,,E,,!q, + s, (0" - O, )]

- ir,E"[0" + tr, (0" _ O" Ì
ne

= E,,,i,,,Ê,,(0"-Q,,) - E,,,,"g,(0"-0,) * f | ,,OnnJJ
J 11'
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a, = ù.E" +,h,,E,, - rh"l" + ar + a,

From the defination of the interpolation fomulas:

(8.e7)

(8.98)

(8.99)

(Þ,, - 
",, )

(Ê,, -",,)
I

= ---------------i=
exp(P¿,,)-l

(t-cr.+P") = I -
exp (re" )- t

(8. 100)

(B.l0l)

Applying Equations (8.99) and (B.l0l) to Equarions (8.93) through to (8.97) will r.esult

in:

(8.102)

(8.103)

(8.104)

arþr= auþu+a"þr+b,

where: u..=it .[ t I",' ..r,=,,lexp(ee,,)_ 
f l

^ _.:.,- [ e*p (rr" ) ],, =,,,"s"Lexe(P,jî]

ne
bn=ù,,E,,þrr. j I t^^

SW
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a¡, = th"E" + rix,,E,, - ri'r,\" + a* + a,

For the equations where f : l, there is one morc simplification,

eqr¡ation states that:

tit,,. = tic. + th,, - tit,

The zr2 cofficient can be simplified to:

0r =,i1,,. + ú- + a,:

Rewriting Equations (8.102) ro (8.106) in relms of rhe (i, j) inclice:

(,,,(i, j)o(r, j)= unQ, j)þQ, j + I )+ rl. (r, j)Q(t, j _ 1)+ b,,Q, j)

where: u*Q.Ð=,;,,tf,;X, fit{"*f¡;l

¡n,, (1,;)ô,,, (i )^n - (;)
r,,(i, j)^r(,)

,¿,, (,, j - r)ö,,, (l)^n. 0 - 1)

r,,(,,j-1)^r(r)

(8.106)

since the continuity

(8.107)

(B. r08)

(8.109)

(B.l l0)

(B.l r l)

(8.112)

(8.113)

Pc=

Pe" =

a"(i,;)=,¡,,,Q, ¡ -r)E,,(i, j -' )[- "-f 
("f"Il

'lexp (re, )- I l

)

, ¡)+ a"(;, ¡)

n

b,(i, ¡)= ix,"(i, j)|,,(i, j)qfr - r,  . 
J

J

a,Q, j)=ù"(i, jE"(i, j)+ù,,Q, jE,,Q, j

- ù,,(i, j -l)f,,,Q, j -t)+ a,(i
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(8.115)



The discretized form for each of the five transport equations is obtained by using

Equations (8.109) to (8.115) and applying the appropriate boundary conclitions and

sotuce tel'm.

8.4.2 Momentum Equations

8,4.2.1 Source Term for the Momentum Equations

' The sotllce telïì fol the two monìentunl equations is the bouyancy telîl and they ale the

same except fof the property. The discretization of the soulce tetm for the mixture

i 
momentum equatiotr is as follows:

, tl e lle

i J Jt,,*ø =JJðs(p-p-)coser/1rl¡ (B'116)

isÌ9sv)
:

; Neglect the variation of p within the control volume:
ì..,f-r:nen

I j '^^ = i rr- p-)coso ij ',, i,, (8 , ,7)

J u, s lw )
.

i Assume a stepwise linear profile for'ô between the ease and west faces and the

j integral:

.e a| ô +EI a¿x = ""i"- tx = ô,,^x (B.lt8)
J
l!



Thus the source term is discr.etized as:

ne

I It,o^ = e(p-o-)cosoô,,,a1Àq (B.ue)

J lt,

Rewrite for' (i,7) indice fol mixftrre momentum equation:

trc

I I t,o^ = s[o(;,r)-p(r,nv)]coseô,,,(¡)^x(,)^î(j) 1n.r20)

J lt,

Likewise fol the liquid nlomentum equation at the (i, i.):

txe

I I t^^ = slo,.(,i,.)-p(r,nu)lcosoô,,,(;)n1(;)aq(7,.) G.r21)

J lt,

. 8.4.2.2 Discretized Form of the Momentum Equation

:

¡ ffre general transport equation has aheady been discretized and is given by Equations
i

. (U.109) to (8.115) and the discretization for the source term is given by either Equations
:

' (8.120) or (8.121)' The use of the upwind scheme shows shows that the solution only

I d"pends on the upstleam solution field and is independarìt of what is happening
.

ì downstream' The entire solution field can then be obtain by marching along the plate and
:

' obtaining the solution field for the column at each 2¿(l). Thus at each X station, there will
:

ì,, u set of equations obtained by using Equations (8.i09) to (8.115) for each j control
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volume. A Tri-Diagonal Matrix Solver is then used to solve the set of equations. From

Equation (8.109), the general form of the equation is:

",,Q, 
j)þQ, j)= o,Q, j)þQ. j + r)+ a,Q,)qQ, ¡ -1)+ b,,(i, j) (8.t22)

The following sections describe how the coefficients ar.e obtained for. each of the tl.ansport

equations and how the boundary cotrditious ar.e applied.

8.4.2.2.1 At the Wall (r = o),"¡; = f

The boundaly condition is:

ur- = 0

This gives:

u,.(i,t) = 6.6

The coefficients for Equarion (8.122) at (i,,;. = t) ore

a,Q,¡,.=t) = t.O 
l

o,Q,i, = 1) = o.o 
I

a*Q,¡,=t) = 0.01
I

b,Q,i,=r) = o.oJ

(8.123)

(8.124)

(8.125)



8.4.2,2.2 Within the Liquid, at j" = 2

For the contlol volume at (i, j-.2),use a linear slope for (*)" ana wirh u,.., = u,.,", rhe

coefficients of Equation (8.122) become:

rrl
a n (i, ¡, )=,;,,,, (i, ; )l;p;;;j

D_ _ !lÌ,,,(,i, )s,,(i)^n, .(,,l ),.,"____lr,,QJJ

,,(,,,;)=### +,i,,.(,j,)

b,,(i, ¡,.)= ù,..,,.Q, ¡,.)u,.(i -t, ¡,.)
+ I [p,.(i, j,.) - p(1, zv)] cos e ô,,, (r)^r (,)Ar.ì, (¿. )

o,Q, j,.)=.,..,,.Q, j,.) + ar(i, ¡,.)+ ",(i, 
j,.)

(8.t26)

(8.t27)

(8. l 28)

(8.129)

(8. 130)

(8.131)

(8.132)

8,4.2.2,3 \Yithin the Liquid, 3 < j1 3 n-2

The coefficients of Equation (B.122) for the liquid momentum equation, within the liquid

layer, are:

rrl
o, Q, 

j,)= *,,,A, Ðl;p;;¡- 
)

D_ _.,.,Q, j 
")õ,,,(¡)¡n.._(j, )""--- p,rtj)M,(ù-
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a,Q, j,.)=,i,,.,,G, j"-,;i t-f ("",") Ir,r,./ L.n*J¿ ,le*p (r". . )_ r.]

D- _.,.,,Q, j,.- tþ,,,(i)4r1,., (7,. - r)'"t--@

b,,Q, i,.)=,it,.,,, (i, ¡, )u,.(i - t, ¡,.)

* s [p,,(i, j,.) - p (;, nv )]coso ð,,, (;)4 (;)a¡, (y, )

urQ, j,,)=,n,..,,.Q, j,) + a,(i, ¡,.)+ a-(i, ¡,.)

(8.133)

(8.134)

(B.l3s)

(8. l 36)

8.4.2.2.4 Within the Liquid, at j, = ¡x-1

Fol the control volume at (i, j¡:n-t),use a tinear.stope for. lþl 
^"U 

with u, .. = u, ,,.
\ dn /,,

the coeffìcients ofEquation (B.122) become:

a,Q, j,

arQ, j"

Peu, =

., ¡r.,,, (t,7,)Â1(t))=föÃi;¡,; - 
"'|,,,Q'jL)

)=in,,,Q,jL tr[#äH]

,h 1,,, Q, i L - 1Þ,,,(i) N1 1.. (j L - r)
P'"'Q' j'- i)41(;)

(8.137)

(8.138)

(8.i39)

(8.140)

(B.141)

ø,Q, i,)=,i',.,,(i, j)ùLQ -1, j")
+ I [p, (,, "¡; ) - o (1, nu)]cose 0,,, (Ð^r (,)^î, (¿ )

a,(i, ¡,¡= a,.,,Q, j,) + a* Q, ¡,.) + a,Q, ¡ ")



8.4.2.2.5 Liquid-Mixture Interface,;r¿ = n and j = |

Both the liquid and the mixture shale the same control volume located at the intel.face. It

has a finite width, À1 , but a zero thickness, Â1 = 0. Also, the following two boundary

conditions must be satisified at the inteface:

Using a linear approxirnation for. the gr.adient for. u ancl u¿ at the interface, Equation

(8.143) can be discretized as:

Ftom Equation (8.142), n,.(i,n)= u(1, t) and applying rhis condition to Equation (B.144)

results in,

p..,,(¡,n-t)iu,(¡,n)-u.(¡,i,-r)l 
= rr,,(¡,1)fu(¡,2)-u"(¡,¿).1,o,,..,

ô,,, 1aa,.1,1 l- ô_L ^n;l4-l 
(rr'r+r)

with the following coefficient for Equation (8.122):

p,,,,(i,n-t)ty(i)

ll¿ = U

!r,. ðu,. = F ðu
ð ðn ððn

ar(t,n) =

ar(t,n) =

a,(i,n) =

4,,.(z-t)0,,,(i)

p,,(¡, t)¿x(¡)

^î.(1)ô,,(Ð
a,(t,n) + a*(t,n)

(8.t42)

(B. 143)

(8.146)

(8.147)

(8. r 48)



ø,(t,n) = s (8.149)

The use of Equations (8.146) to (8. 149) as the coefficienrs of Equation (8.12Ð win

couple the liquid and mixtule momentum equations. Thus both equations must be solvecl

simultaneously. This is done by using a general valiable Q to reptesent both the u¿ and u

velocities, The relationship between 0 and the two velocities are given by:

u,.(.i,.) = o(¡,",;.) fo'l<i, <n I
u(i,j) = Q(r,n+j-i) for.lrjSrru I 

(B'150)

8.4.2.2.6 Within the Mixture, at j = 2

Fol the contl'ol volume at (1, i2), use a lineal slope

coefficients of Equation (8. 122) become:

a,(i,¡)=r (,,r[*dJ-,]

''^ _ -,,(t, jÞ,,,(¡)¡n.o
'"'---tl¡, ;'Þx(,)

,"(,,r)=.fiffiiffi + ù"(i,i)

bp(í, i)= a,,(i, ¡)u(i -r, ¡)

.' 
[#)..". 

wirh u. =u.s, rhe

(8.151)

(8.1s2)

(B.l s3)

(8. r 54)

(B.l s5)

+ s[p(t, j)- p(i,zu)]coseõ,,,(i)ax(;)aîl (;)

a p(i, i)= th,"Q, j)+ a,Q, ¡) + a,(i, ¡)



8,4.2.2,7 WithintheMixture,3 < j 3 nv-2

The coefficients of Equation (8.122) fot the mixturc momentum equation, wilhin the

mixture layer', is given by:

tr * (i, ¡) =,4 (,, r{#il_,]

.^ _ r;;(i,7)ô,,,(¡)¡n_(;)
'""- --r;Gt^rÍt-

,r.(i.7)= *,,(i, ¡ -'{##]
o^ _ n,,(i, ¡ -l)ô,,,(r)^n.(j- t)'"'--- pltr_rE (Ð-
b,(i, i)= n,.(i, ¡)u (i - t, ¡)

+ I [p(,, j) - o(1, nv)]cose 0,,, (,)^]r (,)^n (/)

o,(,, j)= *,,(i, ¡) + a*(i, ¡)+ a"(i, ;)

(8.l s6)

(B.ls7)

(8. 1s8)

(8. 159)

(B.160)

(B. r6r)

For the conrrol votume at (i, j:nv-r),use a linear slope for 
[*i), 

* \ryith u,, = uN, rhe

coefficients of Equation (B.122) become:

,"(¿i)=m - k,,Q,Ð @.162)

8.4.2,2.8 Within the Mixture, at j = 7xr-1
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u sç, i)= ñ1,,(i, i'{#ffiì]
.^ _ ^,,(i, 

j- r)a,,,(i)a4,(y- r)'"'---l,"GFI¡ltI-
b,,Q, i)=,,,,, (t, j)u (, - 1, j)

* s [p(¡, ;)- p(t, nv)]cos0 ò,,,(r)4(i)ar1 (;)

a,(i, ¡)=,¡,,ç, ¡)+ an (i,;)+ c"(r, j)

(8.163)

(8.164)

(8.165)

(8. 166)

(8.167)

(8.168)

8.4,2.2.9 At the Freestream,j = ny

At the freesfieam, the boundary condition states that:

ì.1 : t¡-

This rcsults in the following coefficients for.Equation (8.122):

a,,(i,nv\ = 1.0 I'l
a" (i, nv) = 9.6 |t
a.(i,nv) = 0.0 I

I

b,(i,nv) = u- 
J

8.4.3 Liquid Energy Equation

The liquid energy equation doesn't contain a source term, and is to be solved using the

existing solution fields for mass flows and the properties fi'om the last iterated temperatule



field. The next several sections shows how to obtain the coefficients of Equation (8. 122)

for the liquid energy equation.

8.4.3.1 At the Wall,j¿ = I

The boundaly condition is:

7,, = T-at

This lesults in the following coefficients for.Equation (8. I22)

,r,,(l,t) = l.o ì
I

(¿^ (i,l) = 0.0 
|'

,i"(i,t) = o.o I

r,,,(i.t) = r,,,,,,)

8.4.3.2 Within the Liquid, at j"= 2

Fol the control volume ar (i, jr2),use a linear slop" 
"r. 

(#), *d wirh f.,, = 4,s, rhe

coefücients of Equation (B.122) become:

ar (i, ¡,)=,tt,.,,Q, j,)" r" (,, r; )l----\ _ l'" ' ' "" 'i exp (Pe,.,, ) - lJ

r) - _,h,,,,Q., 
j,)õ,,,Q) Ln,..(j,) 

",,." Q, j ")t"",^-W

(8.169)

(B. r 70)

(B.171)

(8.172)
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| *,,,Q, ¡, - t)*x(ù l
or(t, j,.)=cn,.Q,; -rlffi 

I

i + ,i,,.,Q, j,.)]

u,Q, i,.)= i',..,,.Q, ¡,.)r,, ,.Q, 
j,.)r,.(¡ - r, ,,;_ )

a,(i, ¡,.)= ù,.."(i, j,,)rn.Q, j,.)+ tit,,,,,Q, ¡,,)cr,,Q, ¡,.)

-,h,.,, Q, i,. - l) ",,,,Q, 
j,. - t) + a r (, ¡,.) + a, (i, j,.)

(8.t73)

(8.174)

(B.l7s)

8.4.3.3 Within the Liquid, 3 ! j¡ < n-2

The coefficients for Equation (8.122) are

a n. (i, j, ) = tir,..,,(, r;. 1.,, t, r; )l*pl;f]

D.. _ rir,.,,Q, ¡,.)õ ,,,Q) tn,..,(j,)r,,, 
^(¡, 

j,)t"r.r-W

o, Q, l,)= k,..,,Q, ¡,. - t) c n, 
^(i, 

¡,. trl#t"H]

p e, _,à1,.,, ç, i 
" 
- r)õ,,,(i) h1 

".. 
(i, - t) c 

"".^ 

(i, j, _ t)
*,',Q,1, _ r)11(i)

b,Q, j,.)='h,.,"þ, j 
") 

r,"._Q, j,)r"Q - t, ¡,)

a"(i, ¡,)= a,,"(t, ¡,)c,"."(i, ¡,)+ ,it,.,,Q, j,)",,,Q, j,)
- *".,,þ, i,-t)r,",^Q, j,-t)+ a,Q, j")+ a,Q, j,)

(8. 176)

(8.t77)

(8.178)

(8.179)

(8.180)

(8.181)

2t0



8.4.3.4 Within the Liquid, at jt= n-1

Fol the contlol volume at (i, jrn-t),use a linear slope for l1Lì ^"0 
with T, ,, = T, - ,( dn /,,

the coefficients ofEquation (8.122) become:

>,, a,i,tl;fffffin; -,,,,,,Q,,)f tu,82)

t 
"*p 

(p", , ) 
'l

)=,h,.,,Q, j,,-l)c,,, (t., - t)l
¡"*p(r", ,)- r ]

n,.,,(¡, j,. - t)a ,,,(¡) Ln,.*(j,. - t)c,,, .Q, j,. 
_ t)/,m

o,(i, j,

¿r.r (¡, Ji.

Pe,.,, =

b,Q, ¡,)= ù,..,,,(i, j,.)r,,,.,Q, j,,)r,.(¡-t, j,.)

",,Q, 
j,.)= i4..(i, ¡,.)cn ,(t, ¡,.)+ rh,..,,(i, j,.)r,,,,(,, j,.)

- ìn"',Q, i,.-t)c,,,,(i, ¡,.-1)+ arQ, ¡,.)+ a"(i, ¡")

(8.183)

(8.184)

(8. l8s)

(8. 186)

(8.187)

8.4.3.5 At the Interface, j"= ¡x

The boundaly condition is:

TL=Ti

z¡ is evaluated as the saturation temperature of the vapor at it's partial pressure at the

interface. The coefficients for Equation (8J22) are:



dr(r,'?) = l.0l
a,(i,n) = ooI

a" (i, n) = o.o I

ø,,1i,r¡ = ,, )

(8.188)

8.4.4 Mixture Energy Equation

8.4.4.1 Source Term for the Mixture Energy Equation

The sourre tetm fol the mixture energy equation is given by:

To simpify the discretization, neglect the variation of proper.ties, 7 nn¿ P across Á1 .

d11

Thus Equation (8.189) can be written as:

nefl¿

I I '*^ = J #1," ç""-",.),#]^J ** .",eo)
JÌI,'SP

Further simplify by assuming a step\ryise profile for ô. Also, use a simple linear

approximation for the gradient of !l¡ at the north and south faces. This results in:

2t2



ne

I I '^^ = 

"*{'. 
n,,(,,".-,,,.)r,(#)

r u/ (8.lg1)

- p, D,(.^. -.,,,)4t#).Ì

whele: 7,, = 7,, + a,,Q, - f,,) (8.192)

r" = r, * ",(4,-r,) G.193)

fiql = w, -w, (8.1e4)( an j,, À4

(aw'1 w,, -w,
t rr J = -ñ- (B'res)

cr,, and cr_ arc given by Equations (8.41) and (8.44)

8.4.4.2 Discretized Form of the Mixture Energy Equation

8.4.4.2.1 At the Liquid-Mixture Interface,j = I

The boundaly condition at the liquid-mixture interface is:

T = T¡ (8.196)

z¡ is evaluated as the saturation temperature of the vapor at it's partial pressure at the

interface. The coefficients for Equation (8.122) are:



arQ,l)

a*(i,t)
a'Q,l)
b,,Q,1)

8,4.4.2.2 Within the Mixture, ãt j = 2

= l.0l

= ool

= 0.0f

= r)
(8.197)

T, = 7", the

(8.198)

(8.199)

(8.200)

For the control volume at (1, 7:2), use a linear. stope t", f=l and wirh
\dnr,

coefficients of Equation (8.122) become:

rr,,, (i, ;)= ùt,,(i, ¡) t,,,(r, t)l_--f-l'"'jlexp(re,,)- t l

p. _ n,,(i, j)õ,,,(i) N1.(j)( ,"(i, j)
' "'- ----Tî¡ltx6-

u"Q,Ð=,,.Q, j -,{æ#nHä . -,,(,,j)]

bp(i, j)= th,.(i, j)c,.(t, ¡)r(i-r, ¡)

- p,,(i, ¡ - t) o,,(i, ¡ - t)|c,"..(i, ¡- r) - cn." (i, ; - r¡] . (#)"Ì

r,, = r(i, ¡) + o,, [r(i,;+ r)-r(¡, ¡)]

r" = r(i, j-t) + o" [z(;,;)- r(i,¡-t)]

. 
*ort,{o,,(i, ¡)o,,(i, ¡)þ,,.(i, i)- ",..(', ;l]r [ff),, 

.".201)

(8.202)

(8,203)
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Idw I

( ¿n ,/,,

la wìt_t

IanJ,

a,,(i, ¡)=

w(i, ¡+t)-w(i, ¡)

- r)w(i,

;)

i, j

Ð

tit,,

i, j

(¡

,_('

+

(

w

G

j)

ct',,

,j

)c

Ât]

j)-

^n. 
(

."Q, '
crl. \¡

i-l

(8.204)

(8.205)

(8.206)

(8.207)

(8.208)

(8.209)

(8.210)

(i, ¡)c,,,,(i, ¡)

-t)+a,(i,y)+a"(i,;)

tn,\t, J )

- ,r,, (f '

8.4.4.2.3 WithintheMixture, 3 < j t nv-2

The coefficients fol Equation (8.122) are:

a,, (i, 7) = rìl,,(i, j) c,,f¡. ¡ll----l-l
"'lexp(ne,,)- t )

D., _ m,,(i, j)õ,,,(¡)^1.(j)c,, (r, j)
' "" - -- k'fi--- k,li, j) ^x(ù-
a,(i, ¡) = m,,(i, ¡- r;." 1i, ;- r)l#u{#ì]

,_ _,i,,,Q, ¡ - t)õ,,,(r) 
^n.(j 

- l) r,.ft , j - t)'"r-@



r,, = r(i,j) + a,,lr(i,j+r)-r(¡,;)]

r" = r(i, j-t) * ,r" FQ,¡)-r(i,¡*r)l

(ar\ _ w(i.¡+r)-w(¡¡)
l. an J, - ^,'1CI-
larl _ wQ,i)-w(i,j-t)
I an ], - -- ^l1f,trD-
a,.(i, ¡)= it"(i, ¡) c,..Q, ¡)+ ,n,,(i, ¡)c,,,Q, ¡)

- *,,(i, ¡ -r)c,,,,(i, ¡ - t)+ arQ, ¡)+ a"(i, ¡)

(8.2t2)

(8.213)

(8.2t4)

(B.2ls)

(8.216\

(8.217)

(8.218)

(8.2t9)

8.4.4.2.4 Within the Mixture, at j = ny-1

For the control volume at (i, j:nv-t),r¡se a linear slope for. l|Iì .rrd with 4, = 4,, ¡¡"
\ dn /,,

coefficients of Equation (B. 122) become:

a,Q,)=c,^(i,¡,1##o - 
^ Q,jl

a"(i, ¡) = n,(t, ¡ - r) c,.(i,, - t,[,ffi*]
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b,(i, i)= th,"(i, j)c,.(i, ¡)r(i-r, ¡)

. 
*orf,{o,,(i, ¡)o,,(i, ¡)[,,,,,Q, ù-.^ C,,'l]r, [ff),

- p,,(,, ¡ - t) o,,(i, ¡ - r)1,,,,, (i, ¡- r) - c,, 
^ 
(;, 7 - r)] 

^ [#)" ]
r,, = r(i,j) + a,,[r(i,¡+')-z(r,j)]

r, = r(i,¡-r) + a.VQ,¡)-r(i,;-r)l

llrl _ w(i,¡+t)-w(i,¡)
t an l, - ^'ilt-
lawl _ w(i,¡)-w(i,¡-t¡
lanl,

a,,(i, ¡)= ¡.ç¡, ¡)c,,"(i, ¡)+ ù,,(i, ¡)c,,,(i,¡)

- th,,(i, ¡ - t)c,," (i,;- r)+ ar(i, ¡)+ u,(i, ¡)

8.4.4.2,5 At the Freestreamrj = ny

The boundary condition at the freestteam is known, and is:

T=T-

The coefficients for Equation (8.122) are:

a"li.ny) = 1.0 I,I
a' (;, nv) = o.g 

I
ar(;, nu) = 6.6 

|

U,(i,nv) = T- 
J

(8.220)

(8.221)

(8.222)

(8.223)

(8.224)

(8.22s)

(8.226)

(8.227)



8.4.5 Mixture Diffusion Equation

8.4.5.1 At the Liquid-Mixture Interface,j = 1

The boundaly condition that must be satisifìed at the interface is:

tit"w * \!Y = o (8.228)ôðn
This is discretized over a cont'ol volume at the intelface of finite Á1 but with Ár1 : 0.

Thtts there is no variation across Âq(;= l) and the equatio¡ only neecls to be integr.ate¿

across Â1.

The integlation of the first tet.m is:

eeL.. f( ¿¿ ì
J 

i(wdx = wp 
J lo"ä - p,),tx = -m,,wc @z2s)

The second term is approximated using a linear gradient between IV¡ and IV¡¡, and the 
i

average value ofô, results in:

e

I +Y* = P'?"tx(w' - w'\
J Ò an "'ú - L l.- 

^t1-- ) 
(B'23o)

:w
,
i

: Combine the two to give the discretized form:
)

w"l,n. H#] = "l#] ,",,,,.L'
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Thus the coefficients for Equation (8.122) arc:

(8.232)

(8.233)

(8.234)

(8.235)

a" (;, t) = o.o

å,(i,t) = e.6

a,,(i,r) = úr,,(i,1) + a*(r,t)

8,4.5.2 Within the Mixture,j = 2

For the control voluntes at j :2, the par.tially discr.etized diffusion equation is of the form:

tit"w. - tit,,w,, + ti.,,w,,-,¡,,ev,=!x-9-',put+ì - ^rf, 
D.la--wl 

(8.236)ò,,, \ dn /,, ò,,, I dl /.

However', fi'om the boundary condition at the intel.face, we have:

(8.237)

Applying the boundary condition to the south face of the control volume atj : 2, reduces

the diffusion equation to:

(8.238)

Thus the coefficients for Equation (B.122) are:

a,(i,z)=n,,Q,zrt***l

tilw - ¡xP"¡'faw]
ô,,, I an /"
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The coefficein

"r(i, 
j

p" ( i.2\ =,h,,(,2Þ,,,(i) 
Lrl.(2)n\'' p,,Q'2)D,,ç,2)Lx(i)

a,(t,z) = g.g

b,, Q,2) = h,, Q,2)w (i - 1,2)

a,, (i,z) = n"(i,z) + m,,(i,z) + u * Q, z)

8.4.5.3 WithintheMixture,3 < j < nv-2

Pe,, =

o,(i, j

Pe" =
p,,(i, ¡ - r) o,,(i, ¡ - i) 

^r 
(r)

bp(i, i)= ù,,(i, i)w(i -r, ¡)

o,(i, j)= m,,(í, j) + ar(i, ¡)+ a,Q, ¡)

(8.240)

(8.241)

(8.242)

(8.243)

(8.244)

(8.24s)

(8.246)

(8.247)

(8.248)

(8.249)
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8.4.5.4 Within the Mixture,j = ny-l

For the control volume ar (i, i:nv-I),use a tinear stope for. 
[#), ."a wirh r{, = 4, 1¡.

coefficients of Equation (8.122) become:

n^.1i,;;=!.(''j)%!'y)^x-(r) -,i,,,(i,j)

,t.(i, j) = nt,,(i, ¡ -, )f - "-9 
(t+l

¡ exp (ne, ) - r]

o^ _ t!,,(i, j - t)ô,,,(r)^n (j- t)'"'- øf;-'ÞAl-Ð^m
bp(i, j)= th,,.(i, j)w(i-t, ¡)

a,(i, ¡) = 6,,.ç, ¡)+ a, (i, ¡) + tL "(i, ¡)

(8.2s0)

(8.2s r)

(8.2s2)

(8.2s3)

(8.2s4)

(B.2ss)

(8.2s6)

8.4.5.5 At the Freestreamrj = y¿y

The boundary condition at the freesfeam is known, and is:

W=W^

The coefficients for Equation (8J22) are:

a"(i,nv) = t.6l
I

a"(i,nv) = 9.6[

a" (i, nu) = 6.9 |
I

b,Q,nv) = W-)
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8.5 Energy Balance at the Interface

The condensate thickness is detemined fi'om the energy balance per.formecl at the

interface, as given by:

!,þL\ = rlarl ,t I
a[anJ ,= tlun],= * o.*J p'u'ôr/q' (B'2s7)

0

The above equation is discletized ovel a control volume at the interface with Âr1 = 0, thus

it only needs to be integlated over À1 .

ee
I t,(ar,\ f ¿larl
J É["i.J'. "' = J ;[",J,= *
]17 '

sl l I (B'2s8)

* n*J"l*J" "'unn'J*

Properties are evaluated at the interface temper.ature, use the mean values for ô in the two 
:

diffusion tems and also assume a linear temperature pr.ofile at the interface. This gives: 
:

or,., 
*,Q,1.) 

[r"(¡, 
n) - r,(¡, n - ùl _ 

^ ^, r.., 
r(,, r) 

J 
r(¡, z)- r(¡, r )l^nu' ð.irl 

^';("-D-1 
= ttxvrffit--óit-l

l1.. i i (B.2se)
+ 0(i)lr"(i) I c,,.,tt, - o(i-r)lr"(i) I c,..,¿n,J '"'J

00

Recall that the defination of õ,, is:

ô.,(Ð = {+(:!
t,))

(8.260)



Also, let: A

= ,,r,ia-"!,tù
it=l

- ^x(')/,(,,,{.+#t}
IfB = hr,()l c,..,tn,.

J
0

I

c = n,"@J c,,,ø, = r,.1;¡ir+0rl)
o t'=t

Using the above definations, Equation (8.259) is simplifred to:

A = Bô(.fô(,)-ô(r i)l _ .u,._,rra(¡)_¡(¡_r))'. -"''t 2 ) -"\"\ 2 )

This simplifies to:

o = nô(;)' + ô(,)ô(i-1XB-c) - cô(,_t)' - 2A

Now apply the following definations:

\(t = B = ¿r,(;)Iù':(:t:j,)+ ô(')

å = ô(,-lXB-c)

= ¡ (¡- r)år"(;){åry,P 
å_-g}

(8.261)

(8.262)

(8.263)

(8.264)

(8.26s)

(8.266)

(8.267)



c=-cõ(i-lr-2A

: -õ(i-t)'n,,(,Dft?
iL=t

- 2 Axç)k, (i,, -,{r' (¡' n) - T' (¡'f- t)l
1r1,..(n-t) 

J

rr(¡.2)- r(¡,r)l+ zry(i)*(¡{tri

(8.268)

(8.271)

(8.272)

Applying Equations (8.266) - (8.268) ro Equarion (8.265) yields the following quadr.aric

equation foL ô (i):

o=aô(t)'+åô(i)+c @.26s)

The solution of Equation (8.269) is given by:

(8.270)

The defination of a,b,c as given by Equarions (8.266) - (8.268) show that:

a>0,b>0,c<0

Thus Equation (8.270) can be rcwritten as:

ð(r) =

and since ô (i) > 0,

aØ = -u*Jrr, q'"
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APPENDIX C

Initial Guess Solution Fields
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To iteratively solve the discretized equations, as given in Appendix B, for j :2, an initial

guess solution field is needed. This appendix contains the details of the initial guess

solution fields used for the thlee vapor'-gas mixtures. The guess field for the liquid

propelties wel€ calculated at ?,,."¿ and the mixtule properties wele evaluatecl at z- and

w-.

C.l Steam-Air Mixture

õ(ù - 
l4k, 

p,'g 
- !|")x,Q)f"' (c.1)

(c.2)r,.(i,.) = Q,,,,-r,,,,,)n,,(j,.) + r*,,

wherc: 4o, is evaluated atW-an¡JT.,

u,(i,) = r(,rl#]þ n,.(i,.)-n,.(i,.lf

,(j) = u-

r(¡) = r-

w(¡) = w-

(c.3)

(c.4)

(c.s)

(c.6)

The liquid and mixture continuity equations are then solved using the guessed velocity

profìles given by Equations (c.3) and (c.4). The properties are then re-evaluated using

the rcsulting solution field obtained from the above equations.
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C.2 Sodium-Argon Mixture

ð(,) = ô",,",,

where: ô3,o,, is given by the user.

tr, (1, ) = ô(,),[gfur{]þ 11,.(i, )_n,(,,;.)']"L 
I'

r,(j,.) = g',-r,,,,,)n,.(j,.) * r,,,,,,

.r _ . ù,..,(,¡-l)/¡/eð(¡),-r¡.,t----i4X6-

P-, _.lLM
DA

' - -D---- rt
:t,ñ"+:'t ñ,P_ " P..

where: pe" _ .,,,,(r- Uôq)_h(r")- i]

(c.7\

whele: ù,.,,(n- l) was obtainecl by solving the liquid continuity equation.

P",r is the partial prcssure of the vapor at the interface.

Pr., is the partial pressure of the gas at the interface.

.*0f""" njrì-',1 - ,

u(i) = u,(n) + ¡"--",6¡--L- ffþJ!. e.t2)

(c.8)

(c.e)

(c.l0)

(c.11)

(c. r 3)

"*"1",^n(rl-t'l - i

r(i) = \ + (e-z¡ ^L 'l("]-tj
exp[re,] - t

(c.14)



where: Pe, = c'a"'(n-l)7ft@v)-tf

w(i) = w,. {*-"¡"-o["*'#] 
- 

'
exp[Pe,, ] - t

where: Pe,, * t" "(¿- l)-ô(')h-(nv)- 1]

p o 
^xQ)

(c.l s)

(c.16)

(c.17)

The propelties wele then re-evaluated using the guess temperature and gas concentration

fields aud the liquid and mixtule continuity equations used to obtain the mass flows across

the nolth faces.

C.3 Glycerine-Bromine Mixture

ô(t) = ô,,,",,

where: õsu"," was given by the user.

(c.18)

(c.1e)

(c.20)

(c.21)

r,(i") = ç', - r,,",,þ"(j,) * r,,..,

where: T¡ = T,*n - 
tit""'(io = n)hrrõ(ù

*" d1(i)

and ,ior,,,(j"= n) was obtained by solving the liquid continuity equation.

u("¡) = u- (c.22)

r(¡) = z G.23)
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w(j) = w- (c.24)

The properties werc then re-evaluatecl using the guess tenperature and gas concentration

fields and the liquid and mixtule continuity equations used to obtain the mass flows acr.oss

the north faces.



APPENDIX I)

Dimensionless Groups
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This appendix determines the dimensionless groups that are used to present the r.esults.

To obtain these dimensionless gloups, the following assumptions are applied to the

complete boundaly layer equations and conditions.

l. Constantploperties.

2. Folced-convectioncondensation.

3. veltical ol inclined plate (exclucling the hor.izontal).

This will result in the following set of boundary layer equations:

. Liquid continuity equation

ð u, ð v.______!- + :__:-L = 0 (D.l)ô.r ô l,

o Liquid momennlm equation

ðu, ðu, ð'u. I " Iu,J+v.,=v,.*+Sl | _hlcosa (D.2)"d.r 'òy ''òy' "l A,.)

The coscr accounts for the component of gravity directed along the plate.

o Liquid energy equation

.. òT" - ðT, v, ðtT,¡r-rrr_.1:' ðx " ðy pr, ðy'z

. Mixture continuity equation

ðu âv+-=t)òx ðy

(D.3) i

(D.4)
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. Mixtule momentum equation

ðu ðu ð'u I " \.''r- v-- - v ì--T + gj I _ -re lcosü (D.5)ôx òy òy' '1. p)--

' The coscr accounts fol'the component of gravity directecl along the plate.
a

I ¡ Mixture energy eqr.ration
:

j AT ðT \t ð2T c,--c,,., ã( âwlr_ + v_ 
=i 

DT _ | (D.6)-'â.r ð¡' pr.ôy, Ct, ay["'a¡,J
o Mixture mass diffilsion equation

Aw ðw al awlu- + v-^ _- :_l D=_ | (D.7)ô.r ð1, Ay[-Ay.J

.

: 
the twelve applicable boundary conditions ar€:

:

o At the plate sur.face (1, = O),

tl¿ = 0

YL = 0

TL = T*.tt

r At the free sh€am (y -+ ""):

u=u_

T=T-

W=W-

. At the liquid-mixrure furrerface (y = ¡ ),

u¿=u

(D.8)

(D.e)

(D.10)

(D.11)

(D.12) :

:

(D.13) i
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til'w+p¿P=o
d),

o Plus the enelgy balance at the interface:

. òT. .òrkr-=k;+hr,ü/'
dy dy

Define the following dimensionless groups:

g .t cos cx.

^----2- u*

- i;.".rri.l-
V u- v¿

ðu
= tl-'ðy

T=T¡

\ 
",,,,(w,, 

w-, r-, ñ,, ñ 
")

dõ riôpt ttr.- -pt,v r, = pu-" d: d.r

u

u_

{ g.r cos s

T _ T,*U

r_-\*,

ðu,
lL, 

-
''' ðy

Tr.

T, =

tit"

TT

(D.15)

(D.16)

(D.17)

(D.18)

(D.19)

(D.20)

(D.21)

(D.22)

(D.23)

(D.24)

(D.2s)
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use the above definations to nondimensionalize Equations (D.1) to (D.20) to obtain:

o Liqr¡id boundary layel equations

,. \v2- "du,. f u--r I dv,-:---; + l-l =--; = 0d)i Iv.J òy

/ \tl2.,,dur , f u,,rl ,ôri
lll-:-.--fl-|V.-='à:j Inr/ 'òy

/ .l!2,à4' lu,*ì-"44"u. '-------: + l----l v-'ôx' Iu,J'òy
. Mixtule boundary layer equations

/rr-u. I
----------J- r I l

ðv" l,.

| ð,7;
Pr; ð ).'

(D.26)

i) o.27)

(D.28)

/ \ ll2du lu-xì âv"+ t_t _ _ 0â¡" In,J ðy"

-âu' lu-rl'" -au' v â'u' (tl:. +l----r_l v:---- = --'; +lldx I v, ./ òy y,. òy'" {.

u.all * fu"')'",,-ðr' _ y ð,r-
àx' ( n, / ðy' v,pr ly-'¿

, C,,"-C,,' a (o^.aw\- q, ãt'[".' ã¡,1

p.l
p)

(D.29)

(D.30)

(D.3i)

(D.32)

(D.33)

(D.34)

(D.35)

...ðw Iu*"')'"_.-aw _ ò (D awlu :---= + l----:- i v ----" a*- [ ", J " ãt - ãt[..,, ãt]
. Boundary conditions at the plate surface ()- = 0) ,

ui = o

vL = 0

r;=o



Boundaly conditions at the free stream (y- -l

tu* = I

T.=l

W =W-.

. Boundary conditions ât the liquid-mixture interface (),- = ô-)

tÌr, = tt

qi" 
=

â ¡,.

T:=T*

r,.,,,,.,þt,,w",,r.., ñt", ñ,) - r,,.,,,

T. _ T*,

, ¿ô' 1,, .l'"u. = lgì,^<{ _ I o 1|,u""1,,,""',,¡ - [". J ' [p,J ttx- (t,,J[îl v

-rlô" lu-"1'" (oll¿)raw
"';7 - [üJ vL . [;,l[;.,l"r¡ = '

Plus the energy balance at the inteface:

ar; I r )ar-
ðy- lt,.)ay.

p au"

P. â)'

-r'

(D.36)

(D.37)

(D.38)

(D.39)

(D.40)

(D.41)

(D.42)

(D.43)

(D.44)

(D.45).lr5^]"1"'# - [#,)"'"r]
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The transformed Equations (D.26) to (D.45) show that all of the properties can be defined

by the following dimensionless gloups:

P- ,p,.,,fl .pr,cr-c+ ,D , p,3.on¿ c,,l--r*,,) 
(D.46)

Qt. " vr. Cr \ Q,. 
' kt. ' hr,

For a constant property problem, all of these dimensionless groups arc known if the

vapor-gas conrbination is given along with 7- , T,,.an , anrJ, W.,. ,

Fronl Equations (D.26) to (D.32) and (D.45), the eight dependent dimensionless variables

are:

(D.41)

Each of these eight dependent varÌables ar.e a f,¡nction of x* ancl y., as well as the

dimensionless groups defined in Equation (D.46).

one more dimensionless group is required to plesent the heat transfel.rcsults . This can

be obtained by examining the heat flux to the wall (at y : 0). The heat flux is given by:

(D.48)

Rewriting it in terms of the heat transfer coefficient, å. and applying the dimensionless

groups given by Equations (D.21) and (D.25) to give:

n = -0"(*),="

(D.49)



Apply the defuration for the Nu-

N".=f=-
Which can be rewritten as:

(D.50)*.."'(#)"=.

(D.sl)

Thus Equation (D.51) shows that the heat tlansfer r.esults along the plate is only a firnction

of ,r*.

The advantages of plesenting the results using the above dimensionless gr.oups is that the

dependent valiables can be plotted independently of u - , g anr.l angle of inclination. Thus,

only a single plot of Nu. Re.-'i2 vr. ..- = t1ii" is r.equirecl to represent results for.u-'

differcnt values of u* , g and angle of inclination.

with variable properties, the above dimensionless analysis isn't valid. However, rcsults

generated using the numerical code with variable properties can still be presented using the

above dimensionless variables and the independence fiom u_ , g and angle of inclination

is still valid. This is done by f,ust obtaining the variable property solution, a¡rd then

nondimensionalizing the results using properties evaluated at:

T, = \¿t + 0.21(r_-r,,.,,)

Nu , ,.,,,r lâr-l""i); = _{.r)-1".'l = l(i)Re.,,. \ / (ôr",/".,,,

(D.s2)



To validate the use of the dimensionless variables in the presentation of variable property

solution, two sets of lesults were obtained for a glycerine-bromine mixture at T-: 450 K,

T,on :350 K, and l7- : 0.1 . One solution set was obtained with u-, : 5.0 n/s and

g:9.81m/s'z. The seconcl set was obtainecl with u_ :3.535533906 nVs and

g :4.905 m/sz. These results were then nondimensionalized and plotted in Figur.es D.l to

D,6. Each curve in those figures, represent the solution obtained at:

u- : 5.0 m/s ancl g = 9.81 n/s'?

and

u. :3.535533906 m/s and g:4.905 m/s,

This shows that the variable property lesults obtainerl from the numer.ical code can be

presented using these dimensionless paranetels to display the lesults indepenclently of u.,_

, g and angle of inclination (variation of o is the same as varying g).

The numerical solution is only valid for laminar flow, thus the film reynolds number must

be evaluated to ensure that the flow is laminar'. The film Reynolds number is defined as:

Reu = 1l (for laminar flow, Reu < 30 )
trrt

Performing a non-dimensional analysis on:

ô

t = J Q"rtd!
0

Applying the dimensionless groups given by Equations (D.22) and (D.23) to obtain:

(D.s3)

(D.s4)
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E*-G - ô{"-".' = l.",^.u-P¡. J ' '
0

(D.ss)

(D.s6)

(D.s7)

Rearuange the left side ofEquation (D.55) to get:

Reo

4 Re.

Reo

4 Re."t Fr',"t

This gives:

ô

= 1",*
0

u',. ¿Y

ð

I
0

ô

= 4 Fr. ''' I u.,.or.

0

Reu

Re.'" = r ('-) (D.s8)

Thus Equation (D.58) shows that the film reynolds number can be presented for all g, u _

and angle of inclination by plotting Reu Re,-'l2 vs. Fr*-t . This is shown by the two

curves for two diffelent I4l- at various g, u- and angle of inclination in Figure D.7.
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Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

l. g = 9.81 m/s'and u-= 5.0 m/s.

2. S = q.905 m/s'and u-= 3.536 m/s.

0102030

,,': ,, i€!e!91]+' 'lo-v' )
Figure D.1: Vapor velocity profiles for glycerine-bromine at T-:450 K, T*n, :350 K and I4r. = 0.1.

J-: o.osrooz¡r,
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N)À

1

Ë = 0.0s1007

Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. g = 9.8t m/s' and u.= 5.0 m/s.

2. e = 4.905 mls'and u;3.536 m/s.

u (J.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
I. fP coscl]|Tr: r,l" I' 'lu.v' )

Figure D.2: Liquid velocity profiles for glycerine-bromine at T-: 450 K, T*,, :350 K and I4l- = 0.1.
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fr-= o.osroou
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0 0.t 0.2 0.3

" fs cos¿ liy =ylï_v, )
Figure D.3: Temperature profiles for glycerine-bromine at ?|= 450 K, 4,", = 350 K and I4l. = 0.1.

Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. g : 9.81 m/s'and u-:5.0 m/s.

2. g = q.9OS m/s'and u-:3.536 m/s.

J-=n.øtq3¡r,

0.4



0.3

f,T--r
; l>.8l¡
Òôl

Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. c = 9.8t m/s'and u.:5.0 m/s.

2. g = +.905 m/s'and u.:3.536 m/s.

N)À(,

0.2

0.1

1o'' 1o'' lo' , 1

I
Fr,

Figure D.4: Liquid film thickness for glycerine-bromine af T.= 450 K, f_,¿ :350 K and W. = 0.1.
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Figure D.5: Gas concentration profiles for glycerine-bromine at T-= 45g K, Z_,, = 35g ç and !Iz. = 0.1.

Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. g = 9.81 m,/s' and u.= 5.0 m/s.

2. g : q.905 m/s' and u.= 3.536 m/s.
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Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. g = 9.8f m/s' and u,: 5.0 m/s.

2. g = 4.905 mls'z and u-= 3.536 m/s.
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Each curve shown represent the following two cases:

1. g = 9.81 m/s' and u.= 5.0 m/s.

2. S = q.905 m/s'and u.= 3.536 m/s.

Re"--j- 0.008
Re,

0.004

0L-
10''

Figure D.7: Film Reynolds number for glycerine-bromine at T-:450 K, Z*", = 356 ç and W..: 0.C and 0.1.
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